
SOTERIOLOGICAL RITUAL TEXTS

5 IOL TIB J 331.III: A DISCUSSION OF THE TEXT AND ITS PARALLELS IN THE PHUR PA LITERATURE1

Introduction: the manuscript's three texts

IOL Tib J 331 is a complete and well-preserved manuscript of three texts, in loose-leaf pothī form with
two string-holes per folio. The three texts are separate, probably discrete parts within one collection,
although there is a possibility that the first and third text might have had some connection or at least have
been part of one volume. The Phur pa text considered here is the third and final text of the trio, while the
first two are essentially discussions of tantric sādhana practice, with specific relation to Vajrasattva. Apart
from some nine tshig rkang found in the opening sections of IOL Tib J 331.III,2 the entire text is parallelled
in a slightly different order within an NGB text, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud.3 The nature and
significance of this parallel, as well as the sharing of substantial passages with other NGB texts, is discussed
below.

The format of a main text in larger handwriting, with annotations given above or below the line in smaller
writing (often with slightly less attention to careful formation of each letter), is found in both the first and
third text, but the second has only the larger writing without commentary.

The folios (each approximately 300 mm in width x 91mm in height) consist of thick sturdy sheets, with
little sign of damage or deterioration. They have in places lost the original straight line of their edges, but
they are mostly well-preserved with little fraying and few indentations. The ink writing is clear; there are
few smudges, and only one blot in the manuscript (on the final page IOL Tib J 331.III, f.11v), which does
not affect the writing at all. There are a few places, however, where a letter has been partially rubbed out,
but generally still remaining legible; most complete rubbing out of letters from the sheets appear to represent
deliberate deletions (eg. IOL Tib J 331.III: f.6r, lines 4–5).

There is no doubt that the texts are well-crafted writings deliberately presented as coherent works, with
careful layout4 and pagination5 – the main text of the manuscripts at least are almost certainly copies of
established text rather than one–off compositions or sets of notes. Moreover, in our close examination of
IOL Tib J 331.III, we have found some evidence (see Ch. 6 below, p. 94 note 24, 96 note 35) which would

1 An earlier version of part of this chapter and the following chapter was included in an article entitled, "A Dunhuang Phurpa
Consecration Rite: IOL Tib J 331.III's Consecrations Section", and is due to be published in Matthew Kapstein and Sam van
Schaik (eds) Chinese and Tibetan Tantra at Dunhuang, a Special double edition of Studies in Central and East Asian Religions
(ISSN: 0904-2431), Brill, Leiden.

2 And note that of these nine lines, four are found in the rNying ma rgyud 'bum's Phur pa bcu gnyis.
3 We have consulted three editions of the NGB in considering this long parallel: the mTshams brag edition (M), beginning Volume

Chi 1023.4; the sDe dge xylograph edition (D), beginning Volume Wa 348v.7; and the gTing skyes edition (T), beginning
Volume Sha 523.6. These three are representatives of the three lines of textual descent (Bhutanese, Eastern Tibetan, Southern
Central) which we have found in our other studies of Phur pa texts from the NGB (Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 16–18, 65–74).
Here, mTshams brag has been used for citation of the parallel text, but it has been noted if there are significant variants in the
other editions consulted.

4 For instance, there are ruled red margins down the sides of the sheets and the lines of the main text are fairly straight and evenly
spaced; probably written using some form of guidelines, although there is no evidence of ruling as such. The interlinear notes
found in the first and third texts are less stylised, not written in such straight lines as the main text, and indeed, where there is
more than one note between a line, the writing is not always positioned at the same level. Two lines of note may be cramped
between one pair of lines, while another note between the same lines may be positioned equidistant between the lines (eg. IOL
Tib J 331.I, f.1, between lines 3–4, and 4–5).

5 For all three texts, in the left margin, we find the pagination, written sideways and centred.
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indicate a greater likelihood that the annotations were copied over from an earlier source manuscript rather
than representing freshly written commentary.

The style of handwriting is similar across the three texts, the main text in a beautifully executed script
which is mid-way between dbu med and dbu can, and which is found in many of the Dunhuang manuscripts.
The letters of the smaller annotations found in the first and third texts are for the most part formed in the
same way, but some move closer to an dbu med or handwriting style.6 The writing closely resembles IOL
Tib J 594 and 647,7 which Samten Karmay (1988: 42, 59) identified as early examples of the 'Bru ma script
later found in parts of Khams, A mdo or Bhutan. At a more general level, the writing style can be considered
an example of what Takeuchi (forthcoming) refers to as the Post-Imperial style.

There are a number of distinctive features about IOL Tib J 331.II in comparison with the other two texts.
The size and colour of the folios is exactly the same, but the paper does seem slightly different in texture.
The surface is not quite so smooth, as though we have a different batch of the same type of paper. The
writing is also significantly larger, a difference at least in part related to the absence of annotations: the
scribe had more available space to fill given that all three texts have a standard five main lines of text per
page. It would seem that a slightly wider nib might have been used. The writing is also not quite so straight
as in the other two texts; nor are the lines exactly evenly spaced on the page on all sheets. In relation to the
style of handwriting, the first and the third texts give the reversed gi gu almost exclusively,8 while its usage
in the second text is extensive although not invariable. The yig mgo is almost identically shaped in IOL Tib J
331.I and III, but is more horizontally shaped in IOL Tib J 331.II.

The codicological and palaeographical evidence, then, might suggest that the second text may have been
written by a different scribe, and that if all three texts are part of a single collection, its positioning
immediately after IOL Tib J 331.I would seem unlikely to have represented its original placement. The
probability that even if the texts were part of one collection, the second did not immediately follow the first
is strengthened by the text numbering or volume identification letters found at the beginning of the first and
second texts.9 Unlike some Dunhuang manuscripts (such as IOL Tib J 321), we do not have a text or volume
identification given on every sheet. However, the first folio of IOL Tib J 331.I is marked, "kha" and the first
folio of IOL Tib J 331.II is marked, "cha". The likelihood that these letters indicate sequential texts or
volumes would seem confirmed by some writing we find at the end of IOL Tib J 331.II, f.6v.3, after the
terminating, "rdzogs s-ho//": "ka kha ga nga ca cha//" Since this text was marked "cha", this seems to
indicate a review of the texts or volumes completed, ie, ka to cha. There is no identifying letter on IOL Tib J
331.III. If it had been produced as part of the same collection as IOL Tib J 331.I, and perhaps penned by the
same scribe, as their similarities might lead us to conjecture, this would suggest that each identification letter
perhaps represented more than one text. In any case, it would appear that there should be other texts between

6 It appears that a finer pen has been used, so that smaller writing can still be written clearly. There are some slight inconsistencies
between the lettering in the notes: for example, some but not all of the attached letter ra are shaped a little differently from those
in the main text. Whereas there is a slight upward curve in the attached ra given on khro in the main text, it generally slopes
downwards on those given in the notes, such as on the first lines of f.1r. In a few cases, such as srog on f.2r, between lines 2–3,
and instances of kro on f.2v, the ra is shaped consistently with those in the main text.

7 Note, however, the difference that the main text in IOL Tib J 594 is written in reddish-brown coloured ink, distinguishing it
clearly from the annotations in black.

8 In the third text, there are just three instances of phyir and two instances of ni where the gi gu are not reversed. The first text has
a single instance of an unreversed gi gu on the word dmyigs.

9 De la Vallée Poussin (1962: xv) pointed out that such identification letters in Dunhuang manuscripts may relate to the numbering
of texts or volumes, or may alternatively represent each hundred pages, as in IOL Tib J 619. In this manuscript fragment of one
text (http://idp.bl.uk/database/oo_loader.a4d?pm=IOL Tib J 619), folio Ka brgya' tham is followed by Kha gcig. In the case of
IOL Tib J 331, the texts are paginated separately, and none of them are long enough for the figures to exceed one hundred. De la
Vallée Poussin (1962: xvi) also discusses various other uses of alphabetical lettering for folio pagination purposes, but again, this
is not at issue here.
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IOL Tib J 331.I and 331.II (even if the letters correspond to individual texts rather than volumes, we are
missing ga, nga and ca).

There is no explicit linkage in subject matter across the three texts, but nonetheless, we do find some
overlap. Since the three might be from one collection, and IOL Tib J 331.I and III might have been produced
at the same time, possibly even within the same volume or bundle of texts, it is worth considering what kinds
of textual connections there might be between them. At the same time, like other collections of tantric texts,
they are quite separate works. What parallels we have found in other sources have not crossed over the
divisions between the three. For instance, as noted above, virtually the whole of IOL Tib J 331.III is found
in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, but we have not identified any passages from the other two
texts there. Similarly, Dalton (Dalton and van Schaik 2006: 208–9) points out the connection between IOL
Tib J 331.II and 464.I, quite unconnected in that case from material in the other sections here.

IOL Tib J 331.I and II are briefly discussed by Eastman (1983: 52–53). The first, very short text of two
folios (IOL Tib J 331.I), is attributed to 'Jam dpal bshes gnyen, perhaps referring to the Mañjuśrīmitra from
Ceylon famous for his many works in the bsTan 'gyur, especially those on the Mañjuśrīnāmasaṃgīti, and
subsequently given an important place in the rDzogs chen lineages. Certainly the colophon here identifies
him as the teacher from Sing ga la (sing ga la 'i slobs dpon 'jam dpal bshes gnyen).10 The text gives a
resume of important aspects of sādhana practice. It begins with a homage to Vajrasattva, refers briefly to
empowerment, single-pointed meditation, securing an appropriate place for the practice, and arranging the
appropriate offerings. It then mentions non-discursive meditation (the interlineal commentary refers to the
samādhi of thusness), a body, speech and mind consecration through the three seed syllables (ōm āṃ/aṃ
hūṃ),11 and meditation on the white syllable a at the heart, radiating and re-absorbing light, filling the

10 We do not know for certain whether the attribution is historically valid or not, especially given the subsquent production of
pseudepigrapha attributed to Mañjuśrīmitra by later rNying ma authors of the rDzogs chen tradition. Ronald Davidson (1981:
3ff) has discussed Mañjuśrīmitra's known writings on the Mañjuśrīnāmasaṃgīti. On examining IOL Tib J 331.I and comparing
it with Mañjuśrīmitra's works, and in particular, his Bodhicittabhāvanā texts (To. 2562-3 and 2591 [representing the sDe dge
bsTan 'gyur edition, as numbered in H. Ui et al., eds, A Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, Sendai: Tōhoku
University, 1934]), Ronald Davidson advises us (personal communication 26/03/2008) that it is unlikely to have been written by
Mañjuśrīmitra, since the language, such as the use of, "ye nas" (1v.3), does not fit with Indian Buddhist terminology in general
nor with Mañjuśrīmitra's works in particular. On the separate question of a possible link between IOL Tib J 331.I and the rDzogs
chen works attributed to Mañjuśrīmitra, Jean-Luc Achard, who has studied several of these works, considers IOL Tib J 331.I not
quite consistent with their very recognisable style (personal communication 5/5/2005).

11 Note that the second syllable, āṃ or aṃ, does not appear to be an error for āḥ, which is more usual in Tibetan practice. It is
repeated twice here, and is furthermore consistent with the set of three given in the NGB's rDo rje phur bu chos thams cad mya
ngan las 'das pa'i rgyud chen po [Myang 'das] (Chapter 18: D68r; M149v(298); G133v; T171v(342); R138v; N80r), where we
find āṃ in the sDe dge edition and aṃ in all other editions. In the Myang 'das, the speech syllable āṃ/aṃ is located above the
tongue (lce steng); in IOL Tib J 331.I, in the mouth (khar). This contrasts with the speech syllable āḥ in the usual series, which is
associated with the throat centre. Moreover, we seem also to have an instance of red āṃ at the tongue given in the present Phur
pa text, IOL Tib J 331.III (3v), where the interlinear comments outline five seed syllables at five places in the body (see below),
and IOL Tib J 331.II (4v.5) similarly spells out the five syllables with āṃ in the second place. There remains the possibility that
the appearance of ṃ in these texts might have originated in an attempt to represent Sanskrit visarga before a standard convention
for its representation was established. There is no direct evidence to support this speculation, however. Elsewhere in this
manuscript of three texts, there are a number of instances where a visarga has simply been omitted where we might expect it (eg.
we find hri, and dza hūṃ baṃ ho). It is worth noting that the root Guhyagarbha Tantra gives the syllables of the five Buddhas in
the context of its Chapter 8 on consecrations as, hūṃ, oṃ, sva, aṃ and ha (gSang ba'i snying po de kho na nyid nges pa,
mTshams brag NGB edition [M] Vol. Wa: 176–177; T Vol. Pha: 25–6). Moreover, other Dunhuang Mahāyoga texts also give
the triad of oṃ, aṃ, hūṃ. The text following this one in the IOL collection, a manuscript with connections to the
Māyājāla/Guhyagarbha literature, gives ōṃ āṃ hūṃ in the context of purifying one's body, speech and mind (IOL Tib J 332:
f.7r.2–3). We have found an occurrence – in this case, of ōṃ, ām (with a final ma, not an anusvāra, and again indicating the
mouth – khar), hum, swa, ha – in Pelliot Tibétain 42 (f.46.1–2), and another similar reference in the same text (f.50.2–3),
associating am with the speech. A brief mention of the three syllables, oṃ, aṃ, and huṃ in the context of body, speech and mind
consecrations respectively, also occurs in IOL Tib J 754, Section 8. See also Sam van Schaik and Jacob Dalton's discussion
[2004: 66] of Pelliot Tibétain 626 and 634. Furthermore, āṃ as the appropriate syllable for the speech in the context of the
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universe. The writing presented as the main text is fairly brief on the specifics of the visualisation, speaking
of enjoining, creating benefit universally, and meditating on clarity experienced in sameness, like the radiant
stainless autumnal moon. The commentary elaborates on the body, the syllable, and balls of light ('od ril),
mixing like water and milk, and alludes to the meditative process by which the buddhas, stimulated by the
radiating light, return light rays of blessings, which then purify beings. The text continues by giving a
number of symbolic associations of the components of the syllable hūṃ, which as in the case of the syllable
a, radiates and reabsorbs light rays. Here again, the commentary elaborates on the activities, and it refers to
the syllable's light rays becoming the, "incomparable cause" (bla na myed pa'I rgyur), possibly suggesting
the causal samādhi, the third of what became the classic categories for Mahāyoga, the three samādhis. In
this case, the result is vajra primordial wisdom, which the commentary expands on by referring to a
meditation on a golden vajra. The main text equates it with the primordial uncompounded nature of mind,
which is generated as the (deity) form. It speaks of perfecting the visualisation through the mantra, of
making firm the three consecrations, of binding the state and sending forth the consort. Offerings are made,
the mantra meditated on, and siddhis received. After this, the consort again dissolves into the jñānasattva.
The syllable hūṃ then dissolves upwards, melting into the dot or seed (thIg le) above, which itself dissolves
into the dharmadhātu. The text concludes that even the ordinary body is thus protected by buddha body,
speech and mind, and the meditative state is continually present in the mind. After the colophon, there is a
list of the topics discussed, followed by a short eulogy of the teaching as the innermost of views and the
revelation of the real buddha body.

This text, and especially the interlineal commentary, provides an overall structure for a tantric deity
practice. It is quite detailed in its presentation of the meditations on the syllables, elaborates on their
significance and indeed, the significance of the ritual symbolism as a whole. At the same time, it says
nothing about the actual deity to be visualised, nor does it give the mantra for the main recitation. In short, it
may supply instruction about the practice, but it does not appear to be an actual liturgy to be recited, and it
would not in itself be sufficient as a tantric practice for generating Vajrasattva.

The second, unattributed, text (IOL Tib J 331.II) is six folios in length and gives greater detail on tantric
visualisation practice.12 As noted above, unlike the first and third text in the manuscript, it does not have any
interlineal comments. It begins and ends by stating the goal of transformation into Vajrasattva. It lists the
prerequisites for the practice, mentioning the perfection(s) (phun sum tshogs), a category which is expanded
at length in the IOL Tib J 331.III, although it need not be the same list which is implied, and in this case, it
may simply be intended to refer to the perfection of empowerment and samaya. It also elaborates a little on
the importance of a quiet and appropriate place for the practice, referred to in the text above. Attention is
again given to the practice place in the Phur pa text, although there is a clear contrast between the place
mentioned in these two Vajrasattva texts, emphasising a contemplative and pleasant environment, and the

family syllables meditated on at the parts of the body is preserved in the Phur pa tradition of the fifteenth century Ratna gling pa
(see the popular gTer mdzod edition of the regular practice, rDo rje Phur pa Yang gsang bla med kyi gsang sgrub rgyun gyi phrin
las rnam rol snying po, in dPal chen KI la ya'i chos skor phyogs bsgrigs Volume 10, 431.2), and also in the more recent bDud
'joms gter gsar tradition of the gNam lcags spu gri (in the Las byang Ritual Manual, Dudjom Volume Tha, 106.1; and the bsNyen
yig Commentary, Volume Da, 106.3). Lopon P. Ogyan Tanzin Rinpoche, a contemporary rNying ma pa lama and scholar,
commented that there are a number of contemporary rNying ma pa ritual contexts where aṃ is used as Amitābha's syllable or
used in place of the syllable āḥ (personal communication, November 2006).

12 Jake Dalton's catalogue entry for this section of IOL Tib J 331 (J. Dalton and S. van Schaik, 2005, http://idp.bl.uk/) points out
that this text is a version of a text also found in the London Dunhuang collection (IOL Tib J 464.I), under the title, "skal bskyed
ces bya ba bsgrub pa'i thabs". Contrary to the impression given in his entry for IOL Tib J 464.I, that much of the first part of this
text is omitted in IOL Tib J 464.I, so far as we can see, most of it is present, although with some quite variant readings. A close
comparison of the two versions would be necessary to test Dalton's suggestion that IOL Tib J 331.II seems to be a later version
since it adds material and has corrupt readings. It is an interesting hypothesis, but there is nothing to prevent a text being
summarised, or a poor copyist from corrupting an earlier version of the text, so we would need more convincing evidence to gain
certainty.
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place appropriate for the Phur pa practice described in IOL Tib J 331.III. The core of IOL Tib J 331.II
comments on the meditative visualisation, starting with the famous three samādhis of Mahāyoga. The first,
the samādhi of thusness, which was referred to in the interlineal commentary of IOL Tib J 331.I, is this time
not introduced by name, but its description is clear. The second and third are referred to explicitly, and there
is no doubt here that the causal samādhi denotes the seed syllable from which the deity's maṇḍala arises. As
in the previous text, the syllable a, 'white and shining like Venus' (1v.5), is again given as this first seed
syllable. The text continues with building up the foundation of the elements (fire, wind, water and earth),
each above the one before, arising from the appropriate seed syllables, and the Immeasurable Palace above
with oneself as the deity. As in the previous text, it is clear that the descriptions given are not intended to
substitute for a liturgy text; the reader (2v.1) is referred to the scriptural authority (gzhung) for the details.
Brief reference is made to the activities of enjoining, making offerings, the descent (of blessings) and mantra
recitation, and the five buddhas and the wrathful ones (khro bo) are mentioned. There is then some
instruction for requesting empowerment, involving circumambulation of the maṇḍala, making obeisance at
its different doors and so forth. The hundred syllables – presumably the hundred syllable mantra for
Vajrasattva – is referred to, and the transmission of buddha body, speech and mind consecration, followed by
meditations on the syllable, hūṃ, and the mantras of the principal deity and wrathful ones. Meditation on the
activities of the mantras introduce the consecration of the five places through the five seed syllables, ōṃ,13

āṃ, hūṃ, swa, ha. There are further meditations on the maṇḍala, the firm establishment of Yamāntaka,
Mahābala, Hayagrīva, and Amṛtakuṇḍalin in the four directions, and of the offering goddesses and other
deities in and around the maṇḍala. In the final section, the importance of sustaining meditation in post-
meditation activities is stressed, and the fruits of the practice in terms of the specific Vajrasattva realisation
and qualities attained.

Against this backdrop emphasising the deity sādhana meditations of Vajrayāna practice, the Phur pa text,
IOL Tib J 331 III, might seem rather a contrast: in common with other Dunhuang manuscripts relating to
Phur pa, the focus is primarily on practical ritual instructions, aimed at overcoming obstacles or evil forces.
Although this ritual process may be infused with the ultimate view, there is little of the standard Mahāyoga
sādhana visualisations which we find in IOL Tib J 331.I and II, and which became fundamental to the
practice of and the commentarial literature on Phur pa in Tibet, where self-generation of the yogin as the
heruka deity Vajrakīlaya (usually with Vajrasattva visualised at his heart) features overwhelmingly as the
central focus. There are nonetheless a few clear references to Phur pa as a deity with whom one should
identify: we find one brief mention in the opening preliminaries and one in the context of the perfection of
recitation, which begins with a reference to "oneself entering into the samādhi of the karma deity".14

There is also a meditation on the phur pa implement arising as the deity and maṇḍala in the consecrations
section. As we have seen (p.53-54, 66-67 above), there were hints of such a meditation in PT 44: here, we
find a rather more explicit description of the Phur pa with a heruka upper body and a kīla-shaped lower body.
In the broader Vajrakīlaya literature, such an iconographical form most typically represents the 'Supreme
Son' or sras mchog form of the Vajrakīlaya deity, frequently associated with the material kīla as a ritual
implement, as the deity's nirmāṇakāya, and as the outer retinue of Phur pa deities.15 Here also (3r.1), the

13 This spelling, ōṃ, continues to be used in later tradition. Lopon P. Ogyan Tanzin Rinpoche, a contemporary rNying ma pa lama
who is also a scholar of Sanskrit, informed us (verbal communication, Littlebourne, Kent, 2004) that although the long syllable,
ōṃ, is not used in Sanskrit sources, its usage is a deliberate and intended feature in rNying ma pa tantras and sādhana texts. In
editing the rNying ma 'gyud 'bum Phur pa tantra, the Myang ngan las 'das pa'i rgyud chen po, we found that the sDe dge
xylograph edition fairly consistently used the spelling, interestingly since there is evidence that the editors of this renowned
edition systematically corrected the spellings of the mantras throughout (Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 67, 89-90).

14 bdag nyid las kyi lha 'i ting nge 'dzin du zhugs te (6r)
15 One should note that exceptions do occur. For example, in some instances forms with heruka upper bodies and kīla lower bodies

can represent dharmakāya deities of the five enlightened families (eg. in the bDud 'joms gnam lcags spu gri, Volume Tha: 94–
105, where there are the five Kīlayas of the families, but also in the outer retinue, twenty-one Supreme Sons).
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form is born as Phur bu's son, and the meditation on him constitutes the nirmāṇakāya consecration. As noted
above (Ch. 3, p.39), we have much evidence for this form in the Dunhuang corpus.

Moreover, this Phur pa text is the longest of the three in IOL Tib J 331, some eleven folios long, and it
contains much material repeated in variant forms in a number of NGB texts, some of which remains relevant
to the broader Phur pa practice traditions, including those of the Sa skya pa. Above all, virtually in its
entirety, the text is replicated in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, and that text has had a clear
impact on at least one branch of the commentarial literature, as represented by Mag gsar (2003),16 which will
be considered below. It is possible that this influence in fact contributed to the rise to an entire Phur pa
tradition. Certainly, a traditional historical account speaks of the Phur pa phun sum tshogs pa, linked to the
Blue-skirted (gsham sngon can) Phur pa cycle, both of which are connected to the lineage of gNyags
Jñānakumāra (Dudjom 1991 Vol.I: 603, 712; bDud 'joms gSung 'bum Vol. Ka: 285.5–6, 468.4–5). However,
at this stage we have not identified any Phur pa practices which appear to acknowledge descent from this
transmission. Also, the references in themselves tell us little about the content of this lineage, so we are
cautious of assuming the account implies that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud as we know it helped
to generate an important branch of the tradition,17 even if, indeed, this text or its teachings are implied by the
mention of the Phur pa phun sum tshogs pa.

The Structure and Content of IOL Tib J 331.III

The text is entitled, Zhi ba 'i mchog 'pho ba 'i 'phrin las bsdus pa (The Supreme Pacification, the Concise
Enlightened Activity of Transference). Its brief opening section begins with the classic justification for the
Phur pa practice: the necessity to subdue the extremely ferocious, who cannot be subdued by peaceful
means. It continues with preliminaries, such as prostrations, bodhicitta, and a very brief mention of deity
meditation. The main text refers to an abiding in the blood-drinker's heart or the blood-drinker dwelling in
the heart, identical with the supreme pinnacle [of] primordial wisdom, while the interlinear annotations add
that the true nature of the heruka heart Phur pa is the totally pure primordial wisdom dharmadhātu.

On the second side of the first folio, we then embark on the principal topics of the text, structured around
a list of "the seven perfections" (phun sum tshogs pa bdun po), of the (i) form, (ii) consecrations, (iii)
recitation, (iv) activities, (v) time, (vi) place and (vii) oneself (ie. the practitioner). Now, this classification is
a little different from "the five perfections" (phun sum tshogs pa lnga) – of (i) the place, (ii) the principal
practitioner, (iii) the retinue, (iv) the requisite substances and (v) the time – referred to widely in ritual
manuals and commentaries in a Mahāyoga Generation Stage context.18 The fifth, sixth, and seventh
categories as given here are exactly the same as the other list's numbers five, one and two respectively. The
other list's "retinue" ('khor), however, is not mentioned in our list. The other list's category of "substances"

16 We are grateful to the Tibetan scholar, Hūṃchen Chenagtshang, of Ngak Mang Institute, Qinghai, who we met at the IATS
conference in Bonn, 2006, and who very kindly made us a gift of his recently published edition of this Phur pa commentary by
Mag gsar Paṇḍita Kun bzang stobs ldan dbang po (1781–1828), a famous Reb kong master.

17 The same historical account also lists a lineage of a Black Deity (lha nag) Phur pa, said to be named on account of the colour of
the deities (Dudjom 1991 Vol.I: 710, 712; bDud 'joms gSung 'bum, Vol. Ka: 465.3, 467.4–5; see also 'Jigs med gling pa Vol. Ja:
13.6 – 14.1) and based on the Mya ngan las 'das pa'i rgyud chen po. But this important Phur pa tantra (Cantwell and Mayer
2007) does not have any clear description of a maṇḍala of black Phur pa deities, so the relationship between the textual sources
and the transmission need not necessarily be entirely straightforward.

18 Phur pa texts which discuss this list include the 'Bum nag commentary (bDud 'joms bka' ma edition: Vol. Tha 272–287; Boord:
143–153), that by 'Jam mgon A myes zhabs (146–156), and the sgrub khog section of the bDud 'joms gnam lcags spu gri cycle
(230–231). The list is itself a variant of a list by the same name, also referred to as five certainties (nges pa lnga) – of teacher,
teaching, retinue, place and time – which relate to the attributes of the sambhogakāya (Dorje and Kapstein, in Dudjom 1991
Vol.2: 141). The commentary by Mag gsar (2003), however, uses the same list of the seven phun sum tshogs pa that we have in
IOL Tib J 331.III, following the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, which (as noted above) includes almost the whole of IOL
Tib J 331.III's content.
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(rdzas) may include consideration of the wrathful substances and the ritual effigy's form,19 thus
corresponding with part of our section on activities. Yet most of what is in this text included in the sections
on the form, consecrations and activities do have parallels elsewhere in the Phur pa literature, but they tend
to be found in other sections of standard ritual manuals rather than within sections specifically subsumed
according to the "perfections". The most substantial section here, some five folios, is that on activities. The
consecrations also take up around three and a half folios, while the other five sections are very brief. Thus,
while the phun sum tshogs pa classification is partially shared with the later tradition's most widely
evidenced set, the real interest of this text is in two categories – consecrations and activities – which do not
form part of the list of the phun sum tshogs pa found most commonly in later sources.20

(i) The perfection of form

The perfection of form is concerned with the materials from which the phur pa/phur bu ritual implement
is made, and its features. Different metals and woods are mentioned, and the classic phur pa shape – with
two knots, an eight facetted upper section and a three-sided blade – is outlined. These lines also support one
of the findings of Mayer and Cantwell 1994: that the classic Tibetan kīla design as we know it today was
already in place by the time the Dunhuang texts were written. Not all the elements are mentioned in the
short description here, but when taken together with descriptions given in other texts we consider in this
book, especially IOL Tib J 754 and PT 349 (see below, Ch. 7, p.138, 142-143 and Ch. 8, 158-159), it is clear
that a standard design and imagery in continuity with the Indian precedents (see Ch.2 above, p.16-17, 19)
was well-established, with small variations in specific details.

(ii) The perfection of consecrations

The lengthy consecrations section begins with discussion of a three kāya consecration. The dharmakāya
consecration is only briefly referred to, consisting of a meditation on emptiness. The sambhogakāya
consecration concerns deities of the five families in union with their consorts, arising from the seed syllable,
hūṃ. In later tradition, hūṃ remains the central mantra syllable for Phur pa visualisations. The nirmāṇakāya
consecration focuses on the deified phur bu itself, the upper part visualised as a wrathful heruka, while the
lower part is the triangular pointed iron phur pa blade.

In later sādhanas and commentaries, we may find the central Phur pa deity, consort and inner circle
described as the root maṇḍala, whose essential nature (ngo bo) is the dharmakāya, their immediate retinue of
ten wrathful ones (khro bo bcu) is described as the essential nature of the sambhogakāya, while the
nirmāṇakāya manifests as an outer emanation or retinue, variable in enumeration, but always exactly such
deities of half-heruka, half-implement form, which can also be identified as the hand-implement.21 Clearly,
in this consecration ritual, the deified phur bu as hand implement is centre stage, and we can also equate it
with these "nirmāṇakāya" forms of the later tradition.

19 For example, in the 'Bum nag (bDud 'joms bka' ma edition: Vol. Tha 284–5 Boord 151ff).
20 As noted above, unlike many of the most well-known Phur pa commentaries, Mag gsar (2003) does use the seven-fold list to

structure his work on Phur pa. Interestingly, however, while he follows the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud closely in
presenting the perfections of practitioner, place, and form, the content of his sections on the remaining categories of the list
entirely departs from the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud: he uses the headings of consecrations, recitation and activities to
discuss the successive stages of the Phur pa deity sādhana practice. It is also worth noting that the parallel passage in the Phur pa
bcu gnyis's Chapter 8 (D Volume Pa 212v) mentioned below ends with the same phun sum tshogs pa list found here and in the
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud. However, the Phur pa bcu gnyis simply presents the list but does not proceed to use it to
order any of its subsequent material.

21 See, for instance, the 'Bum nag (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Vol. Tha 324.1–2; Boord: 177) and the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu
gri bsnyen yig (Vol. Da 98.2–3).
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The text continues by specifying that the five family consecration is performed by consecrating the seeds
at the five places, while the body, speech and mind consecration is effected through seed syllables at the
phur pa's crown, waist and point. Further meditations on syllables phaṭ at the [blade's?] edges and hūṃ at
the sides follow; wrathful ones are emanated in the ten directions, and powers and consecrations drawn in.
We then have a meditation, versions of which are found extensively in the Phur pa literature, in the context
of consecration and empowerment. Syllables on the fingers of the hands are transformed into male and
female deities of the five families, uniting when the hands are joined. The phur pa is rolled and the
bodhicitta from the deities' unions is dissolved into it. With further mudrās and mantras, the phur pa emits
sparks of fire, and is established in front, struck with mustard seeds and fumigated with frankincense.

(iii) The perfection of recitation

There is a short section on recitation, concerned with a mantra meditation focussed on sending forth a
phur pa wrathful one from the seed syllable, hūṃ, in one's heart. Having accomplished activities, he is then
reabsorbed. Appropriate numbers of mantra recitations are specified. The given mantra is clearly oriented to
destructive activities, and is reminiscent of mantras used in smad las (subsidiary ritual) rather than stod las
(primary ritual) practices centred on meditative accomplishment. Perhaps when this text was written, the
stod las/ smad las opposition was not so well-defined, or perhaps, Phur pa rites were at this stage used much
less for the primary meditative purposes, which are presented in the Vajrasattva texts of IOL Tib J 331.I
and II.

(iv) The perfection of activities

The section on activities begins by referring to preliminary rites, such as the examination of the practice
place and the construction of boundaries to keep out disturbing forces. The meditative expulsion of obstacles
is accompanied by the establishment of ten phur pas as the wrathful ones in the ten directions.22 The
practitioner should then honour the five buddha family deities and those who will perform the acitvities, and
should complete the Approach (bsnyen pa), presumably involving the recitation practice mentioned in the
section above. This is followed by instructions on making and ritually preparing an effigy for the sgrol ba
("liberating killing") rite, on summoning and binding the negative forces in the effigy, and on the use of the
phur bu along with appropriate meditations and mantras to threaten and strike the various parts of the effigy.
The text then gives a further series of mantras, mudrās, commands to recite and other ritual activities to
perform, such as attacking with mustard seeds and fumigating with incense. Amoghasiddhi is meditated
upon, lending his support to the ritual activities. Black ritual articles and gtor ma help to activate various
worldly deities to carry out appropriate duties.

(v–viii) The perfections of time, place, and oneself

The final lines of the text (just over one side of the folio) deal with the remaining three perfections of the
time, place, and the person who performs the practice. Appropriate times of the calendar are mentioned;
rather predictably, planetary conjunctions are said to be suitable, although the actual specifics of lunar dates
given do not seem quite to correspond with most other sources. Consistent with other Phur pa texts, the
point is made that the timing is perfected when the Approach practice has been completed, with the signs of
success manifested.23 The place should accord with the imagery of the wrathful maṇḍala, specifying the
standard feature of the solitary tree, although since this section consists of one brief sentence, no detail is
given. The practitioner should have the basic Buddhist virtues intact, be skilled in the ritual meditation and
have pure tantric samaya.

22 See Cantwell 1989: 234–236, for a description and discussion of such a ritual for marking out the symbolic boundaries.
23 See, for instance, the Myang 'das's Chapter 11 and the Dudjom gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig, Volume Da: 163.
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Parallel passages in other sources

General Considerations

The most extensive parallel of IOL Tib J 331.III is found in the text of Chapters 8 to 11 of the NGB's
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud. Chapter 8 contains much of the introductory material in our text.
The list of perfections is given twice in this introduction. The first list is in the same order in both IOL Tib J
331.III and the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, and this order is reiterated unchanged in IOL Tib J
331.III's version of the second list. However, this second list is given in an alternative order in the 'Phrin las
phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, which is then used to structure its next chapters containing the same content as
IOL Tib J 331.III. Thus, the order of its sections is not the same as the order we find in the Tib J 331.III, as
outlined in the summary above. In the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, perfection of oneself, the
practitioner, is completed in Chapter 8; Chapter 9 includes the perfections of time, place and form, and
begins consecrations; the remainder of the section on the perfection of consecrations takes up Chapter 10,
and Chapter 11 consists of the sections on the perfection of recitation and activities.

Besides this parallel for the whole text, eleven passages of the text have lines or verses reminiscent of
other NGB, sādhana and commentarial Phur pa texts; in some cases, merely the themes correspond, while in
others we find very closely parallel text which must indicate a shared source.24 The longest of these parallel
passages occur in our two longest sections. The whole of the consecrations section – some eighty-eight tshig
rkang in length – runs parallel to a long section of the NGB's rDo rje phur bu chos thams cad mya ngan las
'das pa'i rgyud chen po's [ie the Myang 'das] Chapter 9, while over two folios of the activities section,
describing mudrās and mantras, runs in parallel to a substantial passage in the NGB's Phur pa bcu gnyis
Chapter 14. Although this passage from the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 14 omits the mantras, the
corresponding mantras are found in exactly correct order (right up to and including that which completes the
activities section) in Chapter 13 of the Phur pa bcu gnyis.

It is quite possible that our text was directly drawing on the then extant versions of what later became the
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud or these other NGB tantras, although it does not specifically say so.
This need not surprise us: precise citation of exact textual sources has not been universally followed in
Buddhist writings. Nevertheless, explicit reference to named tantric texts does occur in the Dunhuang
version of the Thabs zhags root text and commentary, where several scriptural titles are mentioned as
sources, and these correspond with titles of later NGB texts, including a Phur pa bcu gnyis and its Phyi ma.25

Pelliot Tibétain 44 also makes a less precise kind of citation, where an entire collection of Phur pa texts is
mentioned, called the Phur bu'i 'bum sde. We have not yet found any early references to the 'Phrin las phun
sum tshogs pa'i rgyud as such. It is also not certain that a specific text bearing the title of the Myang 'das
existed at the time when this Dunhuang text was written, although two Phur pa scriptural texts by that name
were referred to in 1094 by a polemical opponent of dubious tantras, Pho brang Zhi ba 'od, at the very head
of his list of Phur pa tantras considered to be Tibetan compositions and not authentically Indian.26

24 As a brief summary, we have identified similar or parallel text in the following NGB texts apart from the 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud: the Phur pa bcu gnyis (Chapters 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20), the Myang 'das (Chapters 3, 8, 9, 13), the rDo rje
khros pa phur pa rtsa ba'i rgyud (Chapters 6, 7), and the Dur khrod khu byug rol pa'i rgyud (Chapter 10). As we shall see,
variations on some parts of the Consecrations section are also found widely throughout the literature, and Mag gsar's commentary
(2003), following the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, has further parallels.

25 See the Thabs kyi zhags pa pad ma 'phreng ba: IOL Tib. J 321, and see below, Chapter 10: 191. Despite some searching, we
have not found the Thabs zhags commentary's citation of text in the Phur pa bcu gnyis version discussed here (which in any case
does not have a phyi ma). It might refer to either of the two other quite separate Phur pa bcu gnyis texts in the NGB rather than
to that (but we have not yet identified the passage in either of them), or to a further Phur pa bcu gnyis tantra now lost; or to
earlier and slightly different prototypes of one or more of the texts of that name now found in the NGB.

26 Karmay 1980: 14–15; see also Karmay 1998: 135–6. Specifically, Zhi ba 'od speaks of a long and short version of the text ("Mya
ngan las 'das pa che chung la sogs pa" Karmay 1980: 18).
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Thus, it is possible that IOL Tib J 331.III is presenting material, unacknowledged, from one or more Phur
pa tantras already in existence. Although IOL Tib J 331.III gives no explicit acknowledgement of the 'Phrin
las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, it remains a strong possibility that it was drawing from it – not only is
virtually the entire text paralleled within the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, but the parallels are very
close with few variants. The main evidence that we do not have a simple case of copying from one source to
the other is the different ordering of the sections. It is interesting that the framing of the shared text found in
the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud affects the presentation of the material. Whereas IOL Tib J 331.III
appears as a well-structured teaching on the topics concerned, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud
explicitly presents itself as Buddha Word. Each chapter or section begins with a preamble in which Karma
Heruka questions the Victorious One about the subject, and the teaching is then his response. After the topic
is completed, it is marked off as speech, and there may be the title given, or a further bridging section to
introduce the following section in the same way. There is no way of knowing whether IOL Tib J 331.III
might have merely omitted this discourse which frames the text as a scripture, or whether the 'Phrin las phun
sum tshogs pa'i rgyud – or at least the common ancestor of all the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud
editions which we have today – might have added in the framing narrative to create the text as a tantric
scripture.

The other aspect of the differing presentation is that for IOL Tib J 331.III, this text is clearly presented as
a stand alone teaching with its own title, not a fragment of a larger work. In the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud, on the contrary, our text makes up only Chapters 8 to 11 out of a text of fifteen chapters. A full
study of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud would be necessary to judge the relative probabilities of
IOL Tib J 331.III selecting an extract from an already existent longer text, or of the 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud integrating an independent text into a larger scripture. In short, the sharing, recycling and
re-framing of text passages which we witness between the root tantras and Dunhuang manuscripts make it
hard to assess which direction any particular movement was taking, given that we have little firm evidence
about the historical formation and development of specific Phur pa tantras such as the 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud.

It is rather less likely that our Dunhuang text was drawing directly on early versions of the Myang 'das or
the Phur pa bcu gnyis. Had it done so, we might also expect it would take passages which form in some
sense discrete units in these texts, but this is not in general what we find. The specific frames given for them
in the two scriptures are rather different from those in this Dunhuang text.27

There might also have been early versions of other Phur pa tantras extant at the period of the manuscript's
compilation which could have been further possible sources for the shared text. Another possibility is that
there might instead have been separate common sources for the parallel sections. As yet, we have not

27 The pattern is not neat and consistent. (1) In the case of the substantial parallel passage between IOL Tib J 331.III's activity
section and part of the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 14, the IOL Tib J 331.III passage is completed near the end of the Phur pa
bcu gnyis's Chapter 14, and its end would appear to mark approximately the end of a discrete section; yet it begins in the middle
of a Phur pa bcu gnyis Chapter 14 section describing mudrās, the earlier ones of which are not included here. (2) The Myang
'das parallel for IOL Tib J 331.III's consecration section is from a chapter which is primarily concerned with the consecration of
ritual materials, including the phur pa, and the establishment of the deity forms. The overall topic is therefore in line, although
the selection is not a clearly discrete unit within the chapter. The parallel begins in the middle of a series of consecrations
described within the Myang 'das, and ends before a description of the established deities which elaborates on the earlier rites. (3)
It is also worth noting that in the case of the corresponding section within the Khu byug rol pa, the parallel text extends from the
final part of the consecrations section through into the first two tshig rkang of the recitation section, but continues with a quite
different discussion of recitation. It would seem that there is much creative re-embedding of passages which do not necessarily
constitute complete units in themselves, and there may also be some element of accidental mechanisms, such as folio loss or
displacement, which may have resulted in a re-contextualising of the passages as they move from one Phur pa source to another.
In our comparison of IOL Tib J 331.III with these Phur pa tantras, it is only in the case of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud where specific discrete sections are given in complete form, although ordered differently, in accordance with its second re-
ordered version of the list, and not its first list which it shares with IOL Tib J 331.III.
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identified what they might have been, but as mentioned above (see Chapter 1 p.10), we do have examples of
text passages crossing tantric genres. Although the evidence of Pelliot Tibétain 44, of the Dunhuang Thabs
zhags commentary and the early polemical literature (and several other sources too), does collectively point
towards several fully formed Phur pa scriptures already being in existence before the Dunhuang collection
was closed, in addition, the sources for this particular text (and of course, the virtually identical sections with
the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud) might also possibly include various other Tantric traditions that
we know were popular at the time, for example, Guhyagarbha28 or Guhyasamāja, which have much to say
on the phur pa.

As mentioned above, in contrast to the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's use of the shared material,
the text here is presented as a teaching on Phur pa rites, but not as bka' (buddhavacana) or the direct
utterance of enlightened beings. It is hard to say whether or not its extensive (but unacknowledged) citations
were from texts themselves already considered as bka' at the time it was compiled. Yet certainly, if these
passages were not taken from already existent Phur pa texts considered as bka', and were at this time still
outside the corpus of scripture, they later entered it in their incorporation into the NGB tantras.

The Specific Parallels

a) The introductory section
The title and a few of the introductory lines are the only text which is absent from the 'Phrin las phun sum

tshogs pa'i rgyud. The opening verse on the justification for the destructive practice, however, is found at
the beginning of Chapter 8, where the parallelling starts. The verse also has a precise parallel in the Phur pa
bcu gnyis's pivotal Chapter 7 on the taming of Rudra (D Vol. Pa 206r–v),29 while a variant of it is found in
Chapter 3 of the Myang 'das (D Vol. Zha 47v).30 The seven tshig rkang which are found immediately after
the verse are missing from the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, but a close parallel for some twelve
lines in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 8 (D Vol. Pa 212v) begins just three lines after the verse. This
means that we have not identified parallels in any sources for only five tshig rkang in the entire text,
including the two which make up the title.

The two listings of the phun sum tshogs pa (IOL Tib J 331.III: 1v.2–3; 1v.4–2r.1) are found in the 'Phrin
las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (M Vol Chi: 1029.1–2; 1029.6–1030.1), and also in the eighteenth to
nineteenth century commentator from Reb kong, Mag gsar Paṇḍita Kun bzang stobs ldan dbang po (Mag
gsar 2003: 163), but as mentioned above, the order of the second listing is different in the 'Phrin las phun
sum tshogs pa'i rgyud and Mag gsar follows this source.

b) The phun sum tshogs pa sections
(i) The perfection of form

The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's parallel for this section (M Vol Chi: 1031.4 –7) is drawn on
by Mag gsar (2003: 167). His entire section on form consists of this citation, which he introduces by noting
that the perfection of form refers to the characteristics with which the practice phur bu should be endowed.31

Apart from this exact parallel, descriptions of the basic shape and features of the phur pa are ubiquitous in
the literature. Some lines found here might ultimately derive from an ancestor shared with different texts:
the Myang 'das's Chapter 9 (D Vol. Zha 57r), for instance, has two lines which seem to precis the description

28 For instance, the root Guhyagarbha Tantra's Chapter 20 elaborates on performing the four activities, "striking" with appropriate
phur pas, such as a phur pa of joyous pride for increasing (nga rgyal dga' 'phro'i phur pas gdab), or a vajra passion phur pa (rdo
rje chags pa'i phur pas gdab) for subjugating (gSang ba'i snying po de kho na nyid nges pa, mTshams brag NGB edition [M] Vol.
Wa: 213–4).

29 See Mayer 1996:169.
30 See Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 144–145, and citations given in the notes to the text edition below.
31 gzugs phun sum tshogs pa ni/ sgrub phur mtshan nyid dang ldan pa bya ste/
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here: /mgo dang rtsa ba ma nor bar/ /rgya mdud gnyis dang [MG su] zur brgyad dang/ /zur gsum pa ru rab
tu bzhog [TRN gzhog], while Chapter 8 (D Vol. Zha 54v) adds: /tsher ma can gyi shing dag la/ /rtsa ba'i
phyogs su rgya mdud bya/. The Myang 'das's Chapter 8 gives a more detailed account of the different
metals, associating them with different activities. The Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 10 (D Vol. Pa 215v–
216v) has a number of similar lines (including, /rtsa ba'i logs su rgya mdud bya/), although here, some points
would seem more obviously contrasting: the five types of iron are given but are quite different from the list
specified in the interlinear comments of our text.

(ii) The perfection of consecrations
The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's parallel for this lengthy section (M Vol Chi: 1031.1–1036.5)

runs from Chapter 9, which has the three kāya consecrations, through to the end of Chapter 10, which
consists of discussion of the remaining consecrations. In this case, however, the commentator Mag gsar does
not follow his scriptural source for the list of perfections, discussing in great detail the Generation Stage
(bskyed rim) sections of the sādhana practice instead (Mag gsar 2003: 167–267).

As mentioned above, the Myang 'das's Chapter 9 contains an equivalent passage for the entire section.32

Much of it has very similar wording, line by line, and is clearly an alternate version of an identical common
source; while other sections include paraphrases, summaries or expansions of the same material. The
dharmakāya consecration is discussed in slightly different terms, and the opening of the sambhogakāya
consecration section is phrased differently, making brief mentions of the same points; but the following lines
begin to run more exactly parallel, clearly demonstrating a shared source. This part includes the description
of the deified phur pa implement, which is, however, rather more lengthy in the Myang 'das. Following the
shared conclusion to the nirmāṇakāya consecration, the next two tshig rkang given in our Dunhuang
manuscript (3v.3–4) are absent in the Myang 'das, but it then continues with the syllables on the forehead,
waist and tip, a slightly re-ordered version of the body, speech, and mind consecration, as also for the
syllables on the phur pa blade. One tshig rkang is quite different in the two texts, but then again, the
consecrations of wrathful ones, emanating maṇḍalas, the sounds of huṃ and phaṭ and so on, are all shared,
although the tshig rkang are arranged a little differently. Both texts continue into the discussion of the
deities on the palms of the hands and all the following mudrās and mantras. Here the Myang 'das becomes
abbreviated for a few lines; its wording is not quite such a close parallel as that given in the Phur pa bcu
gnyis (see below). With the "su ra ta stwaṃ" (suratas tvaṃ) mantra, close parallelling resumes, continuing
into the next sections, again including lines where the Dunhuang text is slightly more elaborate, a single tshig
rkang in the Myang 'das becoming three in the Dunhuang text (5v line 4). Then the Myang 'das gives a
mantra not found in IOL Tib J 331.III, after which the consecration section ends with further parallel lines.

Chapter 19 of the Myang 'das also has two tshig rkang seemingly parallel to the lines concerning the
syllables on the blade,33 but its context is quite different, not even concerning a phur pa! This would appear
to be an instance of the insertion of a stock phrase, rather than a parallel passage.

The Phur pa bcu gnyis also contains equivalents for a significant part of this section of IOL Tib J 331.III.
The description of the deified phur pa corresponds to a number of lines in Chapter 11.34 These are
comparatively brief, and jump from mention of the snake ornaments to the implements held, yet it is fairly
clear that the wording derives from the same source. Further down the same folio in the sDe dge edition, we
have a slightly longer passage with some parallels to the Dunhuang text.35 The five family consecration is
mentioned, similarly to IOL Tib J 331.III (3v.3); the next tshig rkangs phrase differently the principle of seed

32 See Appendix A, where the parallel passage is given in full.
33 the sDe dge edition reads: /ngos gsum du ni hūṃ gsum gzhag /zur gsum du ni phaṭ gsum gzhag (D Volume Zha, 70v).
34 See first italicised lines in Appendix B.
35 Again, see the next section of italicised lines in Appendix B. Similarly, the following parallels discussed below are also given in

italics in Appendix B.
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syllables marking the various places in the body. In both texts, a single primordial wisdom consecration
follows, and both refer to three syllable hūṃs and the three phaṭs on the phur pa blade. The next lines
concern empowerment through wrathful ones emanating and dissolving, although they are phrased
differently in the two texts, and also are more elaborated in the Phur pa bcu gnyis. The tshig rkang on the
syllables hūṃ and phaṭ resounding is very similar.

The lines on empowerment through the males and females of the five families arising upon the two hands
and uniting as the hands are joined (4v.1–2), also occur in the Phur pa bcu gnyis. The passage is a good deal
more elaborated in the Phur pa bcu gnyis: it begins with a verse in which three out of four lines are quite
closely parallel,36 after which equivalents for further lines in IOL Tib J 331.III are interspersed with
additional material. Thus, while our Dunhuang text merely links the specific fingers with specific syllables
arising upon them, the Phur pa bcu gnyis makes explicit the names of the Buddhas generated from each.
Nonetheless, in this case, IOL Tib J 331.III's interlineal commentary adds the appropriate Buddha family.
This corresponds to the Phur pa bcu gnyis ordering, apart from a reversal of the associations for the final two
fingers: the syllables at the ring and little fingers are said in the Phur pa bcu gnyis to generate Amoghasiddhi
and Amitābha respectively, but here, the commentator notes associations with the lotus and activity family
respectively. The Phur pa bcu gnyis also specifies that the listed fingers refer to the right hand, and it then
adds a verse concerning the female consorts arising on the fingers of the left hand.

The remaining lines then closely parallel each other in the two texts, except for a few additional or
alternative lines. In both, we have the description, following the joining of the two hands, through the
mudrās of various ways of holding the phur pa, along with the mantras and appropriate meditations on
consecration through the dissolving of deities into the phur pa.

The Dur khrod khu byug rol pa'i rgyud, a text found in the Anuyoga section of the NGB collections,37

contains a parallel discussion to part of our Dunhuang text in its Chapter 10. It does not appear to be another
version of an identical source – unless it has been substantially re-written – but a few mantras or key phrases
follow in sequence, interspersed by some lines in which the same material is covered more briefly and
largely (although not entirely) in different words. The parallels begin with the three syllables (oṃ, hūṃ and
phaṭ) on different parts of the phur pa (mTshams brag edition Vol. Ba 277.4), and proceed with the hūṃs
and phaṭs on the blade (M. Vol. Ba 277.5–6). There is then a brief summarised version of the ten deities on
the fingers uniting, causing light to come forth and perform consecration (M. Vol. Ba 277.6–7). The next
side continues with the buddhas of the ten directions dissolving, and the body, speech and mind consecration
(M. Vol. Ba 277.7–278.2). The following mudrā and mantra run parallel, while the next mudrā is described
somewhat differently, but shares what is clearly a version of the same mantra, and the third mudrā and
mantra are closely parallel (M. Vol. Ba 278.2–5). The Dur khrod khu byug rol pa explicitly equates this
sequence of three mudrās and mantras with the respective transformation of mind, speech and body into
vajra.38 The final lines of our Dunhuang consecration passage are parallelled by a similar but shorter

36 the sDe dge edition (Volume Pa, 217v) begins: /lag pa g.yas...
37 This text is found in sDe dge's Volume Nya; mTshams brag's Volume Ba; and gTing skyes's Volume Da (see

http://ngb.csac.anthropology.ac.uk/csac/NGB/da/2). It is most probably to be identified with the "Phur pa'i rgyud la Khu byug
rol pa" specified (along with the Myang 'das and a number of other Phur pa tantras) in the list of tantras considered of dubious
origin by Pho brang Zhi ba 'od in his late eleventh century polemical open letter (Karmay 1980: 18; see above, p.76 note 26). A
text referred to as the, mDo Khu byug rol pa, is also mentioned in the 'Bum nag (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Vol. Tha 269;
Boord: 141), as significant for codifying the teachings of the Rig pa mchog gi rgyud Bidyotta ma la [ie Vidyottama la] 'bum sde's
vajra family chapter and a little below (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Vol. Tha 271; Boord: 141), the Phur pa khu byug rol pa is
also referred to as representing Mahāyoga in a list of various texts, each encompassing one of the nine yānas. It is quite possible
that both of these references are intended to indicate our NGB text.

38 This is implied in our other Phur pa sources but not always altogether explicit. In IOL Tib J 331.III, the interlineal commentary
identifies the first two as the heart/mind and speech families respectively, but makes no such comment on the body mantra.
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description of striking the phur pa with mustard seeds and frankincense and making offerings (M. Vol. Ba
278.5–279.1).

The Guhyasamāja's Chapter 14 has a set of three mantras,39 together with meditations and mudrās for
striking and transfixing body, speech and mind with the phur bu. These mantras correspond to the set of
body, speech and mind mantras which we find in IOL Tib J 331.III and in our other Phur pa sources, as
mentioned above.40 However, as far as we have seen so far within its vast literature, the context for these
mantras in the Guhyasamāja tradition would seem to vary between ritual stabbing and destruction41 and
consecrating,42 whereas in the Phur pa texts, their significance is more consistently in their activity of
consecrating body, speech and mind, especially in the context of consecration of the material phur bu. As far
as we have seen so far, it would appear that only the mantras are shared, rather than any of the mudrās or
other words or explanations. Most of the Phur pa texts considered here present a sequence of mind, speech
and body, rather than body, speech and mind as found in the Guhyasamāja texts we have looked at so far.43

Although the versions of the mantras vary somewhat in our Phur pa texts, they also share some variants
lacking in the Guhyasamāja sources we have consulted, such as the addition of satwa in the mind
consecration mantra.

A further interesting permutation of these shared mantras is that a version of the body consecration
mantra becomes in many Phur pa sources the mantra for the principal deity's main consort, 'Khor lo rgyas
'debs ma. We find, "ōṃ ha na ha na tib ta tsa kra hūṃ phaṭ", in IOL Tib J 331 (5v.1), and "oṃ dīpta tsa kra
ha na ha na hūṃ phaṭ" (or a close variant) in the important Phur pa rtsa ba'i dum bu, immediately following
the main deity's root mantra (see Boord 2002: 80), and in many texts following the Phur pa rtsa ba'i dum bu.
It is commented upon clearly by Kong sprul as signifying the female consort.44 It is found extensively in the
Phur pa tradition; the Sa skya tradition in particular invariably give it as a separate mantra following that of
the male deity.45 Grags pa rgyal mtshan explains how it is through the mantra called, Dīptacakra, that the
consort is generated.46

39 (1) oṃ tshin da tshin da ha na ha na da ha da ha dīpta badzra tsakra hūṃ phaṭ (oṃ chindha chindha hana hana daha daha
dīptavajracakra hūṃ phaṭ) (2) oṃ hriḥ bhur bhu baḥ (oṃ hrīḥ bhūṛ bhuvaḥ) (3) oṃ badzra rā dza hūṃ (oṃ vajra rāja hūṃ). Each
with some slight variants, these mantras and their activities are discussed in Chapter 14 of many Guhyasamāja commentaries –
the commentary chapters often correspond to the Root Tantra chapters – see for example the Karmapa sDe dge bsTan 'gyur,
Volume Ha, 267–9; Ti, 51; Pi, 132; Wi, 51. The Dunhuang Guhyasamāja manuscript's (IOL Tib J 438) versions of the mantras
are given on folio 55r.1–55v.1; see below, Chapter 9, p.177-179.

40 A brief version of the mantras and their significance is found also in IOL Tib J 754, Section 7; see Chapter 7, p.138, 143 below,
and also Mayer and Cantwell 1994: 58–9.

41 See, for instance, the Sanskrit and English translation of the passage in Candrakirti's Pradīpoddyotana, given in Boord 2002: 39–
44. The root text's own wording (see below, Chapter 9, p.177-179) also gives the impression that suppression and a liberative
rite, involving transformation in death, is at issue.

42 See for example the sDe dge bsTan 'gyur Vol. Ji's Upadeśaniścayanāmaśrīguhyasamājavṛtti (dPal gsang ba 'dus pa'i 'grel pa
man ngag gtan la dbab pa zhes bya ba), Chapter 14, page 69ff in the Karmapa edition, where consecration is the theme.

43 IOL Tib J 754 also has them in the order of body, speech and mind, however. Moreover, the versions given in IOL Tib J 754 are
rather closer to the Guhyasamāja versions. See Chapter 7, p.138, 143 below, and Mayer and Cantwell 1994: 58.

44 yum gyi bskyed gzhi'i gsang sngags/ dīpta tsa kra ha na ha na hūṃ phaṭ/ (101.1)
45 Examples range from the most minimal sGrub thabs Nges don thig le (found in the sGrub thabs kun btus vol Pa, p.167.5), to the

Sa skya Phur chen 47.6.
46 yum bskyed pa ni lus dang grib ma'i tshul te/ dībtā tsa kra zhes pa'i sngags brjod pa dang/ (p.178, 360r.6 [= 6r of this text, rDo rje

Phur pa'i mNgon par rtogs pa]). The mantra is given in the las byang Ritual Manual which follows (Phur pa'i las byang p.182;
367v.4).
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The consecration through the five families by the arising of the male and female deities on the hands and
their unification when the hands are brought together, found as we have seen in the NGB texts discussed
above47 and in IOL Tib J 331.III, also corresponds to rituals outlined in other Dunhuang texts.

PT 44 is concluded with a passage which alludes to a variation of the rite,48 although there is no explicit
indication that its purpose is consecration. In this case, the right hand has a moon maṇḍala arising from the
syllable "a" and the left hand has a sun maṇḍala arising from "ma", thus reversing the positioning we find in
the texts described above (and later tradition). Moreover, the five male herukas do not appear to be matched
by five females, but we clearly have the germ of the rite found in IOL Tib J 331.III and the NGB sources.

Similarly, in PT 349, another Dunhuang text explicitly concerning Phur pa rites,49 we again witness the
moon maṇḍala on the right and the sun on the left. In this instance, the focus is exclusively on the ten male
and ten female wrathful ones (khro bo bcu).

The existence of clearly parallel lines on the sun and moon consecration between IOL Tib J 331.III, the
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud and the other two NGB texts, together with the hints relating to the
practice found in Pelliot Tibétain 44 and 349 (as well as other NGB scriptures), is evidence that these ritual
traditions were of significance in the genesis and early development of the Phur pa traditions in Tibet.50

Such rites remain a part of the contemporary Phur pa scriptural tradition, and versions of the passage have
also entered the extant commentarial texts and practice liturgies.

The influential 'Bum nag51 contains a section on "empowering through the five families".52 It briefly
describes a visualisation of the five lords upon suns arising from the syllable ma on the right-hand fingers,
the five consorts upon moon maṇḍalas arising from the syllable a on the left-hand fingers, and the bodhicitta
produced by their union dissolving into and empowering the "supreme son" (phur pa).53 It then cites the
gSang rgyud in elaboration. The first verse mentions the generation of Samantabhadra and Samantabhadrī
on the right and left palms; the second verse lists the five Buddhas appearing at the five right-hand fingers,
the ordering corresponding with that given in the Phur pa bcu gnyis (see above). Finally, the third verse

47 Another NGB Phur pa text we have examined, the rDo rje khros pa phur pa rtsa ba'i rgyud, also contains some apparent
reference to this practice, although the mention is brief, not a precise parallel, and the sDe dge edition does not read in the same
way. Based on the MGTRNK readings, the lines translate: "Meditate on the maṇḍalas of sun and moon on the palms of your
hands, And raising it [ie the phur bu] in the hands, rotate it as well; The suffering of the three worlds will be liberated." (/mthil
[MG 'thil] la nyi zla'i dkyil 'khor bsgom/ /lag tu blangs te dril nas kyang/ /khams gsum sdug bsngal bsgral bar 'gyur/) [Chapter 6:
M Vol. Ji 195v–196r; G Vol. Ji 175; T Vol. Sha 73r–v; R Vol. Sha 68r; N Vol. Sa 81v; K Vol. Sa 90r; see Cantwell and Mayer
2007: 256.] It is quite likely that other Phur pa tantras in the collection may contain further parallels.

48 see Chapter 4 above, p.55, 66-67.
49 see Chapter 8, p.157 below, and Mayer 2004.
50 A similar meditation is found in the root Guhyagarbha Tantra's Chapter 8 on consecrations, and this may well be related to these

phur pa consecrations, but in the Guhyagarbha, there is no mention of a phur bu held between the hands. The meditation is
purely on the male and female seed syllables arising on sun and moon discs respectfully, and uniting together, giving rise to
primordial wisdom emanations (gSang ba'i snying po de kho na nyid nges pa, mTshams brag NGB edition [M] Vol. Wa: 175–
178; T Vol. Pha: 24–7).

51 This Phur pa commentary (already noted above for its references to various aspects of the material considered here) has had a
major impact on all the Phur pa practice traditions. It is extensively cited in later Phur pa commentaries, the categories it uses to
structure its exposition of the practice – whether or not they were original – is followed in later texts, and tellingly, the passages it
cites from root tantric texts are often precisely the passages quoted in later commentaries, in some cases sharing the 'Bum nag's
readings of those passages in contrast to the readings found in the source texts, or at least, in the current extant versions of those
source texts. (Cantwell and Mayer [2007: Chapter 2.V] demonstrates this process in some detail.)

52 rigs lngas dbang bskur (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Volume Tha 354; Boord: 197).
53 g.yas kyi sor mo lnga la ma las nyi ma'i steng du rigs lnga/ g.yon gyi sor mo lnga la a las zla ba'i dal steng du yum lnga yab yum

sbyor ba mdzad/ byang sems sras mchog la thim pas dbang bskur ro/ (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Volume Tha 354.1–2)
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describes that the empowerment is effected through the union of the "wisdom" and "means", slightly
intertwining the fingers and rolling the phur pa.54

Mag gsar's commentary also gives some discussion of this aspect of consecration. Most of his long
consecrations section (2003: 167–267) is devoted to the development of the sādhana practice, that is, the
consecration of oneself as the deity, but he begins with the ritual articles needed for the practice, giving
special attention (2003: 168–170) to the practice phur ba. Again, there is the feature of the fingers of the two
hands, the letter ma producing sun discs above which the five male syllables arise on the right-hand fingers,
and moon discs with the female seeds arising on the left-hand fingers.55 The fingers are intertwined with a
meditation on the males and females uniting, the phur ba is rolled, and consecrated by a stream of white and
red bodhicitta from their union. Further mudrās and mantras follow, not identical but with some similarities
to the description in IOL Tib J 331.III, 5r.

The Sa skya Phur chen, which is the text for the major full-length Phur pa sādhana in the Sa skya pa
tradition, includes the meditation both in its preliminary ritual for making the boundaries for the practice, and
then later, within its section on generating the material phur pa deities. Here too, the recitation uses different
phrasing from the lines in IOL Tib J 331.III,56 yet it shares details, such as some of those relating to the seed
syllables and mantras. It begins (4r.5) with a meditation on the syllable, ma, together with a sun maṇḍala on
the right hand, and the syllable, a, with the moon maṇḍala on the left hand, above which the syllables hūṃ
and āḥ respectively arise, becoming a vajra and lotus. Ten seed syllables are then given, representing those
for the five Buddhas and their consorts, arising at each of the fingers. With "samaya stwaṃ" (samayas
tvaṃ), the palms are joined and the deities are enjoined to unite. They are meditated upon as doing so with,
"badzra anydza li hūṃ" (vajra añjali hūṃ), and become become completely bound together and unified with,
"badzra bandha" (vajra bandha). Finally, with "badzra anydza li dzaḥ" (vajra añjali jaḥ), little wrathful
ones are produced by the union, and dissolve into the hūṃ and āḥ syllables on the hands.

It is clear that the rite has its variants, yet equally, that they have much in common, preserving the flavour
and even some of the specific details of the versions given in our IOL Tib J 331.III and the NGB texts.

(iii) The perfection of recitation
As with the consecration section, the entire passage on recitation is paralleled in the 'Phrin las phun sum

tshogs pa'i rgyud, in the opening to its Chapter 11 (M Vol. Chi: 1037.2–6), but Mag gsar (2003: 267–287),
who uses this tantric source for his commentary based on the seven perfections, focuses instead on intensive

54 gsang rgyud las/ lag g.yas mthil du nyi dkyil la/ /kun bzang 'od dang bcas pa bskyed/ /g.yon gyi a las zla dkyil du/ /kun tu bzang
mo a las bskyed/ /gung mo rnam par snang mdzad de/ /mthe bong la ni mi bskyod pa/ /mdzub mo rin chen 'byung ldan no/ /srin
lag don yod grub pa ste/ /mthe'u chung snang ba mtha' yas so/ /g.yon pa lnga la yum lnga 'o/ /thabs dang shes rab snyoms 'jug
dus/ /sor mo cung zad bsnol bar bya/ /phur pa 'dril bar bya ba yin/ /ces dbang bskur ro/ / (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: Volume
Tha 354.3–5)

55 Part of the passage reads as follows: rang nyid rdo rje gzhon nur gsal ba'i lag pa g.yas kyi sor mo lnga la ma lnga dang ma sūrya
maṇḍala zhes brjod pa'i/ rkyen gyis nyi ma'i dkyil 'khor la/ oṃ hūṃ swā āṃ hāḥ las rigs lnga yab lnga dang/ g.yon gyi sor mo
lnga la/ a tsaṇḍa maṇḍa la brjod pa'i rkyen gyis zla ba'i dkyil 'khor la muṃ lāṃ māṃ pāṃ tāṃ las rigs lnga yab yum lngar gyur/
de nas shes rab kyi rang bzhin g.yon gyis phur ba blangs te/ oṃ badzra anydza li hūṃ: zhes sor mo bsnol bas rigs lnga yab yum
sbyor ba mdzad par gyur/ badzra bhan ha a be sha ya a āḥ zhes brjod pas rigs lnga yab yum gyi sbyor mtshams nas byang chub
kyi sems dkar dmar gyi rgyun babs pa phur ba la thim pas sangs rgyas thams cad kyi thugs rje'i nus rtsal rdzogs par gyur par
bsam la phur ba 'gril lo/ (2003: 169)

56 ma sūrya maṇḍalā/ a tsanda maṇḍalā/ zhes brjod pas/ rang gi lag mthil g.yas g.yon du nyi zla'i dkyil 'khor re re/ de dag gi steng
du hūṃ dang āḥ las rdo rje dang padma/ g.yas g.yon gyi sor mo la oṃ hūṃ swā āḥ hā sāṃ māṃ lāṃ bāṃ hāṃ las rnam par snang
mdzad/ mi bskyod pa/ rin chen 'byung ldan/ 'od dpag med/ don yod grub pa/ kun tu bzang mo/ ma mā kī/ spyan ma/ gos dkar mo/
sgrol ma rnams su gyur/ par bsam la/ sa ma ya stwāṃ/ zhes brjod cing thal mo sbyar bas snyoms par 'jug par bskul/ badzra
anydza li hūṃ/ zhes dang/ rdo rje thal mos rjes su zhugs/ badzra bandha dang/ rdo rje bsdams pas phan tshun ro gcig tu gyur/
badzra anydza li dzaḥ zhes brjod pas/ yab yum bcu'i sbyor mtshams nas khro chung mtshon cha thogs pa mang po byung ste/ lag
mthil gyi hūṃ dang āḥ la thim/ (4r.5–4v.3)
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practice of the mantra recitation sections of sādhana texts, in similar fashion to other Phur pa
commentaries.57 We have not found exact parallel passages elsewhere, but the themes of generating a
wrathful one from the seed syllable in the heart, bringing benefit and accomplishing destructive goals, with a
final dissolution, would seem common enough themes throughout the Phur pa corpus. In one case, it is quite
likely that some similar lines to those opening this section might originally derive from the same source.
Following its parallel passage to the consecrations section mentioned above, the Dur khrod khu byug rol pa'i
rgyud's Chapter 10 (M Vol. Ba: 279.1–2) has three tshig rkang which would seem to continue its parallelling
into the beginning of this recitation section.58 However, its meditation continues in a quite different vein
after this.

In some ways, the comment given at the beginning of the recitation section does not seem entirely
appropropriate in suggesting that the section concerns the Approach practice (bsnyen pa), implying a focus
on a mantra for self-accomplishment as the deity.59 In fact, the mantra given suggests destructive activity,
and it is only at the end of the section that the text notes that the session may culminate in an Approach, with
a dissolution into the heart. However, the main root mantra for the deity in the Phur pa tradition, which is
used for the self-generation deity practice rather than for destructive ritual purposes, also preserves words
suggesting the destruction of obstacles, so one needs to be cautious in assumptions about the usage of
mantras. In this case, the section is too terse to be certain quite what is implied.

(iv) The perfection of activities
There are two substantial cases of parallel text for this section. First, again, the section is paralleled in

full in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (M Vol Chi: 1038.1–1044.1). However, just as in the case
of the consecrations and recitation sections, Mag gsar's commentary (2003: 287 ff) does not use this source
but employs the heading to discuss material found more typically in the later Phur pa commentarial
literature, in this case, subsidiary rituals which are performed following and dependent on the main sādhana
practice sessions, such as the gaṇacakra rite (Tibetan tshogs kyi 'khor lo).

Second, as mentioned above, a good deal of the activities section, from 8v to 10v, runs in parallel to a
substantial passage in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 14, supplemented by the mantras corresponding to the
mudrās described, which are found in Chapter 13 of the Phur pa bcu gnyis. As in the case of the
consecrations section, although the passage contains lines which clearly betray an origin in common with our
text, it is not such a close word-for-word parallel as the text within the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud,
containing some different phrasing, re-ordering, omission and elaboration.

The mantra for the stabbing rite is described in IOL Tib J 331.III (8r.4–5), the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud and in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 13 and again in Ch. 20, as the Vajra Claw (rDo rje sder
mo) mantra. It is a variant of a mantra found in the Guhyasamāja's Chapter 14: oṃ gha gha ghātaya ghātaya
sarvaduṣṭān phaṭ kīlaya kīlaya sarvapāpān phaṭ hūṃ hūṃ vajrakīla vajradhara ājñāpayati sarvavighnānāṃ
kāyavākcittavajraṃ kīlaya hūṃ phaṭ.60 This mantra has had a long and varied career in Vajrayāna literature,
and appears in a variety of traditions beyond the Guhyasamāja, for example in the Yoginī traditions of
Vajravārāhī. It is found in several Dunhuang Phur pa texts for the culmination of the sgrol ba rite, as we
shall see (see below, Ch. 7, p.140, 144 and Ch. 8, p.161). The interlinear notes of the Dunhuang

57 His discussion of different meditative techniques (p. 268 ff), for instance, uses a classification based on analogies – the mantra as
a revolving firebrand, as like destroying a beehive, or as a blacksmith producing sparks – which occurs elsewhere (for instance,
the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig, The Collected Works of H H bDud-'joms Rin-po-che, Volume Da: 119–122).

58 In the mTshams brag edition: /bdag nyid dang por rnal 'byor te/ /snying khar nyi ma'i dkyil 'khor la/ /mthing nag 'bar ba'i hūṃ
bsgoms te/ (M Vol. Ba: 279.1–2)

59 It is always possible that the commentator is using the term bsnyen pa in a rather general way, simply to refer to intensive mantra
recitation practice, rather than the more specific connotation of the Generation Stage (bskyed rim) practice of familiarisation with
the deity identified with oneself.

60 See below, Ch. 9 p.174-175 for the Dunhuang Guhyasamāja's version of the mantra (IOL Tib J 438: 54r.5).
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Guhyasamāja (IOL Tib J 438: 54r.5) also clearly identify it as the mantra of rDo rje sder mo, but it is not
altogether clear in the Guhyasamāja or in these Dunhuang sources that rDo rje sder mo represents anything
more than the mantra's name (the vajra claw mantra). So far as we can gather, the name is not now quite so
well known in contemporary Guhyasamāja scholarship as it is in the context of an independent deity
frequently practised by dGe lugs pa and rNying ma pa alike – for example, there are popular gter ma texts
for her by mChog gling and others. rDo rje sder mo thus seems to be a very old Buddhist protective
karmaḍākinī goddess with an independent existence, whose mantra became incorporated into various other
tantric cycles over time.61 In the Phur pa tradition, rDo rje sder mo is one of the principal female wrathful
ones in the immediate retinue of the central deity.62 rDo rje sder mo's Sanskrit name remains unclear.63 It is
interesting that the version of the mantra in IOL Tib J 331.III gives a line at the beginning ("na ma sa man ta
ka ya bag tsi ta badzra nan"), which is not found in other Dunhuang versions of the mantra (such as those in
IOL Tib J 754 or PT 349).64 In Guhyasamāja sources, a similar phrase may be present preceding the mantra
but apparently not as part of the mantra itself.65

61 Ven Changling Rinpoche (personal communication, November 2006) drew our attention to this. We have since found practices
to her, which may follow a standard Mahāyoga style of deity generation practice with a mantra section including the "gha gha
ghātaya..." mantra (eg. Zab bdun cha lag las kyi mkha' 'gro rdo rje sder mo'i rgyun khyer rdo rje'i go cha, Dil mgo mkhyen brtse
rin po che bKa' 'bum, Volume Ta: 263r–265v; see also the Zab bdun cha lag las kyi mkha' 'gro rdo rje sder mo'i rgyun khyer rdo
rje'i go cha ldeb, as found in mChog gyur gling pa (1829–1870) 1982, vol. Ba: 381–384.). More significantly in terms of
suggesting the antiquity of rDo rje sder mo's own tradition of practice, we have seen an English translation of "The Dharani of
Glorious Vajra Claws" (translated by Joan Nicell with the help of Ven. Geshe Jampa Gyatso, 1996, reprinted 2000, Istituto Lama
Tzong Khapa, Pomaia, Italy). This is almost certainly a translation of the title, "dpal rdo rje sder mo'i gzungs", which is listed
three times in the Toyo Bunko (Oriental Library) online Index to the Kawaguchi Ekai Collection of Tibetan Literature
(http://www.toyo-bunko.or.jp/Database/kawaguchi_titles.html), and it is noted as a bKa' 'gyur text on two of those occasions
(classified within mdo mang, within Indian Buddhist Scriptures). Unfortunately, we have been unable to locate the text in either
of the bKa' 'gyur catalogues available to us, Skorupski 1985, and the Otani University Peking Tripitaka Online Search
(http://web.otani.ac.jp/cri/twrp/tibdate/Peking_online_search.html), nor in browsing of the sTog Palace and sDe dge bKa' 'gyurs.
Nonetheless, it is quite clear from the English version that it is in much the same style as other dhāraṇī texts for averting negative
phenomena, of which we find many examples amongst the Dunhuang tantric manuscripts. It first details the beneficial results of
reciting it, and this is followed by a series of prostrations. It then gives long lists of the evil forces to be vanquished, and these
are punctuated by eleven repetitions of the "gha gha ghātaya..." mantra. Simon Cook (personal communication, February 2007)
has told us that one context for its recitation would be to remove obstacles to one's monastery. Especially interestingly in view of
the mantra's integration into phur pa rites, it has some passages in common with the dhāraṇī for gDugs dkar (see below, Ch.11
p.203-206), both in one of the lists of evils to be destroyed (given in a slightly different order, but recognisably based on the same
source), and in some phrases repeated before the mantra, which contain the element, "phur bus gdab bo", "the phur bu strikes".

62 See, for instance, the Myang 'das (Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 196, 209, 211), the Phur pa rtsa ba'i dum bu, and the 'Bum nag
(Boord 2002: 81, 188). In fact, the virtually standard list of this retinue of ten wrathful ones (khro bo bcu) and their consorts as
given in the Phur pa tradition occurs also in Chapters 12 and 13 of the Dunhuang Thabs zhags commentary (IOL Tib J 321), in
which they are described as the immediate retinue of the Thabs zhags' root text's wrathful nine-headed heruka deity. However,
rDo rje sder mo is missing from the Thabs zhags manuscript's list, almost certainly as the result of a scribal omission, so she is
quite likely to have been present in an earlier edition of the text (she is given in the Golden bsTan 'gyur edition of the Thabs
zhags commentary, Volume Bu, p. 285).

63 The sources considered here do not give any Sanskrit name. A possible reconstruction might suggest *Vajranakhī. In her
incarnation as one of the principal ten female wrathful deities of the Vajrakīlaya maṇḍala, she is addressed in her mantra as,
"badzra kro dhī tā tā" (Myang 'das, Ch. 20 [Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 207]; the Sa skya phur chen 18v.2; A myes zhabs 310.5),
and in the Phur pa rtsa ba'i dum bu as, "badzra kro dhī tī tā ru" (note that Boord [2002: 81] queries this, suggesting that
"tīkṣṇanakha" would be the appropriate meaning). But clearly, this context of her role as Nīladaṇḍa's consort is quite different
from that in the sgrol ba rite which we find in the texts here. "The Dharani of Glorious Vajra Claws" (see note 61 above) gives
the Sanskrit title as, "Shrih Vajra Ratiru Nama Dharani". If a bKa' 'gyur dhāraṇī text does come to light, then perhaps her name
will be clarified by its version of the Sanskrit title.

64 It is, however, found in the Dil mgo mkhyen brtse rin po che practice (bKa' 'bum, Volume Ta: 265r.1), and also in, "The Dharani
of Glorious Vajra Claws" (see note 61 above).

65 See Boord's translation of verses from the Guhyasamāja tantra with Candrakīrti's commentary as given in his Pradīpoddyotana
(Boord 2002: 34). The Dunhuang manuscript of the Guhyasamāja root text does not give this transliterated Sanskrit in this place
(IOL Tib J 438: 54r.4–5), and nor does the mTshams brag NGB edition (Volume Tsha, p.861.4).
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Apart from these clear parallels, most of the rituals described in this section in IOL Tib J 331.III have
their equivalents in numerous other Tibetan Buddhist tantric texts, and it is not always clear that a passage
with similar text must derive from the same ultimate source. Some of the items listed for making the effigy,
for instance, occur widely, and are mentioned in similar terms in the Myang 'das's Chapter 13 and 19, and in
the Shwa na dkar nag gi rgyud's Chapter 4. A single line which may simply indicate the use of a kind of
stock phrase for describing that the positioning of the triangular container for the effigy occurs in the Phur
pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 9 (see Chapter 6, p. 110 note 125 below).

(v–viii) The perfections of time, place, and oneself
As mentioned above, these short closing sections have similarities with discussions in other Phur pa

texts,66 but we have only found exactly parallel passages for them in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud (M Vol. Chi: 1030–1031) and in the case of the sections on place and oneself, also in Mag gsar (2003:
164). Following the section ordering of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, Mag gsar opens his
discussion of the first perfection of oneself, the practitioner, by elaborating on the full scriptural citation with
which he concludes. He speaks of diligently accomplishing bodhicitta for the benefit of others and hearing
many teachings, skill in drawing the maṇḍala and so on, the receipt of full empowerment and familiarisation
with the deity, unshakeable faith in both the lama and the instructions, unchanging application, not putting
hopes on future times or on any benefits or results other than those of the deity, one's root and branch
samayas undegenerated, and needing to be endowed with the qualities of the seven perfections.67 In short,
his section on the practitioner is focused solely on this same passage found in IOL Tib J 331.III. While his
short section on timing has nothing in common with our Dunhuang text, his passage on the place (164–7)
begins with the short scriptural citation of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's lines, which is then
expanded upon with other scriptural and commentarial material.

The order of the presentation
It is not possible to be certain whether the ordering of the phun sum tshogs pa given in IOL Tib J 331.III

or that found in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud represents the original ordering. On the basis of
these two versions found in the two available sources we have, there is certainly no text critical evidence
which would prove the primacy of one version over the other, so we can only provide some speculative
reflections on the basis of the content itself. The second list given in IOL Tib J 331.III might seem
redundant, doing little more that repeating the first list in full. However, the presentation in the 'Phrin las
phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud might also seem a little surprising. That the second list changes the order of the
first might suggest that the first list possibly represents an original or earlier order. This would also fit with a
rationale of using the list for a structured presentation of the teachings. The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud's second list suggests a far more logical sequence, in which one begins with the qualities needed in the
practitioner, the appropriate time and place, before embarking on the major sections of the performance of
the practice itself. It would seem rather more probable that the order as found in IOL Tib J 331.III might
have been amended in the second list to create this more obvious structure, than that the reverse re-
arrangement was made, although it is nonetheless conceivable that a text editor might have re-ordered the

66 The Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 3 and the Myang 'das's Chapter 17 both contain discussions of the qualities of the practitioner,
which are similar to the points made here, but these passages relate to quite general required features, such as having faith (dad
pa) and being knowledgable (mkhas pa), and there is nothing distinctive which might suggest a shared source, nor any specific
phrasings in common. The rDo rje khros pa includes a close parallel to one line on the perfection of the place in its Chapter 7,
especially if we accept that IOL Tib J. 331's gdon may be an error for gnod found in the parallel in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud (M Vol. Chi 1031.3–4) and in Mag gsar (2003: 164). The rDo rje khros pa gives: /rkang gcig pa'am rkang gnyis pa/
/gnod par nges pa'i sa de ru/ (Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 259, italicised words parallel).

67 /dang po sgrub pa po bdag nyid gzhan phan byang chub kyi sems dang ldan pa'i sgrub pa la brtson pa mang du thos pa'i yon tan
dang ldan pa'i dkyil 'khor bri ba la sogs las la mkhas pa/ dbang rnam par dag pa thob cing lha bsnyen pas nye bar gyur pa'am
'gyur rung du byas la/ bla ma dang gdams ngag la mi phyed pa'i dad pa brtan po thob pa/ brtson 'grus 'gyur ba med pa dang ldan
pa/ phan yon 'bras bu lha las gzhan dang phyi dus su mi re ba/ rtsa ba dang yan lag gi dam tshig ma nyams pa ste/ yon tan phum
[sic] sum tshogs pa bdun dang ldan dgos te/ (Mag gsar 2003: 164)
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arrangement to create a consistency between the two lists. We are left with a balance of probability perhaps
slightly more weighted to the side of IOL Tib J 331.III's ordering representing an earlier tradition.

The significance of the widely shared passages of parallel text

Perhaps the most striking feature of the textual content of IOL Tib J 331.III is the substantial shared
passages of text between this manuscript and Phur pa tantras in the NGB, which we have discussed. There is
no doubt that the material has a common source, although in parts, one of our texts may paraphrase,
summarise or elaborate on the other version. Interestingly, apart from the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud, which in effect shares the entire text, a shifting passage may not always correspond neatly to a
specific topic in both texts, but may, for instance, span the ending of one topic and beginning of another in
the alternative version. There are also the mantras in common with the Guhyasamāja tradition, one of which,
the important mantra to be used at the culmination of the rite in which the phur bu strikes the effigy, may
have come ultimately from the dPal rdo rje sder mo'i gzungs. As with our previous analysis of the Phur pa
bcu gnyis (Mayer 1996), we are reminded of the Lévi-Straussian technical term, 'bricolage'.68 It is not
always certain how far the inclusion of specific material may indicate deliberate selection or reworking, and
how far accidental loss of text may have played a part, although this Dunhuang text, and the corresponding
sections in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, give the impression of being carefully constructed on
the basis of the outline given at the beginning. Beyond this specific case, studying Dunhuang texts may help
us also to appreciate the construction of the rNying ma tantras. Whether the Dunhuang manuscripts drew on
early versions of these tantras, whether the rNying ma tantras incorporated and re-embedded selections of
tantric materials found elsewhere, or whether both these processes were at work, comparative studies may
help us to understand both sources.

68 This morally neutral anthropological technical term seems rather curiously to have been misunderstood by David Seyfort Ruegg
as insulting and derogatory (Seyfort Ruegg 2001: 739). On the contrary, Lévi-Strauss's coinage (1976: 16 ff) was warm,
affectionate and playful, as well as insightful.



6 IOL Tib J 331.III: The Text
Note archaisms used:
Virtually all the gi gu are reversed (all apart from phyir 1v.1, ni 6r.4, two instances of phyir 8r.3, and ni

11v.1). Note that phyir 1v, ni 6r and 11v are in the main text, phyir 8r in the interlineal commentary.
la stsogs for la sogs (phun sum tshogs pa is given consistently, but tshogs is also given in other Dunhuang

manuscripts so perhaps this was often spelt in conformity with later spelling convention); rin po ce (and ce
for che in other words also); pa' for pa; myi/mye for mi/me; 'phral ba for dpral ba; buddha is transliterated,
'bu ta (4v).

Every folio has two string holes to thread the pages together, positioned halfway down the sheet, one to
the left and one to the right of the centre of the page. Around each hole a red circular line is drawn, within
which nothing is written, so the writing continues both sides of each circle, sometimes breaking in the middle
of a word.

(1r.1)1 (From upper left, small writing:)
$/ //spyI de bzhIn gshegs pa thams chad thugs rje 'I dbang gIs sems can zhI bas myI 'dul ba 'I drag pa 'I las bya bar bstan/
(extended ornamental shad)
[This] teaches about performing the wrathful ritual activities with the compassionate power [of] all the tathāgatas universally for
those sentient beings who cannot be tamed through pacifying.

(Larger writing starts:)
$/ /zhI ba 'I mchog 'pho ba 'I 'phrIn las bsdus pa 'o/
This is the Supreme Pacification, the Concise Enlightened Activity of Transference (or: This is the
Concise Enlightened Activity which [effects] Transference [into] the Supreme Peace).

(Above the tshig rkang below; just below and to the right of the first comment, small writing:)
dur khrod kyI bgegs ma tang ka ru tra lta bu
[For?] the charnel ground obstacles like Matang ka Rudra
2/shIn du khro zhIng gtum ba la/
For the extremely wrathful and furious,
(small writing below:)
de bzhIn gshegs pa 'I mdzad spyod ston
the tathāgatas' engagement in activities is demonstrated

/zhI bas phan bar myI 'gyur te
no benefit comes by pacifying [them];
(small writing below:)
chos [za?]b3 mo bshad pa la stsogs pa'
explaining the profound Dharma and so forth

1 The folio numbering is given in the left-hand margin: gcig. Here, the main text is given in a large sized font and the annotations
are given in a small font.

2 This verse has a precise parallel which we find in several NGB texts. It is found in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud 's
Chapter 8 (M Vol. Chi 1023.4–5), beginning the long parallelling with this text (see Chapter 5 p.68 note 3 above). It occurs in
the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 7, which is the chapter on the taming of Rudra (D Vol. Pa 206r–v: /shin tu khros shing gtum par
'gyur/ /zhi bas phan par mi 'gyur te/ /shes rab thabs su sbyor mdzad pa/ /khro bor de bzhin gshegs kun mdzad/). It is also found in
Chapter 3 of the Myang 'das, the chapter which sets the scene for the detailed account of the taming of Rudra in Chapter 4. In the
Myang 'das, a close parallel to the first line (in D Vol. Zha 47v.1–2: shin tu khro drag gtum par 'gyur) is followed some lines
below (D Vol. Zha 47v.6–7) with: /shin tu gdug cing gtum pa la/ /zhi bas phan par mi 'gyur te/ /shes rab thabs kyi ngo bo las/
/khro bor de bzhin gshegs kun mdzad/

3 letter za almost rubbed from the page.
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(small writing above, presumably indicating "one [is wisdom], two [is means]":)
ka kha

(1r.2) /shes rab ththabs su sbyor ba yIs/
through conjoining wisdom and means,

(small writing above, with what appears to be broken bracketing around and above this tshig rkang, presumably indicating that it
comments on the writing below, not above:)
drag po 'I las brtsam ba 'I dgos ched bstan
[this] demonstrates the necessity for commencing destructive activities.
/khro bor de bzhIn gshegs kun mdzad/
all the tathāgatas act wrathfully.

/hūṃ khro la khros pa 'I rgyal po yIs/ /
Hūṃ Through the king of wrathfulness towards wrath,
(small writing below:)
he ru ka 'I [rang?]4 bzhIn bstan / (extended ornamental shad) khro bo gang yang rung ba la bya
The heruka's nature is demonstrated.
[He has] the capability of every kind of wrathful one.

(1r.3) khro bo nye bar zhI mdzad pa/
the wrathful one[s] are fully pacified;

/khro zhI che la phyag 'tshal te/ / (extended ornamental shad)
Prostrating to the Great Wrathful [and] Peaceful [One],
(small writing below:)
ka kha
("ka kha" here presumably indicating, both wrathful and peaceful)

(small writing above, with what appears to be broken bracketing around and above this tshig rkang, presumably indicating that it
comments on the writing below, not above.)
bsgrub pa pos sngon du bya ba 'I las bstan
The preliminary actions to be performed by the practitioner are demonstrated.
(small writing following after a gap, apparently following on, although not within the bracketing5)
phyag 'tshal ba 'a
[You] should prostrate.
6/tshad myed snyIng rje bskyed pa dang/
generating limitless compassion and
(small writing below:)
kun rdzob dang byang chub kyI sems la phan 'dogs don dam pa 'I byang chub kyI sems rnam gnyIs dang ldan/ (extended
ornamental shad)
Endowed with two aspects, to bring benefit with bodhicitta conventionally [and] ultimate bodhicitta.

4 the syllable, rang, has been almost entirely rubbed from the page.
5 this part of the comment, written outside the bracket, may in fact be intended to attach to the end of the comment under the final

tshig rkang in line 2. It could make sense in that position, although this would seem less natural than its placement here.
6 A parallel for the next twelve tshig rkang is given in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 8 (D Vol. Pa 212v): /las kyi dkyil 'khor dam

pa ni/ /dang po tshad med snying rje bskyed/ /byang chub sems la dga' ba ni/ /sngon du 'gro ba'i lam mchog yin/ /sgrub [K
bsgrub] pa pos ni nan tan bya/ /khrag 'thung thugs la [M thugs su; TRK thugsu] gnas pa ni/ /ye shes rtse mo mchog yin te [K
ste]/ /hūṃ gsum [K 'sum] las ni 'das [K bzlas] pa'i phyir/ /rtse mo med pa'i las [TR lus] su bstan/ /'di [MTRK de] ni gzugs [D
gzug, followed by a lacuna for one letter; M gzung] dang byin rlob [M rlabs; TRK brlabs] dang/ /bzlas brjod dang ni 'phrin [D
phrin] las dang/ /dus dang gnas dang bdag nyid dang/ /phun sum [K gsum] tshogs pa bdun po yis [R yin]/ /las gang bsgrub [D
sgrub; K 'grub] pa 'grub [M grub] par byed/
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/byang chub sems (1r.4) la dga' ba nI/
rejoicing in the bodhicitta,
(small writing below:)
don dam pa 'I byang chub kyI7 sems
Ultimate bodhicitta

/sngon du 'gro ba 'I [la]mchog8 yIn te/
is the most supreme of foundations,

(small writing above, with broken bracketing around and above this tshig rkang, presumably indicating that it comments on the
writing below, not above:)
byang chub kyI sems rnam gnyIs dang 'og nas 'byung ba 'I snyIng po
The two aspects of bodhicitta and from below, the essence [syllable] of origination.
/bsgrub pa pos nI nan tan bya/ / (extended ornamental shad)
[in which] the practitioner should earnestly strive.
(small writing below:)
phyag rgya dang tIng nge 'dzIn rnam gsum/
The mudrās and the three samādhis

9/khrag 'thung thugs (1v.1) su gnas pa nI/
[That which] abides in the blood-drinker['s] heart,10

(small writing below 1r.4:)
he ru ka thugs kyI phur pa 'I rang bzhIn
the true nature of the heruka heart Phur pa

/ye shes rtse mo mchog nyId de/
is identical with the supreme pinnacle [of] primordial wisdom;
(small writing below:)
chos kyI dbyIngs rnam par dag pa 'I ye shes
the totally pure primordial wisdom dharmadhātu

/hūṃ gsum las nI 'das pa 'I phyir/
since the three-fold hūṃ (or: the three hūṃs,)11 transcends activities,12

7 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the kyI and matched by an identical cross in
front of the sems.

8 it seems that initially, "lam" was written here; the la has been deleted, rubbed from the page, while the ma has been retained as
the prefix for mchog. There is some evidence that an original shad following the prefixed ma has also been rubbed out.

9 Here, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's Chapter 8 starts again to parallel the text, following a passage which does not
resemble any of our content here. From this point, the remainder of the text – in a slightly different order – is contained in the
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's Chapters 8 to 11, with little added material apart from bridging passages which introduce
and conclude each section.

10 The parallel passage in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud – at least in mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions, which end
the line with 'di, although sDe dge shares Tib J 331.III's reading of ni – might seem to suggest a reading of, "This abiding in the
blood-drinker's heart" (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1028.7). This would make equally good sense of the Tibetan of this
line, although perhaps would not fit entirely comfortably with the lines above in this case! However, in both passages, the idea of
abiding in the heruka's heart quite possibly relates to the threefold hūṃ, discussed below, which is presumably intended to be
visualised in the heart. An alternative translation of the line would be: "The blood-drinker dwelling in the heart". Again, this
could also apply in the case of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud passage, although it would not seem satisfactory since
the verse there follows a discussion of self-identification with "the Glorious Kīlaya King".

11 This might refer to three hūṃs, but is rather more likely to indicate a three-fold hūṃ. The syllable is made up of the letter ha, the
ū and the ṃ; these elements are discussed in many tantric sources. The first Vajrasattva text above (IOL Tib J 331 I: 1v), refers
to different parts of the syllable, hūṃ, associating them with the various emotional defilements. There too the interlineal
comments refer to [buddha] body, speech and mind.
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(small writing below:)
sku gsung thugs kyang thugs tsam du
even [buddha] body speech and mind [are] only [buddha] mind

/rtse mo myed pa 'I las su (1v.2) bstan/ / (extended ornamental shad)
(it) is taught as the activity with no pinnacle.
(small writing below:)
mdo rgyas pa 'a
as [in] the extensive sūtra

/de nI gzugs dang byIn rlabs dang/
[For] this [there are]: the form and consecration and

/bzlas brjod dang nI 'phrIn las dang/
recitation and enlightened activity and

/dus dang gnas dang bdag nyId dang/ /
time and place and oneself;

(1v.3) phun sum tshogs pa bdun po yIs/ /
the seven perfections, through which
(small writing below:)

de bdun dang ldan bar bya13 nas
it having become endowed with the seven

btab na cI 'dod sbyIn no zhes/
when striking, it is said that whatever [one] wishes will be granted.

/dam tshIg bdag pos rab gsung te/ /
[This] is well taught by the Samaya Lord;
(small writing below:)

rdo rje sems pas sngon/
by Vajrasattva previously

(1v.4) 'das na lha yang brlag pa 'I phyIr/
for even a deity will be destroyed if [they] transgress,
(small writing below:)
de las 'das bzhIn du las ma grub na
in accordance with the transgression, should activities be unaccomplished

/rang gI bka' las rang myI 'da'/
[so he him]self does not transgress [his] own precepts.
(small writing below:)
lha dam tshIg las 'das na lhar ma rung brdzun po cher 'gyur bas
if the deity transgresses samaya, [he would] become a great liar unsuitable [to be] a deity

12 Here, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (M Vol. Chi, 1028.7) gives bzlas for 'das, suggesting a reading of, "on account of
the recitation activities of the three-fold hūṃ...".

13 slightly uncertain; there are small markings above "bar bya", which are presumably intended to indicate deletion.
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/de la phun sum tshogs pa nI bdun du bstan te//
Regarding these perfections, taught as sevenfold:
(small writing below:)
rgyas pa'I
in detail

(1v.5) gzugs phun sum tshogs pa dang/
the perfection [of] form, and

/byIn rlabs phun sum tshogs pa dang/
perfection [of] consecrations, and

/bzlas brjod phun sum tshogs pa dang/
perfection [of] recitation, and

/'phrIn las (2r.1)14 $/ /phun sum tshogs pa dang/
perfection [of] enlightened activity, and

/dus phun tshogs pa dang/
perfection [of] time, and

/gnas phun sum tshogs pa dang/
perfection [of] place, and

/bdag nyId phun sum tshogs pa 'o/ / (extended ornamental shad) /
perfection [of] oneself.

(2r.2) /de la gzugs nI thugs kyI phyag rgya 'I dbyIbs la bya ste/
For the [perfection of] form: [it] should be rendered in the shape of the [enlightened] heart mudrā:

/skabs 'dIr lcags sam/
on this occasion, [make it from] iron, or
(small writing below:)
drag po 'I phur pa 'I skabs 'dIr
For the occasion of the wrathful phur pa,

/lcags lnga 'am/
five [types of] iron/metal or
(small writing below:)
gnam lcags khro chu myI spro thung ba 'I mtshon [sdur(/rdur)]15 ma srog chags16

meteoric iron, molten [iron], [from?] a weapon of [an] aggressive man, sdur/rdur ma (???)17

14 The numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: gnyis.
15 this would seem to be sdur or rdur; the du is consistent with the writing of du in other parts of the text, although sngur would be

a further possibility.
16 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the chags and matched by an identical cross

in front of the bsad.
17 sdur ma: uncertain meaning. One possibility is that thur ma (needle/stick/spade) might be intended but this seems rather

unlikely, and it would not itself be altogether clear. sDur blang or sdur len can mean amber.
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seng [lda]18 ldeng la stsogs pa
sandalwood etc.,

(2r.3) tsher ma can gyI shIng la/
thorny wood, out [of which],
(small writing below:)
bsad pa 'I mtshon cha dum bu lnga 'o
[and?] fragments [from?] a weapon which has killed beings makes five19

/sor brgyad dam sor bcu gnyIs par byas la/
[you] make [the phur pa] eight inches or twelve inches, and

/mgo mjug ma nor par shIng gI (2r.4) rtsa ba logs su mgo byas la/
without muddling the top [and] the bottom, make the head towards (or: guide it in line with) the roots of
the wood, and

/sor gcIg la rgya mdud/
[make] the knot one inch [in size].

/rked par sor gcIg la rgya mdud/
At the waist [is another] one inch knot;

/stod zur brgyad smad zur (2r.5) gsum du byas la/
the upper [part] has eight facets (or: is octagonal), the lower is made with [a] three-sided [blade], and
(small writing below:)
rIn po ce 'bru brgyad lta bur 'dug ste spyI [r?]phur20 bu21 rIn po ce 'I rIgs yIn bar bshad
since [this] is like eight jewel granules, it is explained as the general phur bu [of] the jewel family22

/rI rab ltar brjId par 'dug pa nI gzugs phun sum tshogs pa 'o/ / (extended ornamental shad)
being imposing like Mount Meru,23 [it] is the perfection of form.

18 the syllable deleted here – most probably dittographically written lda, has been rubbed from the sheet.
19 only the first two categories are completely clear here. Interestingly, this list has a clear parallel with that of the five types of

iron/metal in the Myang 'das's Chapter 8 (D Vol. Zha 54v.1). There we find meteoric iron (gnam lcags), iron mined from the
ground (sa lcags), molten iron (khro chu), the tip of a weapon which has killed a human or horse (mi rta bsad pa'i mtshon rtse)
and common iron (phal pa'i lcags). In Chapter 13, the five are again referred to (D Vol. Zha 61r), but not listed. Here, the main
puzzle is with sdur ma (see p. 92 note 17 above). Chapter 10 of the Phur pa bcu gnyis (D Vol. Pa 215v) also lists the five types,
but the list appears to be quite different! Nonetheless, the Phur pa bcu gnyis comparison is also interesting in specifying
materials for making a kīla as ideally to be taken from weapons such as knives and arrowheads, as well as from meteors or
thunderbolts, and to have qualities of cutting, sharpness, and hardness etc. It is also possible that the Phur pa bcu gnyis
advocates the use of iron from an arrowhead that has pierced a person's heart, but the text is corrupt at that point, and the meaning
ambiguous (D Vol. Pa folio 216r; T Vol. Dza p. 106).

20 it is possible that the unclear ra is intended to be positioned before the tsheg in front, ie. spyir.
21 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the bu and matched by an identical cross in

front of the rin.
22 it is not clear whether this comment really clarifies the sense here. The idea of the 8 facets as of a jewel is consistent with the

widely found imagery of the 8 facetted jewel (rin chen zur brgyad) of the tantric deity's heart cakra, yet this has nothing to do
with the deity's buddha family, and it is not clear why this phur bu should specifically indicate the jewel family.

23 See the discussion of the Mount Meru imagery, Chapter 2 p.16-17, 22-25 above.
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(The next section is on the perfection of consecrations)

(2r.5) /dang po kho na stong pa nyId du byIn kyIs
(2v.1) brlabs te/
First, [having] simply consecrated [it] in emptiness,
(small writing below:)
bdag dang phur bu dang chos kun
oneself and the phur bu and all phenomena

/chos kyI skur byIn kyIs brlab pa dang/
(it) is consecrated as the dharmakāya, and
(small writing below:)
badzra he ru ka yum khro tI shwa rI24

Vajra Heruka, [and his] consort Krodhīśvarī

/de 'I steng du rgya mdud gzhal yas khang du dmyIgs te/ /
upon it, visualising the knot as the Immeasurable Palace,
(small writing below:)
phur bu 'dI nyId nI rI rab tsam la de 'I steng na pho brang rgya che ba 'a
The phur bu itself is as big as Meru,25 and above it is the vast palace;

(2v.2) phyogs bzhI dbus dang lngar hūṃ sgrIl ma lnga bzhag ste/
at the four directions and the centre, making five, five concentrated26 hūṃs are established;
(small writing below:)
ma las nyI ma 'I dkyIl 'khor du gyur pa 'I dbus su
from [the syllable] ma, transformed into a sun maṇḍala, in the centre

/dbus su he ru ka/
in the centre [is] Heruka,
(small writing below:)
badzra he ru ka yum kro dhI shwa rI
Vajra Heruka, [and his] consort Krodhīśvarī;

/shar du khams sum rnam par rgyal ba/ /
27in the east [is] Trailokyavijaya,

24 this comment occurs on the line below; almost certainly, it was written in the wrong place and crossed through when the error
was noticed. This provides evidence strengthening the possibility that the annotations (or at least some of them) were copied
over from a source manuscript. It is far more likely that such a positioning error would be the result of a copying process with
little attention to the content of the text and/or the comment, than the possibility that the writer was composing a comment in
response to the text, yet inadvertently wrote it under the wrong section of text.

25 See p.93 note 23 above.
26 sgril ma. We find the phrase, "hūṃ sgril ma" (concentrated/unified/condensed/rolled up hūṃ), elsewhere. In this Dunhuang

manuscript, the text above (IOL Tib J 331. II, 4r), which is not a Phur pa text and probably not originally found in an
immediately preceding position to this text, also has "hūṃ sgril ma", describing the syllable hūṃ after the body, speech and mind
consecrations are dissolved. A perhaps closer parallel usage to that here is in the section on making the boundaries in the Sa skya
Phur chen (4.2), where we have a concentrated/rolled up hūṃ giving rise to mantra syllables and effecting a transformation into
the vajra form. The word "sgril ma" in the Phur chen is commented on in A myes zhabs (189.2), as bsgril ba/bsgril ma (note that
the MT 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud editions give bsgril and D gives sgril). Grags pa rgyal mtshan's elaboration (in his
rdo rje phur pa'i mngon par rtogs pa) of what is clearly the same practice, presents a hūṃ emerging from the deity, becoming
unified with a hūṃ in the sky, and then dividing and dissolving again. In this case, the term, "sgril ma" is not used, but the word
"sbrel ma" occurs in the corresponding place, describing the unification of the hūṃs. It would thus seem that "concentrated",
"unified" or "condensed" is the most appropriate sense of the term "sgril ma" in this context.
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(small writing below:)
hūṃ las tra log kya bI dza ya ma ha kro dhe shwa rI hūṃ zhes brjod pas 'phro 'dur gyur las de nas skur gyur gzhan kun yang de
dang 'dra 'o
from [a syllable] hūṃ [comes the mantra] trailokyavijaya mahākrodhīśvarī hūṃ; through reciting this, [it] comes to radiate and
reabsorb [light rays]; then it transforms into the [buddha] body; and all the other [deities] are also similar to this (ie. in the way
they arise).

(2v.3) lhor gshIn rje gshed/
in the south [is] Yamāntaka,
(small writing below:)
ya man ta krId badzra kro dha hūṃ
yamāntakṛt vajrakrodha hūṃ

/nub du rta 'grIn/
in the west [is] Hayagrīva,
(small writing below:)
ha ya grI ba badzra kro dha hūṃ
hayagrīva vajrakrodha hūṃ

/byang du stobs po ce/
in the north [is] Mahābala,
(small writing below:)
ma ha pa la badzra kro dha hūṃ
mahābala vajrakrodha hūṃ

/'dI rnams so so 'I snyIng po dran {b}tsam28

(2v.4) gyIs bskul la/
[they] are enjoined, by appropriately remembering the essence [mantra] of each of them, and
(small writing below:)
skur gyur pa las
having become [buddha] body

/gzungs dang gnyIs su myed pa/
non-dual with their dhāraṇīs,29

/mchod pa yang 'khor rgyas par dmyIgs pa 'o/
[you] meditate on offerings and the extended retinue beyond.30

27 The four deities listed here as arising in the four directions correspond to four of the standard list of the khro bo bcu, the 10
Wrathful Ones who form the immediate retinue of the Phur pa deity in the traditional cycles of practice on Phur pa as a yi dam
deity (the positions and names of these deities tend to be reasonably constant across different Phur pa texts, even if their
appearances and hand implements might vary). In the case of the second and third given here, they are situated in the appropriate
direction associated with the khro bo bcu deities of the same names. Trailokyavijaya is generally situated in the north-eastern
direction, although Vijaya is usually in the east. Mahābala/stobs chen is generally associated not with the north, as given here,
but with the below direction.

28 prefixed ba inserted below line, with attention drawn to it by a cross above the line. There is no tsheg given after it, but ba tsam
would also be a possibility: "by merely remembering...". This would also be consistent with the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud reading of "ba tsam" (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.3).

29 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives "gzugs" for "gzungs" (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.3), so
that the sense would be, "non-dual with the (phur pa) form". This would make good sense: since we do not know in which
direction the movement of text went, nor whether either text has a scribal error here, we are not in a position to judge which is the
earlier reading.
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/phyI nang gI mchod pa
(2v.5) cI 'byor pa phul te/
Offering whatever outer and inner offerings have been collected,
(small writing below:)
phyI nang gI mchod pa 'I lha mo dang lcags31 kyu la stsogs pa sgo bzhI kun
the outer and inner offering goddesses with the iron hook etc., [at] all four doors

/dam tshIg rjes su bskul nas/
having enjoined [the deities], following the samaya,
(small writing below:)
mchod pa rnam lnga dang bdud rtsI lnga
the five offerings and the five amṛṭas

/gnyIs su myed pa 'I rgyan rdzogs par mdzad pa nI/ /
[this] embellishment of non-duality is perfected;32

(3r.1)33 $/ /longs spyod rdzogs pa 'I skur byIn kyIs brlabs34 pa 'o/
[this] is the consecration as the sambhogakāya.

(small writing above:)
bsgrub pa pos bcol pa 'I las 'dI grub bar mdzod cIg par bsgo
The practitioner commands that [they] should act to accomplish the activity which is entrusted [to them]35

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de las sras phur bu 'I ngo bor skyes pa nI/
From this, [it] is born as the Son [which is] the essence of Phur bu,36

30 Note that the sense of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's version (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.3–4) is
slightly different here, giving 'khod pa dang/ for /mchod pa yang, linking the 'khod pa to the line above: "established in non-
duality...". MT also give rgyas btab for rgyas, suggesting that the retinue is sealed, rather than that the retinue is extensive, but
this may be a scribal error. mTshams brag's text for this and the above line is: "gzugs dang gnyis su med par 'khod pa dang/ 'khor
ba rgyas btab par dmigs te" (D: 'khor rgyas for 'khor ba rgyas btab).

31 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the lcags and matched by an identical cross
in front of the kyu.

32 the sense here is not entirely certain. The idea of ornamentation or embellishment is often linked to offerings, and taking the line
in this sense would seem to fit with the commentator's note above on the appropriate samaya offerings. However, a rather
different sense might be intended: having enjoined [the deities] in accordance with samaya (ie. as samaya forms), [they] (ie. the
deities) are perfected [as] non-dual ornaments (ie. as primordial wisdom forms). The same slight ambiguity is found in the
Myang 'das's parallel verse (D Vol. Zha 56r). Either understanding would fit with the notion of a sambhogakāya consecration.
In the first case, the emphasis would be on the visualisation of the offerings embellishing the deities; in the second, on the
visualised forms and their ultimate nature.

33 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: gsum.
34 final sa is inserted beneath the line, with a cross above the line marking the place for the insertion.
35 this would not appear to be a very appropriate comment here! It may be that it is in fact intended to fit with the words which

occur at the same position along the page on the final line of the sheet above (beginning "gnyis su myed..."). If so, it might seem
surprising that the scribe did not write it in the ample space beneath that line. One possible explanation is that the scribe might
have copied from a source in which the two lines were not on different sheets and the comment was seemingly attached to the
line below. Generally in this manuscript, the interlineal comments are posititioned below the line, although there are a few
instances (in sections other than the consecrations section) where comments are written above. Here again, the relatively strong
possibility that a copying error was made here would strengthen the likelihood that the annotations were copied from a previous
manuscript.

36 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's version (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.5) gives a slightly different
reading here: de la sras phur pa khro bor bskyed pa ni; on this basis, [it] is generated as the Son Phur pa Wrathful One.
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(small writing below:)
he ru ka 'I thugs ka 'I hūṃng37 las
from hūṃ at the heart of the heruka

38/lte ba man chad39 mthIng nag
(3r.2) la/
dark blue below40 the waist, upon [which]

/dbu kham pa gyen du 'greng ba 'a/
[his] reddish-brown head [of hair?]41 is standing up on end.

/brang gIs 'gro ba chen po dang/
Great snake[s] and

/thod rlon gyIs b[sha(/zha)]cIngs42 shIng bzhags pa'/
fresh skulls coil around and beautify43 [him].

/spyan gsum
(3r.3) sdang dmyIg du dgrad de/
[His] three eyes are staring, in an angry expression,

/phyag g.yon pa 'I phur pa la gzIgs pa'/
looking at the phur pa in [his] left hand,

/mche ba gtsIgs pa dur khrod kyI mye dpung gI
(3r.4) nang na/
baring [his] fangs; [he is] within a mass [of] cremation flames.

/lte ba man chad lcags kyI phur pa zur gsum pa/
Below the waist, [is] a three sided iron phur pa,

/e 'I nang du sum ca tsam nub pa la/
as much as a third [of which] is descending/disappearing into the "e".44

37 Here the scribe seems to have added both the ṃ and the final nga; clearly, huṃ or hung is intended.
38 Note that the description given here (and in the parallel passages in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud, the Myang 'das

and in the Phur pa bcu gnyis) is similar to that found in Guhyasamāja commentaries, such as the Piṇḍikṛtasādhana and the
Piṇḍikṛtasādhanopāyikāvṛttiratnāvalī (see below, Appendix to Ch. 8, p.162-163; also, Mayer 2004: 158–9).

39 It is most likely that man chad is in error, and yan chad – which is found in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's version
(mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.5) is intended.

40 See note above; the probable intended meaning is, "dark blue above".
41 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's version (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.5) gives dbu skra kham pa:

probably, there is an omission of the syllable skra here. Moreover, both the versions of this line in the Myang 'das and in the
Phur pa bcu gnyis give "ral pa" in place of "dbu". It would seem that a description of the hair is in any case the most likely
connotation.

42 the deleted syllable sha or zha (which has been rubbed from the sheet), occurring between the prefixed ba and main letter ca, was
probably an error (the eye moving to shing or bzhags) which was noticed and corrected straight away. The 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.6) gives bcings.

43 bzhags: Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (2434), "(rnying) gzhags pa'am gzhabs pa'ang zer/ brgyan pa'am mdzes pa/". The 'Phrin
las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1032.6) gives bzhad.

44 descending/disappearing into the "e": the sense here is slightly uncertain. Nub pa usually has the meaning of declining/setting,
which could suggest here the image of the bottom third not being visible. "E" would indicate the phur khung, the triangular
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(small writing below:)
chos nyId yum gyI mkha'I rang bzhIn te yum lta bur gyur pa nI dgos pa 'I ye shes te rnam par myI rtog pa 'I45 chos nyId la bya
The elemental state is the very nature of the yum's space,46 coming to resemble the yum; this is the necessary primordial wisdom,
within the non-discursive elemental state.

/phyag bzhI pa ste g.yas pa 'I
(3r.5) gong ma sta re kha yar bstan te ltag pas rdeg par bya ste/
[Having] four arms, the upper right [hand] exhibits an axe above [the level of?] the face, and strikes with
the back [of the axe];

/'og ma la rdo rje rI rab kyIs gnon pa 'I thabs su 'dzIn pa 'a/ /
the lower [hand] grasps the vajra Mount Meru, in the manner of suppressing.
(small writing below:)
phur des mnan pas sus kyang myI phyIn ba 'I don
This means [that] by suppressing with this phur[pa], whoever [is the object, they will] not [be able to] leave.

(3v.1) g.yon dang po rdo rje kha twang ka dkrol zhIng bdud kyI kham sum 'jIg pa/
The first left [hand] shakes/plays with47 a vajra khaṭvāṅga, destroying the three realms of māras;
(small writing below:)
myI mgo la sIl snyan byas pa
playing cymbals with? the human head[s],48

/'og ma la phur pa zur gsum pa 'debs pa 'I thabs su gzIgs49

(3v.2) shIng ngan song gsum 'jIg pa/
the lower [hand holds] a three-sided phur pa, in the manner of striking, gazing at and destroying the three
lower realms,

/stobs dang mthu dpung la stsogs pa 'a/
/khro bo thams chad 'dus pa bas kyang lhag par che ba gcIg 'og du
(3v.3) phyung ste/

shaped ritual stand or container in which the phur pa is inserted so as to stand upright. It is symbolically equated with the female
genitals and the chos 'byung ("source of dharmas"). We have "sum cha nub nas" in the Myang 'das parallel lines.

45 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the pa 'i and matched by an identical cross
in front of the chos.

46 'Space' is a euphemism for the female deities' private parts or their wombs. Here, the comment would seem to refer to the
unification of primordial wisdom with the elemental state, expressed by the (male) phur pa inserted within the (female) "e" ritual
stand.

47 the meaning of dkrol here is not entirely unambiguous: see following note. It could be that a double meaning is intended.
48 The beginning of this comment is written close to the word dkrol and presumably elaborates on it: it can mean

playing/ringing/resounding a musical instrument such as a bell or cymbals. It is also possible that the verb dkrol in the text may
carry the sense of letting loose, releasing, perhaps suggesting the releasing/liberation of beings. The main meaning of dkrol here,
however, is most probably to resound, reverberate or to make music; the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag
NGB Volume Chi, 1033.2), as well as all editions of the Myang 'das, have 'khrol, which would seem to make this more likely,
since this is its primary meaning (although it can also be a form of 'grol). Karma Phuntsho (personal communication, 20/8/2007)
has commented to us that the verb, dkrol, is particularly used for musical instruments where shaking movements are involved, so
there might be a metaphorical sense implied, that the khaṭvāṅga is held and waved in a playful manner, like the dancing Śiva
does. A khaṭvāṅga may have pendants with attached bells and ḍamarus (see Plate 115 and 116 in Beer 1999: 255, 257). The
human skulls mentioned in the comment might suggest an attached drum made of human skulls. Alternatively, the "la" may
indicate at the heads, and might perhaps refer to bells/ḍamarus/cymbals attached to or at the heads. A further possibility is that
this comment might refer to the reverberation of the human heads/skulls of the khaṭvāṅga itself.

49 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1033.2) reads gzas, which gives a rather
clearer meaning: "brandishing (it) as though as to strike".
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sending out below masses of inherent and magical powers etc., even greater than a whole assembly [of]
wrathful ones, so

/rtag pa chen por bstan pa 'dI nI sprul pa 'I skur byIn kyIs brlabs pa 'o/
this teaching on the [phur pa's] great permanence/eternity is the consecration as the nirmāṇakāya.

/de la rIgs lngar byIn kyIs brlab par bya ste/ /
On this basis, performing the consecration as the five [buddha] families,

(3v.4) 'bru lnga gnas lngar byIn kyIs brlabs pa 'o/
the five seeds at the five places are consecrated.

/de nas sku gsung thugs su byIn kyIs brlab par bya ste/
Then, performing the consecration as [buddha] body, speech [and] mind,
(small writing below:)
rIgs lnga dang sku gsung thugs gnyI gas50 byIn kyIs brlabs na yang bzang gang yang51 rung ba gcIg byas na yang rung/
(extended ornamental shad)
[It is] fine whether the five families and the [buddha] body, speech [and] mind consecrations [are] both performed, or either one
is [also] suitable;

/spyI gtsug du ō52/ /
[the syllable] ō is meditated on at the crown of the head,
(small writing below:)
ōṃ dkar po lte bar bsam
meditate on a white ōṃ53 at the centre/navel,54

(3v.5) rked par hrI/
hri at the waist,

/rtse mor phat bsam mo/
[and] phat at the point [of the phur pa?].55

(small writing below:)
āṃ56 dmar po lce hung sngon po snyIng ga s[w?]a ser po 'phral bar ha ljang ku rkad57 par bsam
meditate on a red āṃ [at the] tongue,58 blue hung [at the] heart, yellow swa [at the] forehead,59 [and] a green ha at the foot/waist
(?).60

50 Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (978): gnyi ga = gnyis ka (archaic)
51 final nga subscribed.
52 a chung subscribed; most probably, ōṃ is intended. The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud parallel text gives oṃ (M and T)

or ōṃ (D).
53 See discussion above, p.72 note 13, on the persistence of the usage of the long syllable, ōṃ.
54 "lte ba" would usually indicate the navel, but it may be here that the centre of the crown of the head is the intended sense here.

An alternative, perhaps more likely, possibility is that navel was intended, but that the words lte ba and 'phral ba (= dpral ba,
forehead) below (see note 59 below) have been transposed. This would fit neatly with the tradition's associations of the five seed
syllables with the body centres (see, for instance, bdud 'joms gnam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig: Vol. Da 82.1–2), and also with the
Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 11 (D Vol. Pa 217r), but of course, we do need to exercise caution in reading early sources and not
assume uniformity!

55 We have a parallel to this in the Sa skya Phur chen, where the kīlas of the 5 families are generated, and consecrated as buddha
body, speech and mind, with oṃ meditated on at the crown, hrīḥ at the waist, and phaṭ at the tip (24r.2–3).

56 there is a very slight uncertainty here; āṃ is most likely, and consistent with our first text's association of āṃ with the mouth (see
Chapter 5 p.70-71 note 11). However, there is a very short horizontal line over the letter "a" which just possibly might be
intended to represent a na ro, in which case, the syllable would be ōṃ.

57 sic. = rkang or rked?
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/ (extended ornamental shad) /de 'I 'og du thugs kyI ye shes rtse gcIg par byIn kyIs brlabs te/
61Following this, [the phur pa?] is consecrated in the single-pointed heart primordial wisdom.
(small writing below:)
dpal chen po 'I thugs [ye shes?] rnam par myI rtog pa 'I ye shes
the Great Glorious [One]'s heart, non-discursive primordial wisdom

/zur gsum du
(4r.1)62 $/ /phaṭ gsum/
At the three edges [of the blade?] three [syllable] phaṭs,
(small writing below, written beneath phaṭ and gsum respectively:)

gsung thugs
[buddha] speech mind

/ngos gsum du hūṃ gsum gzhag go/
[and] at the three sides three hūṃs are placed.
(small writing below:)
hūng gsum las 'das par 'ong pa'
from the three hūṃs will come to transcendence (or: will come to transcend the three hūṃs)

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas sku rtas63 pa dang/
Then, the [buddha] body becomes extensive/protected64 and,

58 there is some slight uncertainty in meaning here: it is just possible that the hung is meant to be at the tongue, and then the swa
would be at the heart etc., but this seems unlikely, given that it would then be unclear where the āṃ should be, and the reference
to rkad/rked/rkang pa at the end would seem odd!

59 'phral ba: archaic for dpral ba, forehead (Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo: 1792). It is possible that lte ba, navel, is the intended
word here, and that lte ba given above and 'phral ba here have been transposed (see note 54 above). Another possibility is that
we have a scribal error here: that phyal ba, belly, is intended.

60 This is uncertain. A scribal error of da for nga (rkang par) is a strong possibility. In PT 42 (f.46.1–2), we find yellow ōṃ at the
crown of the head, red ām at the mouth, white hum at the heart, blue swa at the waist and green ha at the sole[s] of the foot/feet.
Interestingly, the Khu byug rol pa's Chapter 10 (M Vol. Ba: 277) also gives rked pa [waist] for the fourth place, but yan lag
(limb[s]) for the fifth, which nonetheless might fit with this reading of foot/feet here. However, reading rkad par as rked par, at
the waist, would have the advantage that the alternative spelling preserves the pronunciation, and it also fits with the Phur pa bcu
gnyis's Chapter 11 (D Vol. Pa, 217r), where sDe dge gives, sked pa. In terms of what became the standard associations, we
might expect to find the private parts (gsang ba or gsang gnas) in this position (see, for instance, bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri
bsnyen yig: Vol. Da 82.3).

61 This line, and the point below concerning the three hūṃs and three phaṭs has a parallel in the 'Bum nag (Boord 196), which
simply quotes "the tantra". But it may be that the gSang rgyud is intended, since this is quoted a little above. Interestingly, in
this case the positioning of the hūṃs and phaṭs is the reverse of that in our text here. The bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition of the 'Bum
nag gives: "sras mchog 'di yang sku gsung thugs ye shes rtse gcig tu byin gyis brlabs te/ dbal gyi zur gsum hūṃ gsum/ logs gsum
du phaṭ gsum/ rtse mo la a dkar po zhig bsam ste/ rgyud las/ logs la phaṭ gsum bzhag pa yin/ /zur gsum hūṃ gsum gzhag pa yin/
/zhes so/" The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud parallel text, as well as the Myang 'das parallel passage in its Chapter 9 and
the parallel lines in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 11 agree with the positioning in the text here, and differ from the 'Bum nag.
This would also appear to be the case with the differently worded tshig rkang on the subject in the Dur khrod khu byug rol pa'i
rgyud. It gives "/hūṃ gsum dang ni phaṭ gsum gyis/ /ngos gsum dang ni zur gsum la/" (mTshams brag edition Volume Ba: 277).

62 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: bzhi.
63 It is possible that rtas here may be an error for brtag, the reading which is found in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud

(mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1034.2).
64 rtas pa: = brtas pa, pft. of brta ba. However, see note above on possible scribal error.
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(small writing below:)
gong du gzhal myed khang [phub(/phrab)]65 pa 'I nang na bzhugs pa 'I khro bo yab yum bcu po
above, the ten yab yum wrathful ones abide within the protective covering (uncertain) [of] the Immeasurable Palace.

/rIgs so so 'I khro bo thams chad kyIs byIn kyIs brlab
(4r.2) cIng dbang bskur bar bya ste/
the consecrations and empowerments [of] all the wrathful ones of the various families are to be performed
and,

/khro bo 'I dkyIl 'khor de dag nyId phyogs bcur 'phros te/
the maṇḍalas of these same wrathful ones are emanated in the ten directions, and

/slar 'dus nas hūṃ hūṃ dang66 phat phaṭ kyI sgra 'byIn cIng/ /
having once again merged together, the sounds of hūṃ hūṃ and phat phaṭ are emitted.

(4r.3) de nyId sku la bstIms te dbang67 dang byIn rlabs thams chad kyIs bcIn par bya 'o/
These too dissolving into the [buddha] form, all the powers and consecrations should be received.68

(small writing below:)
khro bo mang po69 phur pa la thIm ba 'I don70

this means that many wrathful ones are dissolving into the phur pa

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas 'gro ba 'I don la gshegs na dphyogs bcu
(4r.4) 'I bde bar gshegs pa thams chad kyIs kyang/
Then, coming for the benefit of beings, all the sugatas of the ten directions,
(small writing below:)
sprul pa 'I khro bo 'byung ba nyId bsgrub pa pos bsam ba thams chad sgrub pa 'I phyIr gshegs71 pa la 'gro72 ba 'I don ces bya 'o
coming in order for the practitioner to accomplish all wishes, this very arising of the emanated wrathful ones is said to be [for]
the benefit of beings.

/stong grogs73 mdzad cIng sngon zhal gyIs bzhes pa lags pas/
since formerly [they] verily promised to act as allies,

65 phub: this is slightly uncertain, although probable given the upward curve which is more consistent with zhabs kyu in this
manuscript than with attached ra. Phub would also make more sense than phrab, if we take phub pa (from 'bubs pa) as
indicating the protective covering of the Immeasurable Palace. Just possibly here, phrab = khrab (armour/shield)?

66 dang inserted beneath line with a cross above the line marking the place
67 dbang inserted beneath line with a cross above the line marking the place
68 received: guesswork here, purely from the context, though we are uncertain what word might have been intended. We have bcIn,

possibly = 'byin, or phyin? It is also possible that the reading bcing, found in the mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions of the
'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1034.4), was intended. This could be translated, "[the
phur pa] should be bound up with all the powers and consecrations". The sDe dge edition gives, tshim, "[the phur pa] should be
satiated with...").

69 mang po is written beneath: its positioning is indicated by a cross above the line before phur
70 "thim ba 'i don" is placed under the "bcin par bya", while the first part of the comment is placed under the "sku la bstims".
71 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the gshegs and matched by an identical

cross in front of the pa.
72 there is some very slight uncertainty here over the attached ra: it does not resemble many of the attached ras previously given in

this manuscript, although it is consistent with a number of instances of khro in the notes and it does clearly resemble the gra in
the word grangs, which occurs in a comment 5v line 5. It can also be guessed from the context.

73 presumably (and in the case below) for stongs grogs, which is found in the mTshams brag edition of the 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1034.5), although not in sDe dge or gTing skyes (which agree with stong
grogs).
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/de 'I stong grogs mdzad cIng
(4r.5) de 'I sku la 'jug pa dang/
acting as this [phur pa's] allies, [they] enter into this [buddha] form and
(small writing below:)
phur pa 'I khro bo thIm ba'74

Phur pa wrathful ones dissolve

/bdag nyId kyang bdag nyId chen po yIn bas/
since even you yourself are the great lord,
(small writing below:)
sngags mkhan dpal chen po'I75

the mantra practitioner the great glorious one

/phur pa yang bdag nyId chen por dbang bskur zhIng/
so, in order to empower and consecrate the phur pa also as the great lord,

/byIn kyIs brlab
(4v.1) pa 'I phyIr/

/lag mthIl g.yas par ma las nyI 'I dkyIl 'khor du gyur pa 'I steng du hūṃ/
meditate that [the syllable] ma [is] in the palm [of] the right hand, transforming into a sun maṇḍala, with
hūṃ above,
(small writing below:)
'dI man chad nI tIng nge 'dzIn gyIs byIn kyIs brlab par 'chad byang chub kyI sems rdo rje 'I don
From this point, [this] is explained as consecrating through samādhi... [this] means the bodhicitta vajra76

/g.yon pa 'I lag par ta las zla ba 'I dkyIl
(4v.2) 'khor du gyur pa 'I steng du a bsams la/
[and the syllable] ta [is] in the left hand, transforming into a moon maṇḍala, with [the syllable] a above,
and
(small writing below:)

nI shes rab kyI rang bzhIn kun du bzang mo 'I don
for [the syllable ta], wisdom's natural expression77 [this] means Samantabhadrī78

/gung mo la ōṃ/
at the middle finger [is the syllable] ōṃ,
(small writing below:)
ōṃ ste 'bu ta 'I rIgs
ōṃ is the buddha family

/mthe bo la hūṃ/
at the thumb, hūṃ,
(small writing below:)
rdo rje 'I rIgs
the vajra family

74 the first part of the comment is below "de 'i stong grogs", and the second part is below, "'jug pa dang".
75 the first part of the comment is below "nyid kyang", and the second part is below, "yin bas".
76 this second part of the comment appears beneath the "gyur pa... hūṃ", presumably applying to the sun maṇḍala.
77 comment appears beneath the "ta las zla ba 'i"
78 comment appears beneath the "a bsams la"
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/'dzub mo la traṃ/
at the forefinger, traṃ,
(small writing below:)
rIn po ce 'I rIgs
the jewel family

/srIn lag la hrI/
at the ring finger, hri,
(small writing below:)
pad ma 'I rIgs
the lotus family

/mthe'u
(4v.3) chung la [a(/ya)]79/
at the little finger, a;
(small writing below:)
las kyI rIgs
the activity family

/'dI rnams zla ba 'I dkyIl 'khor gyI steng du bzhag ste su ra ta stwaṃ zhes brjod la/
80establishing these above moon maṇḍala[s],81 and reciting, "suratas tvaṃ",

thal mo mnyam bar sbyar ro/ /
the palms [of the two hands] are joined together.

(4v.4) ōṃ badzra a 'dza' lI hūṃ zhes brjod pas sor mo cung zad bsnol lo/
Reciting, "oṃ vajra añjali hūṃ", the fingers are intertwined a little.

/ōṃ badzra bhan dha hūṃ zhes brjod pas/
Reciting, "oṃ vajra bandha hūṃ",

/sor mo rgyab du [la?] bsnol te
(4v.5) bsdam/
[the hands are] bound [together], intertwining the fingers [back to] back.

/sa ma ya stwaṃ zhes brjod la/
Reciting, "samayas tvaṃ", and
(small writing below:)
dam tshIg skongs pa zhes bya
[this] is called, restoring the samaya

79 The parallel text in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1035.1).gives, "ha" (D Volume
Wa, 350v.7: "hā").

80 Note that in the case of the mantras rendered into approximate Sanskrit equivalents here and below, some combine Tibetan words
and also unknown sounds with the Sanskrit; hence a 'correct' Sanskrit rendering is not really possible.

81 It is uncertain whether the plural is implied (in which case, each syllable would have its own disc). This would seem quite likely
from the rather expanded version of the parallel text in the Phur pa bcu gnyis (mTshams brag Volume Dza, 905), or other
sources, such as Mag gsar 2003: 169.
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/phur pa blangs te chang ba82 'I nang du bcug nas/
taking the phur pa, putting [it] within the [closed] fist,

/lag pa 'I rtIng phye nas mthe bo gnyIs srIn lag
(5r.1)83 $/ /dang mthe 'u chung gI bar du bcug nas/
[you] open/separate the stem[s] of the hand[s], putting [it]84 between the two thumbs, the ring finger[s]
and the little finger[s], and

/mthe bos cung zad bsgul zhIng drud do/85

the thumbs pull86 and move [it] a little.

/ōṃ badzra a be sha a87 a zhes brjod pas/
Reciting, "oṃ vajra āveśa a a",

/phyogs bcu dus
(5r.2) gsum gyI bde bar gshegs pa sras dang bcas pa thams chad zhe sdang rjes su dran ba 'I sku yungs
'bru tsam bar mtshams myed par phur pa la bsdu zhIng
(5r.3) bstIm mo/
all the sugatas of the ten directions [and] the three times, together with [their] sons, mindful [of] hatred,
[their buddha] bodies the size of mustard seed[s], gather without [leaving any] gaps,88 and dissolve into
the phur pa.
(comment appears beneath the "zhe sdang ...":) khro bo la bya

acting as wrathful ones
(comment starts beneath the "yungs 'bru ...":) sngags mkhan bdag nyId kyang yungs 'bru tsam bar mtshams myed pa mang por
bstIm
also the mantra practitioner oneself dissolves into many [forms] like mustard seed[s], without [leaving any] gaps89

/ (extended ornamental shad) /sku gsung thugs kyI bdag po chen po nyId du rdzogs par byIn kyIs brlab
cIng dbang bskur bar bya ste/
Consecrating and empowering [it] in perfecting [it] as the essential great lord of [buddha] body, speech
[and] mind, and

/sor mo rgyab
(5r.4) du bsnol la/
intertwining the fingers [back] to back,

82 presumably, = 'changs pa (Das)/changs pa (Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo). The parallel text in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1035.3), gives chang pa'i.

83 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: lnga.
84 the parallel verse in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1035.3) and in the Myang 'das

adds in "phur pa" ("bar du phur pa"), making it clear that it is the phur pa being referred to here.
85 the parallel text in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1035.4) gives dril lo, and the

Myang 'das gives 'dril.
86 see above note: the translation of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud and Myang 'das versions would be roll, which may

seem a rather clearer reading.
87 there is a clearly formed "a" here; one would expect that ya might be intended, but it is worth noting that the 'Phrin las phun sum

tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1035.4) shares the reading of "a".
88 alternatively, this may mean, "bodies gathering without [leaving any] gaps even the size of a mustard seed".
89 again, this may alternatively mean, "dissolves into many [forms which] have no gaps between [them] even the size of a mustard

seed". It is also possible that the comment intends to suggest rather that the sugatas are also dissolving into oneself, although this
is certainly not spelt out.
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(small writing below:)
'dI yan chad sngags90 dang phyag rgyas byIn kyIs brlab pa ston
up to this point, consecrating with mantra[s] and mudrā[s] is demonstrated

/gung mo gnyIs gshIbs te bsgreng ba 'I bar du phur pa gzung la/
(you) hold the phur pa between the two middle fingers [which are] positioned upright, and

/ōṃ badzra sa twa ra dzā hūṃ zhes bzlas/
recite, "oṃ vajrasattva rāja hūṃ".
(small writing below:)
thugs rdo rje rIgs kyIs
the mind/heart vajra family

/de nas sor mo [pug pug(/prag prag)]
(5r.5) por byas la/
Then, making the fingers into "pug pug po" (?)91

/lag pa 'I rtIng pas phur pa bzung la/
holding the phur pa with the base92 of the hand[s],

/ōṃ bur bu ba phaṭ ces brjod do/
(you) recite, "oṃ bhūr bhuvaḥ phaṭ".
(small writing below:)
gsung pad ma 'I rIgs kyIs
the speech lotus family

/de nas sor mo rgyab du bsnol te mthe bo gshIbs pa'I
(5v.1) chang par93 bcug nas/
Then intertwining the fingers [back] to back, [you] put [it]94 within the [closed] hands, positioned
[between?] the thumbs95 and,

90 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the sngags and matched by an identical
cross in front of the dang.

91 or: prag prag po; we cannot find either of these possibilities in any dictionary. Prag can mean the space between objects, but this
would not seem to help us greatly! Moreover, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi,
1035.7) gives "pug pug por" (also in D and T), so this would seem most likely here. The Myang 'das's Chapter 9 gives the
reading of "phug phug po". The three groups of rNying rgyud editions of the Myang 'das agree on phug (R has pug and N bug
for the second phug), although D has a marginal note giving an alternative reading, sug sug. Although "phug phug po" is not
crystal clear (D's marginal note would seem to indicate the recognition of some problem), it might be related to 'bugs/'bigs,
rendering a meaning of, "making the fingers [as though they are?] piercing". In a parallel line in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter
11, D gives the reading, thug por for pug pug por (against TRK's phug por and M's sug por). This would make sense (touching),
but it would seem highly unlikely that this was an earlier reading from which all our instances of phug/pug/sug derive! It is more
likely that "thug" was an editorial attempt to make sense of a rather obscure word in this context. In dbu med sources, we are
quite likely to find confusion between pa and sa, but far less likely for confusions of either of these letters with tha. In the Dur
khrod khu byug rol pa'i rgyud's parallel passage, which is a very differently phrased presentation of the material (although
unmistakable in that, for instance, the mantras are in the same sequence), the description at this point would seem to suggest that
the two hands are made into a lotus shape, with the fingers of each hand touching each other ("/lag gnyis sor mo rtse sprad de/
/padma lta bur byas pa yi/" [mTshams brag edition, Vol.Ba: 277]). It is perhaps just possible that pug might be for spug, a jewel,
which would seem to fit, but a problem would still remain with the following pug po!

92 Generally, rting pa would indicate the heel of the foot: in the case of the hands, it presumably means the base of the hands, just
above the wrists.

93 see p. 104, note 82 above.
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/ōṃ ha na ha na tIb ta tsa kra hūṃ phaṭ ces brjod nas drIl te/
reciting, "oṃ hana hana dīptacakra hūṃ phaṭ",96 [it] is rolled, and

/bdag nyId chen po thams chad gnyIs su myed pa 'I sbyor ba
(5v.2) mdzad pa 'I gzI byIn thams chad phur pa 'I sku la zhugs nas/
all the majestic powers created [by] all the great lords in non-dual union enter into the [buddha] body of
the phur pa.
(small writing below:)
lag pa g.yas pa thabs te rIgs lnga g.yon shes rab ste yum lnga thabs dang shes rab97 kyI bdag nyId kun sbyong [ba?]98 'I byang
chub kyI sems
the right hand being means, the five families, the left being wisdom, the five consorts, [this demonstrates] the purifying bodhicitta
[of] all the [male and female] lords of means and wisdom

/stong khams gang bar mye stag 'phro zhIng dmyIgs pa thams chad nges par 'grub99 pa'I100

(5v.3) byIn dang/
Sparks of fire radiate, filling the thousand-fold realms, and
(small writing below:)
khro bo 'I101

of wrathful ones

/dbang chen po dang ldan bar 'gyur ste/
[the phur pa] becomes fully consecrated and empowered to really accomplish all aspirations.

/mdun gyI nam mkha' la e gru gsum gyI gdan la bzhugs par gsol nas/
Having requested [the Phur pa deity] to abide upon the throne of the triangular "e"102 in the space in front,

(5v.4) yungs kar gI rgyal pos brdeg cIng/
striking with the king of white mustard seeds,
(small writing below:)
'phrIn las bskul ba'
enjoining activities

/gu gul sbyar mas bdugs la/
fumigating with compounded103 frankincense,

94 the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1036.1) parallel passage makes this explicit: phur
pa bcug.

95 the mudrā here is rather unclear?
96 This mantra has its parallel to that in the Guhyasamāja's Chapter 14 (oṃ tshin da tshin da ha na ha na da ha da ha dīpta badzra

tsakra hūṃ phaṭ): eg. in the mTshams brag NGB edition, Volume Tsha p.862.6; see also the Dunhuang version, IOL Tib J 438:
55r.1 (ōṃ tshin da tshIn da/ [nga(/da?)] [...] ha na ha na dIb btātsa kra hūṃ phaṭ).

97 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the rab and matched by an identical cross in
front of the kyi.

98 letter ba unclear; rubbed from the sheet.
99 appears to have been corrected from an original 'bro ba, with the na ro and shad rubbed from the page, and ba amended.

100 pa inserted beneath line
101 comment appears beneath the "'phro zhing".
102 the triangular "e", symbolic of the female organ, the "source of dharmas" (chos 'byung), is represented in ritual practice as the

container/stand in which the phur pa is inserted (see also above, p.97-98, note 44).
103 sbyar ma: a little uncertain; Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo gives: (1) mang po kha sbyar nas bzos pa'i dngos chas, and gives

examples of wood, paper, material. The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives the more straightforward, sbyar bas
(mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1036.4).
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/phyI nang gI mchod pa thams chad dbul bar bya 'o/
all the outer [and] inner offerings should be offered.
(small writing below:)
mchod pa lnga sman lnga
the five offerings the five medicines104

/de nas yId la
(5v.5) brnag pa 'I 'phrIn las bcol te 'dI nI byIn kyIs brlabs pa phun sum tshogs pa 'o/
Then, entrusting the activities which have been mentally focused upon, this [completes] the perfection
[of] consecrations.
(small writing below:)
las 'dI lta bu grub par mdzod cIg ces
say, "accomplish activit[ies] like this!"

/ (extended ornamental shad) /bzlas brjod phun sum tshogs pa nI/ /
The perfection of [mantra] recitation:
(small writing below:)
grangs105 kyI bsnyen pa dang dus kyI bsnyen pa dang mtshan ma 'I bsnyen pa 'a
(this concerns) the Approach [mantra] enumeration, the Approach time period and the Approach signs.

(6r.1)106 $/ /bdag nyId las kyI lha 'I tIng nge 'dzIn du zhugs te/
Onself entering into the samādhi of the karma deity,

/snyIng kar nyI ma 'I dkyIl 'khor la hūṃ mthIng nag cIg bzhag la/
a dark blue hūṃ is established upon a sun maṇḍala at the heart and

/ōṃ badzra kI la ya che (6r.2) ge mo zhIg ma ra ya phat ces brjod pas phur pa 'I khro bo cI 'dra ba cIg de
las byung ste/
by reciting "oṃ vajrakīlaya che ge mo zhig māraya phaṭ",107 one resembling a Phur pa wrathful one arises
from it, and

/phyogs bcu thams chad sems can gyI don byas nas/ /
having brought benefit for sentient beings [throughout] all the ten directions,

(6r.3) phur pa la bstIm mo/
[he] dissolves into the phur pa.
(small writing below:)
phur pa 'I thugs ka nas kyang bdag la bstIm mo
from the heart of [the?] phur pa, [he?] also dissolves into oneself

/'dI 'dra ba 'bum 'am sum 'bum 'am/
Like this, [you recite]108 one hundred thousand or three hundred thousand or

104 the first part of the comment appears to be linked to "phyi", and the second part to "nang".
105 see p.101 note 72 above regarding the uncertainty of a syllable gra in "'gro ba" occurring in a comment on folio 4r line 4; this

syllable gra is executed in the same way.
106 The numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: drug.
107 "che ge mo zhig": such and such, ie. you can slot the relevant personal name[s] in here.
108 "recite" is explicit in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1037.5): bzlas ba is added

following sa ya yan chad below.
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bdun 'bum 'am/
seven hundred thousand or

sa ya yan chad byas te/
more than a million, and

bsnyen pa (6r.4) gtong bar 'dod na phur pa nyId kyang snyIng ka hūṃ la bsdus te 'dI ni [---]109 bzlas brjod
phun sum tshogs pa'o/
if [you] want to perform the Approach [practice], also this Phur pa itself110 dissolves into hūṃ [in] the
heart. This is the perfection [of mantra] recitation.

/ (extended ornamental shad) /{[---]s111 phun sum tshogs pa nI/ / (6r.5) gnas chen po dang/ /shIng rkang
cIg [---]/}
(Deleted lines?:) {The .... perfection [is]
a "sacred place"112 and a solitary tree.... } (end of apparently deleted lines)
/'phrIn las phun sum tshogs pa nI/
The perfection [of] activities:

/thog ma nyId du brtags pa 'I sa rnyed nas/ /
Having found the site which was examined right at the outset,
(small writing below:)
'debs pa 'I dus dang gnas phun sum tshogs pa'
the perfection [of] the time for striking and [of] the place113

(6v.1) bskrad pa dang mtshams gcad pa la stsogs pa byas te/
performing the expelling and establishing the boundaries [of the practice area] etc.,
(small writing below:)

phar tshur myI tshugs par bya ba 'I phyIr
[expelling] out so that nothing harmful [comes] back in (ie. through the boundaries)114

/skad cIg ma 'I tIng nge 'dzIn gyIs khro bo 'I sdang dmyIg dang/
through an instantaneous samādhi, the obstacles are expelled by the wrathful one's angry stare,
(small writing below:)
dmyIg g.yas par ma las nyI ma 'I dkyIl 'khor du gyur pa 'I dbus su khro bo mang po 'phro ba dang g.yon par ta las zla ba 'I115

dkyIl 'khor du gyur pa la khro bo mang po 'phro ba nI sdag116 myIg ces bya 'o
at the right eye, from [the syllable] ma comes a sun maṇḍala, in the middle of [which] many wrathful ones emanate, and at the
left eye, from [the syllable] ta comes a moon maṇḍala, on [which] many wrathful ones emanate; this is called, "the angry stare"

109 there is a word which has been deleted here, rubbed from the sheet.
110 this might mean the material phur pa, but here, it would seem more likely to imply the Phur pa wrathful one which was sent

forth. The mTshams brag and gTing skyes 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1037.5),
omit nyId kyang; sDe dge gives nyid but omits kyang.

111 the words beginning here appear to have been deleted: they are bracketed off, with the opening and closing words rubbed from
the page, as though to indicate that the entire passage is in error. Presumably, the scribe had begun this section on the perfection
of the place in error, and then realised the mistake.

112 probably implying a human cemetery here: see below, 6v, where this term recurs
113 the first part of this comment starts below "thog ma", while the second part starts below, "brtags". Here, our commentator is

referring to the two "phun sum tshogs pa" which follow after the activities section.
114 "phar" is written below "bskrad pa", and "tshur..." begins below "mtshams"
115 this comment runs onto the next line: its continuity is indicated by a cross given after the ba 'I and matched by an identical cross

in front of the dkyIl.
116 sic: for sdang?
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/mtshon cha 'I char dang rdo (6v.2) rje gnod sbyIn la stsogs pas bgegs rnams bskrad la/
the downpour of weapons and [the] vajra yakṣa(s) etc. and,

/phur pa bcu khro bo bcur byIn kyIs brlabs te/
the ten phur pas are consecrated as the ten wrathful ones;
(small writing below:)
sum brgya pa las 'byung ba dang mthun
in accordance with [the description] deriving from the "Three Hundred (Verses)"117

/phyogs bcur btab nas (6v.3) cI tsam 'dod pa tshun chad118 mtshams gcad do/
having planted [them] at the ten directions, the boundaries are established for as long as [you] wish.

/dang por rIgs lnga 'I lha mnyes par byas te/
First, [you] honour the deities of the five [buddha] families, and
(small writing below:)
khro bo gong du rgya mdud la bsams lapa'a119

meditating on the wrathful one[s] at the upper knot

/de nas las kyI lha mnyes par (6v.4) byas la/
then [you] honour the deities [who are to perform] the activities, and
(small writing below:)
khungs120 po nyId nI khro bo 'o
[in their] essential origin121 [they are] wrathful one[s]

/de nas tIng nge 'dzIn gong nas 'byung ba dang/
then, arising from the earlier samādhi,

/bsnyen pa rnams tshang nas gnas chen por dkyIl 'khor gru gsum (6v.5) la/
having completed the Approach [practice]s, within a triangular maṇḍala in a "sacred place",122

(small writing below:)
rnam gsum gang yang rung ba'a dur khrod du123

the three aspects [of the practice], whichever may be appropriate124 in a cemetery

117 It is not clear which text of three hundred verses is being referred to here, but the tradition of marking out the boundaries for
ritual practice through the planting of phur bus in the ten directions is ubiquitous in Tibetan practice, not only in Phur pa rites. It
is even possible that the reference is to the bsTan 'gyur commentary on vinaya known by this title in short. In full, it is called,
tshig le'ur sum brgya pa'i rnam par bshad pa, Peking 5628, Derge 4126 (Peking Tripitaka Online Search, Otani University:
http://web.otani.ac.jp/cri/twrp/tibdate/Peking_online_search.html).

118 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud parallel (M. Vol. Chi: 1038.3) gives bsrung bar for tshun chad here,
"...established and protected just as desired".

119 lapa'a: there is a small mark above "la", which is presumably intended to indicate deletion.
120 khungs: slightly uncertain; a rather less likely possibility would be, "khu sa", although the nga does appear clearly formed and

distinct from other tshegs in these notes. "Khung po" might also be intended, although this would not seem to clarify the
meaning in relation to this line.

121 the translation is uncertain, given the uncertainty of khungs; also we have not found khungs po in dictionaries.
122 gnas chen: as in the major places associated with Heruka's subjugation of Rudra and the parts of Rudra's corpse; here the term

presumably indicates a human cemetery, as suggested by the commentary.
123 the first part of the comment begins beneath "bsnyen pa", and the second part of the comment is given under, "gnas chen".
124 "rNam gsum" might also mean, three times, so that we would have: "three times, or however many is appropriate". However,

assuming it is three aspects which is being referred to here, these may correspond to the "three clarities" (gsal ba rnam pa gsum),
which have a special sense in the context of ritual meditations for striking a liṅga in the Phur pa tradition. The 'Bum nag gives a
full elaboration (Boord 228; bDud 'joms bKa' ma edn. 394ff). In brief, they are: (1) of oneself as Vajrakīlaya/Vajrakumāra; (2)
of the phur bu as the Supreme Son (3) of the hostile forces and obstacles in the liṅga. The 'Bum nag explains: "First, [with] oṃ
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rtse mo lho phyogs su bstan te/
displaying the point125 towards the southern direction,

/zhIng chen gyI thal ba dang/
[place within?] ashes of [cremated] human flesh and,

ske tshe dang/
black mustard,
(small writing below:)
tsha bas drag
fierce with heat

lan tsha dang/
salt,
(small writing below:)
gzhan 'jIl
expelling others

zhIng chen gyI rag ta dang/
rakta from human corpses,

s[ru?]b126 ma 'I lo ma dang/ /
leaves of "srub ma" (anemony?),127

(small writing below:)
gdug pas
poisonous

vajra kīli kīlaya, one clearly manifests as Vajrakumāra; with sarva vighnān bandha (Gangtok edn.: baṃ) hūṃ phaṭ, the phur pa
clearly manifests as the Supreme Son. Once more, [with] vajra kīli kīlaya, those who are to be embodied [in the liṅga] clearly
manifest in reality. Reciting kīlaya, with, jaḥ hūṃ baṃ hoḥ, joined to it, in the Supreme Son's lower hands, a Supreme Son for all
ritual activities [is held]. [His] upper body is like a piece of broken coal; [his] lower body is red and resplendent. [He] holds an
iron hook [in his] right [hand], and a phur pa in his] left. Moving like an arrow [shot] by a master archer, [he] descends upon the
[home] place of those to be embodied like a shooting star, seizing them by the heart with [his] iron hook, and skewering [them]
with the phur pa [in his] left [hand], neither too weakly nor too forcefully. [He] drags [them] like an old tree trunk [with the
noise,] "du-ru-ru", [making them] dissolve into the liṅga. It is vital to make [them] dissolve into the effigy. What is wrong with
not [having] the threefold clarity like this is that the three [called] reversal, obstruction and diffusion come about. Without the
clarity of oneself as Vajrakumāra, [one] falls away. Without the clarity of the phur pa as the Supreme Son, [the phur pa] will be
worn out. Without the clarity that [the objects] are actually embodied, [they] will disperse" (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edn. 394.6–
395.6). This category of three clarities would seem to be very apt here, but we need to be cautious in equating later
categorisations with those given in this text, especially when the term, gsal ba, is not actually spelt out.

125 This probably refers to a point of the triangle, but possibly could refer to the phur pa. It seems most likely to refer to the
triangular maṇḍala; a line occurring in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 9 (D Vol. Pa, 215r) which is word-for-word the same,
describes the triangular hoṃ khung vessel in the context of a slaying ritual.

126 srub: uncertain, the sa and the final ba are clear, but the ru is a little uncertain; we seem to have no examples of syllables
executed exactly as this one, although attached ra + u is similarly written in examples such as sgrub; slub or sngub, however, are
alternative possibilities. In any case, the only appropriate meaning would seem to arise from srub ma, if it is to be equated with
srub ka (see note below). This also fits with the reading of srub ma in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag
NGB Volume Chi, 1038.5), although the sDe dge edition (Volume Wa, 352r.2) gives an indistinct reading, perhaps of srun rma.

127 see note above; both Das and Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (Das for srubs ma) suggest churning stick/rod but this is hardly
appropriate here; srub/srubs can also be a cleft, again inappropriate in this context; Tibetan Medical Paintings gives srub ka as
anemony (Plate 27: 71, 72; Plate 33:18). This would seem the most likely identification, especially since at least some varieties
are poisonous (M. Lippmann-Pawlowski, translated by O. Konstandt, nd, 12th edn., The most beautiful Alpine Flowers,
Innsbruck/Tyrol, Pinguin-Verlag, no. 2, 9, 12, 21).
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(7r.1)128 $/ /khre dang cu tse129 'I phub ma dang/
husks of millet and water ephedra130 and
(small writing below:)

yang bas
with lightness131

grog mkhar gyI sa dang/
earth from an ant-hill,

bong bu 'I bdud rtsI las sbrus te/
[are] mixed with "donkey juice".132

(small writing below:)
bu ram
molasses

/zhIng chen gyI thal ba ma rnyed na/
If [you] cannot obtain human cremation ashes,

/tIl nag po (7r.2) las gzhI blangs te/
taking black sesame [as] a basis,

/gzugs byas kyang rung/
is also alright for making the effigy/form.

rI mor brIs la mdog smug133 du byas te/
In making a drawing, [you] use maroon colour and

/shun pa la stsogs pa la zhIng gI rag tas hūṃ che ge mo (7r.3) zhIg phat ces brIs nas/
upon a [piece of] bark etc., writing, "hūṃ che ge mo zhig phaṭ"134 with corpse rakta,

128 The numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: bdun.
129 cu tse appears to be what is written, but it could be tsu tse or tsu ce. Given the instances of ce for che elsewhere in the

manuscript, chu mtse/mtshe (water ephedra?) is most likely to be intended. The mtshe shrub (ephedra sp) is widely used in
wrathful rituals (see illustration of mtshe inserted into the gtor ma to be cast in an expelling ritual, Cantwell 1989, Portfolio of
Supplementary Materials, diagram of The Great Red gTor-ma, p.10). Spelled either mtshe or 'tshe, this shrub had a very
prominent symbolic role in pre-Buddhist religion: for example, in the central myth of the descent of the heavenly king gNya' khri
btsan po (stod lha rabs), right at the outset, as he begins his descent, the heavenly king has mtshe herb placed on his head by the
Bon po mTshe mi (Karmay 1998: 301). There are also numerous other references – for example, mtshe is used in pre-Buddhist
glud rituals (Karmay 1998: 341). Perhaps via a process of homologising this indigeneous sacred shrub with an Indic equivalent,
mtshe became prominent in rNying ma tantra as well. If this reference here in IOL Tib J 331.III is really for mtshe/'tshe, then it
might be among the earlier recorded instances of its incorporation into Buddhist tantric ritual. The Nitartha dictionary (IW) gives
"herb" for chu mtse; Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo gives sngo zhig for chu mtshe. This would suggest that "chu mtshe" is a
well-known variety of mtshe, although we are uncertain of its exact identification. The parallel passage in the 'Phrin las phun
sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1038.6) gives, ju tshe (gTing skyes gives dzu tshe, 532.1), although this
does little to clarify the identification.

130 identification uncertain; see note 129 above.
131 comment written below "khre dang cu".
132 also bong bu can mean insect. In either case, this phrase is quite likely to indicate a specific substance for which "bong bu'i bdud

rtsi" is a metaphoric term. The Nitartha dictionary (RY, JV, IW) has entries for bong bu phye mar and bong bu lan tsha, both
terms indicating herbal plants (lhog dug pa, lce tsha, stag sha and/or sga tsha).

133 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version gives smug nag, dark maroon.
134 see p.107 note 107 above.
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(small writing below:)
gro ba 'am shIng shun135 lta bu la136

like white birch or wood bark

/snyIng kar klan te dkyIl 'khor gyI steng du gan rkyal du bzhag la lho phyogs su mgo [b?]stan137 te (7r.4)
gdon de nyId bkug pa nI mngag gzhug gam/
in the heart, taking revenge,138 [the effigy is] placed on [its] back above the maṇḍala, displayed [with] the
head towards the southern direction, and [you] summon this actual evil being. For this, [it is] permissable
to employ the messengers or,
(small writing below:)
ma mo 'am 'phra men ma139

mamo[s] or 'phra men ma

/khro bo sum bha na 'I sbyor ba yang rung/
wrathful ones, [with the] sumbhani [mantra?], or

/gsang ba 'I thugs 'am rung/
alternatively, the secret [buddha] heart140 [is also] permissable.

/rang gI snyIng kar zla ba 'I dkyIl (7r.5) 'khor la dza' 'dI 'dra ba gcIg gzhag la/
At your own heart, upon a moon maṇḍala, [you] establish one like [a] dza',141 and

/dza hūṃ baṃ ho badzra a 'gu sha che ge mo zhIg [pra be sha]142 hūṃ dza zhes brjod nas/
having recited, "jaḥ hūṃ vaṃ hoḥ vajra aṅkuśa che ge mo zhig hūṃ jaḥ",143

/lha mo lcags kyu can (7v.1) grangs myed pa rgyud mar byung bas/
innumerable goddesses with iron hooks arise in a continuous stream (? rgyud mar),144 through which,

/bgegs kyI snyIng nas bzung ste der 'ongs pa dang/
the obstacles are seized by [their] hearts and come here.

135 letter sha a little smudged and slightly uncertain
136 this comment begins under "la stsogs pa"
137 prefixed ba uncertain; appears to be a correction from an original cha
138 the meaning is rather uncertain here. The parallel passage in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud does not altogether clarify

matters. In place of klan, the mTshams brag edition (NGB Volume Chi, 1039.1) gives, glan, while sDe dge (Volume Wa 352r.3)
gives blan? and gTing skyes (Volume Sha 532.3) gives rlan. None of these readings are altogether satisfactory, although sDe
dge's indistinct blan might suggest a sense of luring or summoning; the Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo notes an archaic meaning:
"tshur 'gugs pa dang/ nang du phyogs pa/ kha drangs pa/" (1916).

139 comment begins under "bkug pa", but is presumably referring to, "mngag gzhug"
140 possibly suggesting a heart meditation or mantra recitation as an alternative to the common method of summoning?
141 Possibly, if it is not simply the syllable which is intended, dza' here might be equivalent to 'dzab, mantra/recitation, perhaps

implying a mantra chain in the heart. The parallel passage in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reads slightly differently
here. In place of dza' 'dI 'dra ba gcIg, it gives, dza dza [D dzaḥ]/ 'di 'dra ba dkar [D dmar] po gcig (mTshams brag Volume Chi,
1039.2; sDe dge variants in square brackets). Besides adding in the adjective, white (or red in D), it is even conceivable that the
dza dza in this case might refer not to the mantra syllables but to a "tsa tsa", a small image visualised in the heart.

142 deletion of three syllables here, almost certainly "pra be sha", rubbed from the page. It appears that there was an eyeskip, to "che
ge mo zhig" below, which the scribe then noticed and rectified.

143 again, see p.107 note 107 above.
144 the mTshams brag edition (NGB Volume Chi, 1039.3) of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud agrees with this reading

although gTing skyes (532.5) gives rgyu mar (or possibly even rgyu mer). rGyu mar might give the sense of the iron hook
goddesses getting to the evil being's entrails.
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dza hūṃ baṃ ho che ge mo zhIg pra be sha hūṃ zhes cI ran zhIg brjod (7v.2) nas/
This is the time to say, "jaḥ hūṃ vaṃ hoḥ145 che ge mo zhig praveśa hūṃ",146 [and] having recited [this]
once,
(small writing below:)
phebs pa 'I don147

[this] means, come

/gzugs sam rI mo la phab ste dza hūṃ baṃ ho zhes brjod nas/
[they] fall down into the effigy or the drawing. Having said, "jaḥ hūṃ vaṃ hoḥ",

/lcags kyu dang zhags pa dang lcags sgrog gI phyag rgyas bcIngs pa dang/ /
with the mudrās of the iron-hook, lasso and iron chains, [you] tie [them] up and
(small writing below:)
bgegs kyI snyIng ga nas148

around the heart of the obstacles

(7v.3) bsdam ba dang de 'I sems ma 'khrugs par dga'149 bar byas150 nas/
bind [them] and without agitating their mind[s], [you] make them joyful.151

(small writing below:)
za drIl bus152 rmongs par byas pa la bya153

eat with the bell make [them] befuddled154

/e 'I nang du rtse mo 'I 'og du song bar bsam/
Meditate that [they] come beneath the point, within the "e".155

/de nas phur bu blangs (7v.4) ba te las kyI lha 'I snyIng po dang bcas pas drag du cung zad cIg bskul la/
Then, taking the phur bu, enjoin quite strongly the activity deities with [their?] heart essence [mantras?]
once and

145 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version inserts "badzra" here.
146 again, see p.107 note 107 above.
147 comment placed under "pra be sha"
148 comment begins at under "lcags kyu"
149 the a chung is slightly uncertain; it is subscribed, avoiding the string holes
150 Here, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives, "de'i sems 'khrugs par byas..." (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1039.5).
151 The parallel line in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reads rather differently here (see note 150 above). In particular, the

ma (assumed in the translation above to be a negative particle), is omitted, as is the word, dga' bar, so the meaning becomes,
"bind (them) and make their mind[s] agitated". There is also another possible meaning of the line as it is given here: sems ma
might refer to the goddesses as female [bodhi]sattva[s]. At first sight, this may seem rather unlikely, yet 9r.2 (see below) uses the
term, sems ma, in referring to the ritual attendant deities' samaya mantras and mudrās, so it would not be altogether out of line
with the text here. In this case, the line might mean, "these female [bodhi]sattva[s] rejoice in the disturbance".

152 "za" is placed under "bsdam" and "dril bu" is placed under sems
153 comment placed under "bar byas nas/"
154 the comments, "eat" and "make [them] befuddled" would seem rather inappropriate, assuming we have understood the root text

correctly, although the ringing of the bell, representing the activity of the fourth goddess, would seem appropriate at this point,
and her activity is generally glossed as intoxicating the negativities or driving them crazy. The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i
rgyud reading (see note 150 above), however, may fit a little better with the idea of befuddlement, and if the alternative meaning
of sems ma as female [bodhi]sattva[s] (see note 151 above) is accepted, the comment might also seem less incongruous.

155 presumably here, "e" = the phur khung, the triangular stand/container for the effigy mentioned above; the point probably refers to
the point of the triangle pointing towards the south, where the effigy's head was to be positioned (6v line 4–5; 7r line 3–4).
Alternatively, it is possible that this might mean the point of the phur bu.
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(small writing below:)
phur pa nyId kyI snyIng po badzra kI la ya mbam156 rdo rje sder mor bya157

do the heart essence of Phur pa himself, vajra kIlaya bam, for Vajra Claw158

/thal mo sbyar thabs kyIs gsor159 te/
in the manner of joining the hands together, brandish [the phur bu] and

/rdo rje sder mo 'I sngags (7v.5) bzlas la/
recite the mantra of Vajra Claw.

/tIng nge 'dzIn gsal bar ma khugs kyI bar du/
Until clear samādhi has been attained,

/drIl nas/
roll [the phur bu] and

tIng nge 'dzIn khugs pa dang/
[on] attaining samādhi,

/gnad kyI steng du rtse mo nas gang tsam gyIs (8r.1)160 $/ /ma reg par gzas la/
with the tip [of the phur bu] above [the effigy's] vital parts, raised and not quite touching [it],

/khro bo 'I ske nas lag pa g.yon pas bzung ste rdo rje tho ba 'am sta re 'I ltag pas brdeg cIng/
[you] grasp the neck of the wrathful one with the left hand, and strike with the upper/back161 part of the
vajra hammer or axe.

/rdo rje sder mo 'I (8r.2) sngags lan gsum 'am bdun nas nyI shu rtsa gcIg gI bar du bzlas shIng btab ste/
Reciting the mantra of Vajra Claw from three or seven up to twenty-one times,162 [you] stab and

/seng ldeng gI phur pa zur brgyad pa cIg snyIng kar gdab/ /
[then] stab an eight facetted/octagonal163 acacia wood phur pa into [the effigy's] heart.

(8r.3) gcIg 'phral164 bar gdab/
Stab one [phur pa] into the forehead.
(small writing below:)
tshe nyams par bya ba 'I phyIr
to make the life-span deteriorate

156 bam: slightly uncertain. A letter ma in front appears to be deleted by a small mark above it, but this is not entirely certain.
157 comment begins under "po dang bcas"
158 the import of this comment is not quite clear: Vajra Claw's mantra is given in the text below
159 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives gsol, "make supplication", for gsor, "brandish" (M Vol. Chi: 1039.6; D Vol. Wa:

352r.7 agrees with gsol; T Vol. Sha: 532.7 seems to be in error, giving skya sor).
160 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: brgyad.
161 ltag pa: the exact sense here is not altogether clear.
162 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version has a slightly different reading here, indicating three, seven or twenty-one

times: lan gsum nam/ lan bdun nam/ nyi shu rtsa gcig tu bzlas (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1040.1).
163 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reads, "eight inches": sor brgyad (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1040.2). This would

be consistent with the description of the "perfection of form" given above in this text (and elsewhere).
164 as p. 100 note 59 above, 'phral ba: archaic for dpral ba, forehead (Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo: 1792), and this is the reading

we find in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1040.2).
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bzhI dpung 'go gnyIs dang/
With] four [more], stab into the two shoulders and
(small writing below:)
'gul myI nus par bya ba 'I phyir
to immobilise [it]

brla'I nang logs gnyIs su gdab/
into the two sides of the inner thighs.

/lte ba khung du gcIg gdab bo/ /
Stab one in the navel.
(small writing below:)
lus kyI rten myed par bya ba 'I phyir
to destroy the physical form of the body

(8r.4) rdo rje sder mo 'I sngags nI/
Vajra Claw's mantra:

165/na ma sa man ta ka ya bag tsI ta badzra nan/
ōṃ gha gha gha ta ya sa rba du shṭan che ge mo zhIg phaṭ phaṭ/166

kI la ya (8r.5) kI la ya sa rba pa pam phaṭ/
/hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ badzra kI la ya badzra dha rod ad nya pa ya[n?]167 tI ka ya bag tsId ta badzra kI la ya hūṃ
phaṭ ces drag du brjod do/ /
"namaḥ samantakāyavākcittavajra nan
oṃ gha gha ghātaya sarvaduṣṭān che ge mo zhig phaṭ phaṭ
kīlaya kīlaya sarvapāpān phaṭ/
hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ vajrakīla vajradhara ājñāpayati
kāyavākcittavajra kīlaya hūṃ"
Recite this loudly.

(8v.1) phur bu de dag btab zIn nas de 'I steng du las kyI lha 'I phyag rgya dang sngags kyIs mnan te/
Having completed the stabbing [in of] these phur bus, above them, [you] suppress with the mudrās and
mantras of the activity deities,168 and
(small writing below:)
rdo rje rgya gram gyI169

of the crossed vajra

/lag pa gnyIs sor mo bsnol la mthe bo gnyIs (8v.2) ngos sbyar cIng brkyang la/
intertwining the fingers [of] the two hands, the two thumbs170 are placed together and extended,

165 The version of this mantra given in the mTshams brag edition of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud is: na ma ssa [DT give
sa] man ta kā ya wak tsitta badzra nan/ oṃ gha gha ghā ta ya che ge mo phaṭ/ sa rba du ṣṭan kī li kī la ya sarba pā paṃ phaṭ
swāhā [D omits swāhā]/ hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ badzra kī la ya/ badzra dha ra ādznyā pa ya tī kā ya wak tsitta badzra kī la ya hūṃ
phaṭ/ (1040.3–4)

166 again, see p. 107 note 107 above.
167 one letter, probably a final na, has been deleted here.
168 Note that here the mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag Volume

Chi, 1040.4–5) omit, lha 'I, thus, "mudrās and mantras of the activities", although this is quite possibly a shared error of MT,
since D (Vol. Wa D352v.3) includes lha'i.

169 comment starts beneath lha 'i
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gzhan rgyab drang por bsrang/
the other [fingers'] backs are straightened out.

/de 'I sngags la ōṃ kar ma badzra kro dha hūṃ phaṭ swa ha/
The mantra for this [is]: "oṃ karma vajra krodha hūṃ phaṭ svāhā".

/lan nyI shu rtsa gcIg bzlas te (8v.3) g.yas phyogs nas bskor la/
Reciting [it] twenty-one times, [you] rotate in a clockwise direction and

/kI la ya 'I mgo la lan gsum gtug go/
touch three times to Kilaya's head.171

/de nas slar phur pa myI dbyung zhIng sus kyang myI phyIn (8v.4) par lhag par yang zug cIng thal phyIn
par bsam mo/
Then, without taking out the phur pa[s] again, [you] meditate that whosoever [the obstacles?, they] do not
leave, [for the phur pas] are entirely planted [into] and transfix [them].

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas dam tshIg gI phyag rgya bstan pa ste/
Then, displaying the samaya mudrā,

sor mo rnams rgyab du bsnol te bcangs (8v.5) la/
holding [the phur pa between?] the fingers intertwined back [to back],

/gung mo gnyIs rgyab sbyar nas rtse mo bsgreng la sor mo rnon por byas te phur pa 'I glad du gnan/
having joined the backs172 [of] the two middle fingers [together, you] raise up the tip[s] and pointing the
fingers,173 [you] press [them?] down on top of the phur pa.174

/phur pa 'I lha dang bgegs che ge mo (9r.1)175 $/ /khyod dam tshIg 'dI las ma 'da' shIg
You, Phur pa deities and obstacles of whatever name, do not transgress this samaya!

/par176 bsgo zhIng sngags 'dI lan bdun bzlas so/
[I] am commanding [you]!177 This mantra is recited seven times:

170 Note that here the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1040.5) reads, mthe bong dang mthe'u
chung: "the two thumbs and the two little fingers".

171 the meaning here is not entirely clear: this may be referring to the mudrā of rotating the phur pa around one's head.
172 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.1) omits rgyab, so the meaning is simply:

"joining the two middle fingers".
173 this is uncertain: literally, making the fingers sharp/ sharpening the fingers. The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version

(mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.1) omits sor mo, so the meaning would be, "pointing [them]", implying the finger tips.
174 all rather uncertain here! The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.1) gives slad du

for glad du (gTing skyes omits this, but the reading is shared by sDe dge), which may suggest, "[you] afterwards press down
[with?] the phur pa."

175 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: dgu.
176 Although clearly executed, it is uncertain what this syllable is meant to indicate here. It might be intended to be connected to the

shig, perhaps giving the sense, "I am commanding you not to transgress...". This is how the lines read in the 'Phrin las phun sum
tshogs pa'i rgyud version (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.2), where zhig par is given for shig /par. An alternative possibility
here, however, is that "phar" is intended, "Commanding [them] out".

177 slightly uncertain: this would be the meaning if the reading shIg par were intended (in line with the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud version). If, however, the shad is intended and par is intended to read, phar, the meaning would become,
"Commanding [them] out [with this]..."
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/ōṃ badzra sad twa sa ma ya hūṃ phaṭ ces brjod do/ /
"oṃ vajra sattva samaya hūṃ phaṭ"

(9r.2) 'dI nI sems ma dam tshIg gI sngags dang phyag rgya ste bsgo ba thams chad nyan par bsam/
This being the female [bodhi]sattva['s] samaya mantra and mudrās, meditate that [they] obey all the
commands.

/de nas sor mo rnams nang du bsnol la/
Then, intertwining the fingers inwards,178

/mthe bo (9r.3) dang mthe 'u chung gnyIs ngor sbya[r?]179 la bsgreng/
the thumbs and the two little fingers are placed together, raised up,

/khu tshur myI bcang bar sor mo rnams phyIr bkyed de phur pa 'I steng du gnan cIng (9r.4) sngags 'dI
brjod do/
without clenching the fists, the fingers are bent back outside, pressing over the phur pa, and this mantra is
recited:

180/ōṃ badzra kro dha ha na da dha pa tsa tshIn dha tshIn dha rba na rba na hūṃ phaṭ ces nyI shu rtsa gcIg
bzlas so/
"oṃ vajra krodha hana daha paca chindha chindha rbna rbna hūṃ phaṭ"
Recite this twenty-one times.
(small writing below:)
phur pa 'I khro bo nyId kyI phyag rgya dang sngags
the mudrā[s] and mantra[s] of the Phur pa wrathful one[s them]selves

/stobs che ba 'I sngags (9r.5) dang phyag rgya ste/
[This] is the mantra and mudrā of the Great Powerful One,181 so

/gong du bka' nyan pa las bdag gI dbang du gyur nas cI bsgo ba thams chad bdag gI bran bzhIn las byed
par 'gyur ro/ /
through attending to the above commands, [they] are brought under one's own control, so whatever all the
commands [may be, they] carry them out like one's own servants.

(9v.1) de nas yungs kar gyI rgyal pos brdeg cIng gu gul sbyar mas bdugs la gzhag go/
Then, beating [obstacles?] with the king of white mustard seeds and fumigating with compounded182

frankincense, [they?] are settled down.

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas lag pa gnyIs rgyab sbyar mthe 'u chung (9v.2) gnyIs gcIg la gcIg
mkhyud/183

Then, the two hands are joined back [to back, and] the two little fingers184 wrap round185 each other.

178 a little uncertain: might mean, intertwining [the phur bu?] within/between the fingers
179 final ra appears to be a correction of an original letter, it is a little unclear.
180 This mantra is given as follows in the mTshams brag edition of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud: /oṃ badzra kro dha/

ha na ha na/ da ha da ha/ pa tsa pa tsa/ tshin dha tshin dha/ rba na rba na hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ/ (1041.4–5).
181 this most probably refers to the Wrathful One, Mahābala (stobs po che or stobs chen); the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud

version (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.5) gives, stobs po che.
182 sbyar ma: as above (see p.106 note 103) a little uncertain. Here, the mTshams brag and gTing skyes 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs

pa'i rgyud give the more straightforward, sbyar ba'i (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1041.7), but sDe dge gives sbyar mas.
183 mkhyud: presumably, as an equivalent to 'khyud; see note 185 below on its translation.
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/'dzub mo gnyIs kha 'gram g.yas g.yon du bsgreng ste yId dgu bar bya/
Raising upright the two forefingers nearby, at the left [and] right, [you] should make [the attendants?]
mentally bend down.186

/lhag ma rnams nang du bcangs187 (9v.3) la 'dzub mo gnyIs mche bar bsams te/
Holding [the phur pa???] within the remaining [fingers], meditate on the two forefingers as the teeth
(?????)188 and

/rkang pa g.yon pas bgegs kyI snyIng kar mnan la/
with the left foot pressing down on the heart of the obstacles,

/sngags 'dI lan bdun (9v.4) bzlas so/
recite this mantra seven times:

/ōṃ badzra ya ksha kro dha kha kha kha ha ha ha hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ phaṭ ces brjod do/
"oṃ vajra yakṣa krodha kha kha kha ha ha ha hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ phaṭ"

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas rdo rje be con gyI sngags dang (9v.5) phyag rgya ste/
Then, for the mantra and mudrā of Vajra Club,189

/lag pa gnyIs sor mo lu gu rgyud du bsnol la/
intertwining the fingers [of] the two hands as an interlocking chain,190

mthe bo g.yas pa g.yon pa 'I steng du bzhag/
place [them?] above the right [and] left thumbs.

/'dzub mo gnyIs ngos (10r.1)191 $/ /sbyar te/
Placing together the two forefingers, and

184 the mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1041.7)
add mthe bong in front of mthe'u chung, producing a meaning of, "the thumbs and little fingers", but this may be an error since it
is not shared by sDe dge (Vol. Wa, 353r.2).

185 mkhyud can be an equivalent for 'khyud and this meaning would seem more appropriate here; if the more usual sense of mkhyud
is intended, the meaning would be: conceal/hold onto each other. The mTshams brag version of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs
pa'i rgyud (Volume Chi, 1041.7) gives 'khyud (sDe dge Vol. Wa, 353r.2, shares mkhyud, while gTing skyes Vol. Sha, 534.6 –
almost certainly in error – gives rgyud).

186 Note that the mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reading, yid mgu bar byas
(mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1042.1), gives a rather different sense here, "creates mental rejoicing", but sDe dge (Vol. Wa,
353r.3) shares Tib J 331.III's dgu bar.

187 End of line: the nga is subscribed.
188 All the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud versions agree with the reading, mche ba (teeth), which does not seem very clear

here. The Phur pa bcu gnyis passage also has mche ba/bas, but its lines otherwise rather diverge from the text here, and do not
help to clarify our meaning. They rather illustrate the creative re-embedding of textual material across different sources. Based
on the sDe dge edition, the lines would translate, "Clenching the fists, the forefingers raised upright, [they] should bend down to
the two [fingers?] nearby. [This] is considered to be killing with teeth/fangs. The left foot presses down on the heart..." (/khu
tshur bcangs [bcings] te [ste] mdzub mo [so sor] bsgreng/ [bsgrengs] /kha 'gram gnyis su dgu por bya/ [bsgreng/bsgrengs] /mche
bas [ba] gsod pa yin par brtag/ [brdeg] /rkang pa g.yon pa snying gar [khar] mnan/ [bzhag/gzhag], sDe dge Volume Pa, 225v,
variants given in other versions in square brackets).

189 this might simply mean, "of the vajra club".
190 śṛṅkhalamudrā
191 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: bcu tham ba.
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bsgreng nas sdang dmyIg du dgrad192 nas rdeg cIng sngags 'dI lan nyI shu rtsa gcIg gam brgya rtsa brgyad
du bzlas so/
holding [them] up, [you] stare with an angry look, and striking, [you] recite this mantra twenty-one or one
hundred and eight times:193

194/ōṃ badzra kro dha (10r.2) ma ha pa la ha na da ha pa tsa bI twan sa ya dza tI la lam bho dha ra u tsus
sma kro dha hūṃ phaṭ ces brjod do/195

"oṃ vajra krodha mahābala hana daha paca vidhvaṃsaya jaṭilāmbhodhara ucchuṣmakrodha hūṃ phaṭ"

/ (extended ornamental shad) /de nas yungs kar gyI rgyal pos brdeg (10r.3) cIng/
Then, pelting with the king of white mustard seeds,

gu gul sbyar mas bdugs la las 'dI shIn du brtan zhIng grub par gyur cIg par bcol lo/
fumigating with compounded196 frankincense, really reinforcing these activities, [you] entrust [them] to
bring accomplishment at once.

/ (extended ornamental shad) /cung zad byIn chung ba (10r.4) 'dra na rdo rje brjId gnon gyI bsam rtan
gyIs gnan par bya ste/
If [only?] a little, such as small majestic power [should arise?], [you] should press down with the Vajra
Overpowering meditation.
(small writing below:)
brnag pa 'I cho ga'197

the ritual of mental focusing

/khro bo rnams kyI spyI bo bsdus pa 'I nang du hūṃ mthIng nag las/
From [a] dark blue hūṃ/hūṃs [which] is/are concentrated within198 the crown of the heads of the wrathful
ones,

/rdo rje (10r.5) ljang ku rgya gram me rlce199 'phreng bas bskor pa 'I dkyIl du/
[a] green crossed vajra [arises], encircled by a garland of tongues of fire, [and] at [its] centre,

/yI ge su gser [gyI]200 btso ma 'I mdog 'dra ba zhIg 'dug pa las/
there is one syllable su, [its] colour like refined gold, [and] from [this],

192 dgrad: Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo gives (snying) bgrad. This fits with the the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reading
of bgrad (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1042.3, shared with sDe dge, Vol. Wa, 353r.4) or bsgrad (gTing skyes Volume Sha,
535.1).

193 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1042.3) adds "bdun nam" at the beginning of
the options, ie. seven, twenty-one or one hundred and eight times.

194 The version of the mantra in the mTshams brag edition of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud's parallel text (1042.4; sDe
dge variants in square brackets) is: /oṃ badzra kro dha ma hā ba la ha na da ha ba tsa bid tan [D: pa tsa bidhwan] sa ma ya dza ti
laṃ bo da ra u tsus ma [D tstshuṣma] kro dha hūṃ phaṭ/

195 This mantra is given in the Mahābala-nāma-mahāyānasūtra, of which there are many copies in the Dunhuang materials. In one,
it is given as follows: "om bajra gro dhā ma ha ba la / ha na da ha pa ca / bi dhan sa ya / ji ti la / lam po da ra / u cu smra kro dha
hūṃ phaṭ sva hā" (Bischoff 1956: 26).

196 sbyar ma: as above (see p.106 note 103 and p. 117 note 182).
197 comment appears under the first four syllables
198 Note that the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reading, steng du (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1042.6) gives the meaning,

"above" rather than "within" here. It is not clear whether there should be a single or multiple hūṃ; the implication of the version
here is that there are hūṃs in each of the wrathful ones, but the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud reading might suggest a
single hūṃ above the gathered deities.

199 rlce: we appear to have a prefixed ra here; it does not seem to add anything of significance, and is perhaps a scribal error?
200 the deleted letter ga is slightly uncertain, since it has been rubbed from the page.
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/ōṃ badzra (10v.1) su mye tuṃ hūṃ sa ma ya stwaṃ zhes brjod nas/
having recited, "oṃ vajra ?sume tuṃ hūṃ samayas tvaṃ",201

/gser gyI rI rab dpag tshad bye ba gru bzhI pa gcIg 'dug pa las/
a golden square Mount Meru [of] ten million leagues is present, from [which]202

/bcom ldan 'das don yod (10v.2) grub pa sku mdog ljang ku/
[arises] the Victorious One, Amoghasiddhi, [his] body green [in] colour,

/dbu gsum phyag drug pa g.yas kyI dang po la phyar te bsnams/
[with] three heads [and] six arms, the first right [of which he] holds aloft.203

/g.yon kyI dang po [la]na204 rdo rje rgya gram thugs kar (10v.3) brtan pa 'a/
In the first left [hand], a crossed vajra is held firm205 at the heart.

'khor dpag du myed pa 'I phong brang btab pa 'a/
[He?] strikes the palace206 of the immeasurable retinue.207

/khro bo rnams kyang shIn du gzIr zhIng myI g.yo ba dang/ /
Meditate that even [the] wrathful ones are really pinned down and immobilised, and

(10v.4) las ma grub na bskal pa ma[ ]'I208 bar du gnas par bsam/
[they] will remain209 for aeons until the activities have been completed.

/'phrIn las kyang de bzhIn du bcol te gzhag go/
Activities are likewise also entrusted and established in this way.

/yo byad thams chad nag (10v.5) por bsham/
[You should] prepare all the requisite articles in black.

201 Perhaps sumeru is indicated with this mantra?
202 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud version gives a slightly different connonation here. It gives, "gcig [D zhig] tu gyur

pa'i steng du" for "gcig 'dug pa las for tu gyur pa'i steng du" (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1043.1), so the line could be translated,
"[it] entirely becomes a golden square Mount Meru [of] ten million leagues, above [which]"

203 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives, "g.yas kyi dang po na 'khor lo 'bar ba phyar te bsnams", "in the first right [hand
he] holds aloft a blazing wheel" (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1043.2; the sDe dge edition shares this reading; gTing skyes omits
'khor lo, most probably in error). There is no way to be certain but it is quite possible that IOL Tib J 331.III has a scribal
omission here.

204 la deleted both by a short line above and by rubbing from the page. It is most likely that it was an error which was noticed
immediately.

205 The mTshams brag and gTing skyes editions of the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud give, "bstan" rather than "brtan",
hence, " the first left [hand] exhibits a crossed vajra..." (mTshams brag Volume Chi, 1043.2). The sDe dge edition, however, has
"brten" (Vol. Wa, 353v.1), which perhaps increases the likelihood of "brtan" as an earlier reading.

206 phong brang: meaning uncertain, possibly even, "impoverished dwelling[s]". Phong can = phongs, impoverished, and brang can
be a dwelling (although more often signifies chest). But it is more likely that this is a scribal error for pho brang, palace. This
would seem to make better sense here! Moreover, the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives, "pho brang" (mTshams brag
Volume Chi, 1043.2), and also in the parallel passage in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 14 (D 225v), all editions have pho
brang.

207 Although less likely, it is also just possible that 'khor may indicate 'khor ba, saṃsāra, here (note Paul Harrison's discussion, 1990:
153 note 5, on the use of 'khor for 'khor ba in a sūtra context).

208 there is an unreadable deleted letter (crossed out in ink) between the ma and the 'i, but no obvious tsheg
209 The 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud gives, "mnan" rather than "gnas", hence, "[they] will be kept down..." (mTshams brag

Volume Chi, 1043.3).
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/gtor ma nag po cha gcIg bshams te/
Arranging a black gtor ma portion,210

(small writing below:)
gtor ma 'dI dug du byIn kyIs brlab cIng blang ba dang gtor ma 'I 'od du '[ph?]ros pas mtshon cha 'I char du gyur pas phog par
bsgom
meditate that this gtor ma is consecrated as poison and taken up, and through radiating as the gtor ma light, it transforms into a
rain of weapons falling down

dam tshIg can 'khor dang bcas pa dang/
dedicating [it] to those bearing samaya along with [their] retinues and

/'jIg rten thams chad la bsngo zhIng (11r.1)211 $/ /las bcol lo/
all worldly [deities], the activities are entrusted [to them].

/drag po 'I gtor ma cha gcIg gdon de nyId bkug ste zar gzhug go/
Sending forth the destructive gtor ma portion, [you] summon these very [beings] and [they] start to eat
[it].

/'phrIn las 'dI 'I dus su 'phra men ma dang (11r.2) gnod sbyIn ma dang srIn mo rnams kyang spyan drang
zhIng gtor ma dbul/
At the time of these activities, inviting the 'phra men ma and also the yakṣīs and rākṣasīs, the gtor ma is
offered.
(small writing below:)
dam tshIg can rnams212

those bearing samaya

/las bcol te dza hūṃ baṃ ho/
The activities are entrusted and by reciting, "jaḥ hūṃ vaṃ hoḥ...

e hya hI bha ga bhan bhI dha ya kshI dzā/
bhyo bhyo (11r.3) ru lu ru lu hūṃ zhes lan gsum brjod pas spyan drang ngo/
"ehi bhagavan ?bhidhaya yakṣī jaḥ
bhyo bhyo rulu rulu hūṃ", three times, [they] are invited.

/ō pra tId dza zhes pas gtor ma dbul lo/
The gtor ma is offered by reciting, "oṃ pratīccha".

/ōṃ sa ma ya a mrI (11r.4) ta a rgam pra tId tsa hūṃ swa ha/
"oṃ samaya amṛtārghaṃ pratīccha hūṃ svāhā"

/zhes lan bdun bzlas te ar mrI ta phul nas cI 'dod pa 'I las bcol lo/
Reciting [this] seven times, the elixir is offered and whatever activities [you] desire are entrusted [to
them].

/'dI nI 'phrIn las phun sum (11r.5) tshogs pa 'o/
This is the perfection [of] activities.

210 Cha gcig can also mean, a pair ("Arranging a pair of black gtor mas"). Alternatively, the line may mean: "Arranging one portion
[of] black gtor ma".

211 The new folio numbering is again given in the left-hand margin: bcu gcig.
212 comment placed beneath "gtor ma dbul"
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/ (extended ornamental shad) /dus phun sum tshogs pa nI/
The perfection [of] the timing:

tshes bcu bdun man chad mar gyI ngo dang/
from the seventeenth day, [during] the waning moon,

/nyIn mtshan gyI gung dang/
[at] midday [or] midnight and,
(small writing below:)
yar gyI ngo las myI dge ba dang drag shul bya bar myI shIs/ (extended ornamental shad)
[at the time of] the waxing moon, it is inauspicious to perform non-virtuous activities and ritual activities [of] destruction

/gza' dang sbyar (11v.1) ba dang/
[at times of] planetary conjunction[s],
(small writing below:)
dmyIg dmar la bya
perform [it] on Mars [day?] (ie. Tuesday)

/bsnyen pa tshang ba dang/
[when] the Approach [practice] is completed and,
(small writing below:)
rnam gsum gang yang rung ba dang
the three aspects [of the Approach practice],213 whichever may be appropriate, and

/rtags byung ba la stsogs ste 'dI ni dus phun sum tshogs pa 'o/
the signs [of success] have arisen etc., this is the perfection [of] the timing.
(small writing below:)
phur bu 'gul214 ba' rmyI ltas bzang po
the phur bu shaking, good dreams [and] omens

/ (extended ornamental shad) /gnas phun sum tshogs pa nI gnas (11v.2) chen po dang/
The perfection [of] the place: a "sacred place" and
(small writing below:)

dur khrod215

cemetery

/shIng rkang216 gcIg pa dang/
[with] one solitary tree and,
(small writing below:)
'dI la 'byung po gnas pas
since elementals reside here

gdon par nges pa ste/
[a place where] drawing/driving forth [negativities]217 is certain;

213 see above, 6v line 5, where the commentator also mentions the three aspects (and p.109-110 note 124 discussing this). "rNam
gsum" might also mean, three times, so that we would have: "three times, or however many is appropriate".

214 the letter ga is slightly uncertain; it is formed like a cross between 'gul and 'bul, but 'gul is more appropriate here
215 comment is placed below the second "gnas"
216 final nga rather uncertain, as though a correction over an original letter, ra. Almost certainly, however, rkang is intended here.
217 uncertain here: not sure whether gdon par has this sense here or not. The parallel text in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i

rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1031.3), and also in Mag gsar Kun bzang stobs ldan dbang pa (2003: 164) reads, gnod
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(small writing below:)
gang la bya ba de nyId la bya
[this] is to be done for whosoever is the [rite's] actual object

/'dI nI gnas phun sum tshogs pa 'o/
this is the perfection [of] the place.

/ (extended ornamental shad) /bdag nyId phun sum tshogs pa nI//
The perfection [of] yourself [ie. the practitioner]:

(11v.3) byang chub la gzhol zhIng mang du thos pa dang/
dedicated to Enlightenment, [having] heard many [teachings],218

(small writing below:)
byang chub kyI sems la dga' ba
delighting in bodhicitta

/las la mkhas pa dang/
skilled in the ritual activities,
(small writing below:)
rdzub rdzub po ma yIn ba las la mkhas pa'
[genuinely] skilled in ritual activity without being a charlatan

lha nye bar gyur pa dang/
familiarised (with the) deity/deities,
(small writing below:)
rtag du lha sgom ba
continually meditating [on] the deity/deities

myI phyed pa 'I dad pa thob pa dang/ /
having attained unshakable faith and
(small writing below:)
gzhan gyIs dben byar myI tshugs pa'
[one's] solitude is undisturbed by others

(11v.4) drag219 cIng ldog pa myed pa 'I sems dang/
the mind neither fierce nor relapsing,
(small writing below:)
brtson 'grus
[with] energetic application

ldan ba dang/
endowed with [all the above qualities];

par, which suggests that a scribal error involving a spoonerism may have taken place. The meaning would be, "it is really
dangerous". Nonetheless, the comment below would fit with the reading given in our text.

218 the implication of mang du thos pa is one who is learned; a literal translation seemed appropriate here, since it brings out the
emphasis on absorbing heard knowledge rather than more modern notions of book learning.

219 The parallel text in Mag gsar Kun bzang stobs ldan dbang pa (2003: 164) reads, rtag, which may seem a little more appropriate.
The meaning would be, "a constant mind which does not relapse". However, the root tantra source for Mag gsar, ie. the 'Phrin
las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1030.5), agrees with IOL Tib J 331.III.
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(small writing below:)
brtson ba
persevering

'phrag dog dang/
without jealousies and
(small writing below:)
ma grub na
if not accomplished

'bras bu gzhan la re ba myed pa dang/
hopes for any other result, and
(small writing below:)
grags pa thob du re ba myed
without hoping to attain fame

/dam tshIg (11v.5) ma nyams pa 'dI rnams nI bdag nyId phun sum tshogs pa 'o//
with the samayas undegenerated; these [constitute] the perfection [of] yourself.
(small writing below:)
rtsa ba dang yan lag gI220

of root and branch (ie. root and branch samayas)

//rdzogs sts-ho// //
The End.

220 comment begins under, "ma nyams"



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 6

A: Passage parallel to the IOL Tib. J 331.III Consecrations section in Chapter 9 of the NGB's rDo rje
phur bu mya ngan las 'das pa'i rgyud chen po (Myang 'das)

Sigla: D = sDe dge; G = sGang steng-b; M = mTshams brag; N = Nubri; R = Rig 'dzin Tshe dbang norbu;
Rc = corrections to R in red ink; T = gTing skyes

This excerpt is from a critical edition.

sDe dge: Volume Zha 56r; mTshams brag: Volume Chi 130v(260); sGang steng: Volume Chi 116v; gTing
skyes: Volume Sa 157r(313); Rig 'dzin: Volume Sa 126r; Nubri: Volume Sha 59v.

/sku gsung1 thugs su byin brlab2 pa/
/ma bcos chos nyid dag pa la/
/rang byung3 ye shes mngon4 gsal5 na/
/dang por chos skur byin brlab6 pa'o7/8

/dang po'i rgya9 mdud gzhal yas la/10

/rigs lnga'i sangs rgyas 'khor dang bcas/
/lte ba11 rtsibs dang ldan pa la/ N60r
/phyogs mtshams12 khro bo 'khor dang bcas/
/rgya mdud 'og ma'i gzhal yas la/
/steng 'og khro bo 'khor dang bcas/13

/go'u rī14 brgyad15 dang bse mor bcas16/
/zur17 stengs sing ha18 stag gdong19 bcas20/
/zur21 gsum logs la sgo ma'i tshogs/
/spyi dang rtse la yab yum gnyis/
/so so'i snying po dran tsam gyis/22

1 gsung: MG dang
2 brlab: D brlabs; TN rlab; R rlabs
3 byung: TRN 'byung; Rc byung
4 mngon: MG sngon
5 gsal: N bsal
6 brlab: D brlab (gap of about one syllable); TRN rlabs
7 pa'o: Rc pa
8 This Dharmakāya consecration begins the section which runs parallel to IOL Tib J 331.III. As with the Dharmakāya

consecration, the following lines paraphrase the text in IOL Tib J 331.III for the first lines of the Sambhogakāya consecration, but
closer parallels begin below.

9 rgya: N rgyu
10 /dang po'i rgya mdud gzhal yas la/: MG omit
11 lte ba: MG lte ba'i; TRN lta ba
12 mtshams: T 'tshams
13 /rgya mdud 'og ma'i gzhal yas la/ /steng 'og khro bo 'khor dang bcas/: MG omit these two tshig rkang
14 go'u rī: MG ke'u ri; TRN ki ri
15 brgyad: N brgya ba
16 bse mor bcas: MG ma mor byas
17 zur: MG zung
18 sing ha: D seng ha; MG sing nga; TN si nga; R sing
19 gdong: MG dang; R bdong
20 bcas: N cas
21 zur: N szur (sa written as though a prefix, not a head letter)
22 With this line, close parallelling with the consecration section in IOL Tib J 331.III (2v.4) begins.
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/gzugs23 dang gnyis su24 med par bsam25/
/gnyis su med pa'i26 mchod pa dang/
/phyi nang gsang ba'i mchod pas mchod/
/dam tshig rjes su27 dran par28 bskul29/ M131r(261)
/gnyis su30 med par rgyan31 rdzogs par/
/longs32 spyod rdzogs skur byin brlab33 pa'o34/
/lte ba man chad zur gsum la/
/ro stod mthing nag zhal35 gsum po36/ G117r
/ral pa kham nag bhṛ gu37 ta/
/gyen du 'greng zhing srid rtser38 'bar/
/brang gis 'gro dang thod rlon dang/
/stag dang glang chen zhing lpags39 kyis/
/sku dang yan lag shin tu brgyan40/
/spyan bgrad41 mche gtsigs42 shin tu43 rngam44/
/dur khrod rgyan brgyad45 me dpung na46/
/gru gsum e yi47 nang du ni/ T157v(314)
/sku smad lcags phur zur gsum pa'o48/
/sum cha nub nas g.yon la gzigs/
/phyag g.yas dang po sta49 ltag50 rdeg51/
/'og ma ri rab gnon tshul 'dzin/
/g.yon gyis52 rdo rje khaṭwāṃ53 'khrol/
/'og ma phur pa 'debs pa'i tshul/
/bdud dpung 'joms shing54 ngan song sbyong55/

23 gzugs: MG gzungs
24 gnyis su: R gnyisu
25 bsam: R bsams
26 pa'i: MG par
27 rjes su: R rjesu
28 par: MG pas
29 bskul: TRN skul
30 gnyis su: R gnyisu
31 rgyan: MG brgyan
32 longs: TR long
33 brlab: MG brlabs; TRN rlab
34 pa'o: Rc pa
35 zhal: N zhag
36 po: MGR pa'o; Rc pa
37 bhṛ gu: MG 'bri ku; TRN 'bri gu
38 rtser: D rtse
39 lpags: MG pags
40 tu brgyan: TR du rgyan; N tu rgyan
41 spyan bgrad: D zhal bgrad; M spyan bgrang; TRN spyan dgrad; Rc spyan bgrad
42 mche gtsigs: T mtshe gtshigs; R mche gtshigs
43 tu: TR du
44 rngams: DN rngams
45 rgyan brgyad: MG brgyan brgyad; TRN dang ni
46 na: TRN ni
47 e yi: MG ma e'i; TRN a'i
48 pa'o: MGTRN po
49 sta: D rna; MGTRN lta
50 ltag: MG stag
51 rdeg; D gdengs; TR rdag
52 gyis: MG na; TRN pa
53 khaṭwāṃ: D khwaṭwāṃ; MG kha twāṃ; TRN kha tong
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/mthu dang rdzu 'phrul gzhan pas56 che/
/rtag57 pa chen por bzhugs par58 bsam/
/sprul pa'i sku ru byin brlab59 pa'o60/ R126v
/spyi bor ōṃ61 la sked62 par hrīḥ63/ D56v
/rtse mo'i64 ngos65 su phaṭ bsam66 la67/
/sku gsung thugs su byin gyis brlab68/ N60v
/ngos gsum hūṃ gzhag69 zur gsum phaṭ/
/shin tu70 gsal zhing 'tsher ba dang/
/so so'i khro bo thams cad kyis/
/byin gyis brlabs shing71 dbang bskur te72/
/khro bo'i dkyil 'khor de dag nyid/
/phyogs bcur 'phros nas slar 'dus te/ M131v(262)
/hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ73 sgra 'byin cing/
/sku la bstim la74 dbang rnams sbyin/
/de nas 'gro ba'i don la gshegs75/
/phyogs bcu'i76 bder77 gshegs thams cad kyis/
/sngon78 chad stongs79 grogs bya ba ru/
/zhal gyis bzhes shing dam bcas pas/
/de yi80 stongs81 dang grogs mdzad do/ G117v
/de yang bdag nyid chen po las82/
/phur pa'ang83 bdag nyid chen po ru/
/byin brlab84 dbang rnams bskur ba'i phyir/

54 shing: D shing (final nga resembles da); TRN zhing
55 sbyong: D sbyang; N spyod
56 pas: MG las
57 rtag: MG rtags
58 par: TRN pas
59 brlab: N rlabs
60 pa'o: Rc pa
61 ōṃ: MGTRN oṃ
62 sked: MG rked; TRN rkyed
63 hrīḥ: MGTRN hri
64 mo'i: TRN mo
65 ngos: TR ngo
66 bsam: MGT bsams
67 la: D pa
68 brlab: MG brlabs
69 gzhag: TRN bzhag
70 tu: TR du
71 brlabs shing: MG brlabs cing; TRN rlab cing
72 te: TRN ste
73 phaṭ: N omits
74 bstim la: D bstim zhing; TRN stim la
75 gshegs: R gshye
76 bcu'i: MG bcur
77 bder: D bde; Rc bde
78 sngon: MG sngan
79 stongs: DTRN stong
80 de yi: TRN de'i
81 stongs: Rc stong
82 las: TRN bsang
83 pa'ang: TRN pa
84 brlab: MG brlabs; TRN rlab
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/g.yas g.yon nyi zla'i dkyil 'khor la/
/hūṃ dang āḥ85 ni shin tu86 gsal/
/gung mo mthe bong mdzub87 srin dang/
/mthe'u88 chung la sogs g.yas g.yon la/
/ōṃ89 hūṃ traṃ hrīḥ āḥ90 la sogs/
/rim pa bzhin du gsal bkod la/ T158r(315)
/su ra ta stwāṃ91 zhes brjod pas/
/thal mo mnyam par sbyar bar bya'o92/
/oṃ badzra anydza93 li hūṃ/
sor mo cung zad bsnol94 bar bya'o95/
/oṃ badzra bhandha96 hūṃ/
sor mo rgyab tu bsnol te97 bsdam98/
/sa ma ya stwaṃ99/
/phur pa100 blangs te chang101 par gzhug102/
/lag pa'i rting pa kha phye103 la/
/mthe bong gnyis dang srin lag dang/104

/mthe'u105 chung bar du phur pa gzhug106

/mthe bong bsgul la107 phur pa108 'dril109/ N61r
/ōṃ badzra ā110 be sha ya a a111/
/phyogs bcu112 bde113 gshegs sras dang bcas/
/zhe114 sdang rjes su dran pa115 yis116/

85 āḥ: MGTRN a
86 tu: TRN du
87 mdzub: TRN 'dzub
88 mthe'u: TRN mthe
89 ōṃ: MGTRN oṃ
90 traṃ hrīḥ āḥ: MG traṃ hri a; TR hri traṃ a; N hri traṃ ā
91 ta stwāṃ: D stwāṃ; MGTR ta stoṃ; N twaṃ (the parallel mantra in IOL Tib J 331, 4v.3, gives ta stwaṃ)
92 sbyar bar bya'o: D sbyor ro
93 anydza: MG a dzha; T a na dza; R an dza; N an dzwa
94 bsnol: TRN snol
95 bya'o: D bya; Rc bya
96 bhandha: MGTRN ban dha
97 bsnol te: TRN snol ste
98 bsdam: M bstan; G bstam
99 stwaṃ: TRN stom

100 pa: D bu
101 chang: Rc 'chang (perhaps Rc is more "correct" here)
102 gzhug: D bcang; MG bzhugs
103 phye: D phyes
104 N inserts two more tshig rkang, then attempts to delete them, but leaves them partially legible: mtha chang ...... dang sran lag

dang/ / mtha chang gnyas dang sran lag dang/ (apparently a dittography)
105 mthe'u: TRN mthe
106 gzhug: MG bzhugs; T bzhug
107 bong bsgul la: D bo bsgul la; TRN bong bar du
108 phur pa: N phu bu
109 'dril: D sgril; TRN dril; Rc 'dril
110 ōṃ badzra ā: MGTRN oṃ badzra a
111 a: MG ā
112 bcu: TRN bcu'i
113 bde: MG bder
114 zhe: N zhes
115 dran pa: MG 'dus pa'i
116 yis: MG sku; TRN yi
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/nyungs117 'bru tsam gyi skur 'thon118 nas/
/bar mtshams119 med par phur pa la/
/bsdu zhing bstim120 la byin gyis brlab121/ M132r(263)
/sku gsung thugs122 su dbang bskur123 nas124/ R127r
/sor mo rgyab bsnol125 gung mo gshib126/
/bsgrengs pa'i127 bar du phur bu gzung128/
/ōṃ129 badzra sa twa rā dza130 hūṃ/
de nas sor mo phug phug131 por/132

byas te rting133 pas134 phur bu bzung135/
/oṃ136 bhūrbhu ba137 phaṭ/
de nas sor mo rgyab bsnol138 te/
/mthe bong139 gshib140 pa'i chang141 par gzhug142

/ōṃ143 ha na ha na dībta tsakra144 hūṃ phaṭ/
/drag tu brjod cing dril byas la145/ D57r; G118r
/bdag nyid sbyor ba'i146 gzi byin kun/
/phur pa'i sku la rab147 bzhugs148 pa'i149/
/stong khams gang bar me stag 'phro/
/dmigs pa thams cad nges 'grub150 pa'i151/

117 nyungs: DRc nyung
118 'thon: MG thon
119 mtshams: TRN 'tshams
120 bstim: MGR bstims; TN stims
121 brlab: MG brlabs; TR rlab
122 thugs: R thuḍ
123 bskur: G skur
124 nas: TRN na
125 rgyab bsnol: TN rgyad snol; R brgyad snol
126 gshib: TR gzhib; N zhib
127 bsgrengs pa'i: TRN bsgreng ba'i
128 gzung: MG bzhugs; TRN bzung
129 ōṃ: MGTRN oṃ
130 sa twa rā dza: MG swa ta ra tsa; TRN sa ta ra tsa
131 phug: R pug; N bug
132 por/: D por (there is a line of dots from here to the foot of the page, where we find a marginal note or insertion/alternative

reading: sug sug kyang); TRN po/
133 rting: MG sting
134 pas: MN bas
135 bzung: TRN gzung
136 oṃ: T ō
137 bhūrbhu ba: MG phur bu; TRN phur bu pa
138 rgyab bsnol: TRN brgyad snol
139 mthe bong: T the bo ba; R the bong ba; N the bong
140 gshib: MG gshibs; TRN gzhibs; Rc gshibs
141 chang; Rc 'chang (perhaps Rc is more "correct" here)
142 gzhug: MG bzhugs
143 ōṃ: MGRN oṃ
144 dībta tsakra: MG tib ta tsakra; TR tib ta tsa kra (R originally tsam for tsa, but deletion of final ma indicated by black dots above);

N tib ta tsag kra; Rc tib ta tsak kra
145 la: N las
146 ba'i: TRN pa'i; Rc ba'i
147 rab: N rab tu
148 bzhugs: MG zhugs; Rc zhugs
149 pa'i: TRN pas
150 'grub: D grub
151 pa'i: MG par
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/byin dang dbang chen ldan 'gyur152 te/
/e yi gdan153 la bzhugs gsol nas/
/brdeg154 cing bdug ste155 mchod pas mchod156/ T158v(316)
/ōṃ157 badzra yaksha kro ta tshal158 pa hūṃ phaṭ159/
/ōṃ160 badzra hūṃ bai tā lī ha na ha na hūṃ161/
/sngags dang bcas pas162 brdeg cing bdug163

/yid la brnag164 pa'i 'phrin165 las bcol/

152 'gyur: D gyur
153 yi gdan: T yigdan; N yi gdam
154 brdeg: R bdag
155 ste: T ste/
156 mchod: D mchod do
157 ōṃ: MGTRN oṃ
158 yaksha krodha tshal: D yaksha kro ta tshal; MG kro dha yag sha tshal; TR yag sha kro ta tshal; N yag sha kra ta tshal
159 phaṭ: MGTRN omit
160 ōṃ: MGRN oṃ
161 hūṃ bai tā lī ha na ha na hūṃ: MG kro dha du ma pe ta li ha na ha na hūṃ phaṭ; TR du ma le ta li ha na ha na hūṃ phaṭ; N du ma

le ta li ha ha na hūṃ phaṭ
162 pas: TRN la
163 bcas pas brdeg cing bdug: MG bkas shing bdug cing brdeg
164 brnag: MG gnag
165 'phrin: D phrin



B: Passages parallel to the IOL Tib. J 331.III Consecrations section in Chapter 11 of the NGB's Phur pa
bcu gnyis kyi rgyud ces bya ba theg pa chen po'i mdo (Phur pa bcu gnyis)

Sigla: D = sDe dge; M = mTshams brag; R = Rig 'dzin Tshe dbang norbu; T = gTing skyes; K = Kathmandu

This excerpt is from a simple diplomatic transcription, using D as the base text. The italicised phrases are
those which have parallels in IOL Tib J 331.III.

sDe dge: Volume Pa 217r; mTshams brag: Volume Dza 904; gTing skyes: Volume Dza 109; Rig 'dzin:
Volume Dza 49v; Kathmandu: Volume Ma 187v.

/padma las 'phros 'od dpung las/
/so so'i yig 'bru phyag mtshan1 gyur/
/de las sku bzhengs 'jigs2 pa'i tshul/3 R50r
/sku stod zhal gcig phyag bzhi ste/
/sku smad sngo sangs4 zur gsum pa/
/ral pa kham5 nag gyen du 'bar/
/brang gis6 'gro ba chen pos brgyan/7

/phyag g.yas dang po sta re la/ K188r
/de 'og rdo rje rgya gram8 bsnams/
/g.yon gyi dang po kha ṭwāṃ9 'khrol/10

/de 'og khro bo'i ske nas11 'dzin/
/de ni phur pa bskyed pa'o/
/byin gyis brlab pa12 bstan pa ni/
/sngon la sku gsung thugs su13 brlab/14

/sku yi15 rdo rje sku yi16gnas/
/shin tu brjid par17 byin gyis brlab/18

/gsung gi rdo rje gsung gi19 gnas20/
/gdangs sgra grags par21 byin gyis brlab/22

/thugs kyi rdo rje thugs kyi gnas/ M904

1 mtshan: T 'tshan; R 'tshal
2 'jigs: TR 'jig
3 tshul/: MTRK gzugs/
4 sngo sangs: M sngo bsangs; T smo bsang; R sngo bangs; K sngo bsang
5 kham: TRK khams (T has final s subscripted)
6 gis: TRK gi
7 brgyan/: K rgyan/
8 gram: K grams
9 ṭwāṃ: TRK ṭwaṃ

10 'khrol/: R khrol/
11 ske nas: TRK skye gnas
12 brlab pa: M brlab par; TRK brlabs par
13 thugs su: TR thugsu
14 brlab/: K brlabs/
15 sku yi: TRK sku'i
16 sku yi: TR sku'i; K sku yis
17 M gap for three letters after par
18 brlab/: K brlabs/
19 gi: K gis
20 gnas: T final s subscripted
21 grags par: M drag por
22 brlab/: MTRK brlabs/
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/zhe sdang rtse gcig ldan par brlab/23

/de nas rigs lnga24 byin brlabs ste/25

/sku gsung thugs kyi26 yi ge gsum/ T110
/rang rang thugs kyi27 mtshan ma28 gnas/
/lte bar swā dang sked par hā/29

/rigs rnams 'dus pa'i30 ngo bor31 brlab/32

/de nas thugs nyid33 mi 'gyur ba/
/ye shes gcig tu byin gyis brlabs/34

/logs gsum hūṃ gsum mi 'gyur rtags/35

/zur gsum phaṭ gsum 'joms pa'i rtags/
/de nas shin tu brtas36 pa dang/37

/dzaḥ yi38 dkyil 'khor gdon39 pa dang/
/bdag nyid mdun na40 gnas par brtag/41

/de nas rigs kyi42 khro bos43 ni/
/rang rang44 so so'i dbang yang bskur/
/'chol par spros la45 so sor bstim/
/hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ kyi46 sgra 'byin cing/47

/rang rang rigs la48 zhugs gyur49 pas/
/dbang dang byin rlabs50 thams cad51 kun/
/de nyid la ni 'dus52 thim bsam/53 D217v
/de nas sngon gyi54 dam tshig bsgrag/55

23 brlab/: K brlabs/
24 lnga: MTRK lngar
25 brlabs ste/: MTR: brlab ste/; K brlabs ste/
26 kyi: K kyis
27 kyi: K kyis
28 ma: MTRK: mar
29 swā dang sked par hā/: D's sked par is smudged and indistinct; MTRK swa dang rkyen mchan (K:mtshan) ha/
30 'dus pa'i: R 'dul ba'i
31 bor: MTRK bo
32 brlab/: K brlabs/
33 nyid: TRK gnyis
34 brlabs/: MTR brlab/
35 rtags/: MTRK brtag/
36 brtas: MTRK rtas
37 dang/: MTRK yang/
38 dzaḥ yi: M dza yis; TR dzdza yis; K (unmetrically) dza dza yis
39 gdon: MTR 'don
40 na: K nas
41 brtag/: TRK btag/
42 kyi: K kyis
43 bos: K bo'i
44 rang: TRK re
45 la: MTRK pas
46 kyi: K gyis
47 cing/: K zhing/
48 la: K las
49 gyur: K 'gyur
50 rlabs: RK brlabs
51 thams cad: K thaṃd
52 'dus: MTRK bsdus
53 bsam/: R bsa/
54 gyi: K gyis
55 bsgrag/: MTRK bsgrags/
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/de rjes bdag nyid chen por brlab/56

/lag pa g.yas pa'i mthil du la/57

/nyi ma'i dkyil 'khor gyur pa'i dkyil/58

/hūṃ bdag kun tu bzang po'i sku/
/g.yon pa59 a pas60 zla dkyil bsam/61 R50v
/a bzhag kun tu bzang mo'i sku/62

/yab yum rjes su63 chags pa las/ K188v
/byang chub sems kyi 'od byung ste/
/g.yas pa'i gung mo'i64 dkyil du oṃ/
/de zhu rnam par snang mdzad sku/
/mthe bong dkyil du hūṃ gsal65 las/ M905
/de las mi bskyod66 pa yi67 sku/
/'dzub68 mo'i dkyil du trāṃ69 bsams70 la/
/de las rin chen 'byung ldan bskyed/
/srin lag dkyil du hrīḥ71 bsams72 la/
/de las don yod grub pa'o/
/mthe'u73 chung dkyil du āṃ74 bsams75 te/76

/de las snang ba mtha' yas77 bskyed/ T111
/kun kyang zla ba'i dkyil 'khor la'o/
/g.yon gyis78 sor79 mo rnams la yang/
/yi ge gong ma bsam pa 'am/80

/yang na yum lnga'i snying po las/
/yongs su81 rdzogs par bskyed byas la/82

/rjes su83 chags pa'i brda84 yis bskul/
/thal mo mnyam par85 byas86 nas ni/

56 por brlab/: K po brlabs/
57 la/: MTRK: ma/
58 dkyil/: K dbus/
59 pa: MTRK: par
60 pas: MTRK: las
61 zla dkyil bsam/: M zla ba'i dkyil/; TRK (unmetrically) zla ba'i dkyil 'khor/
62 sku/: MTRK mkha'/
63 rjes su: R rdzasu
64 mo'i: K ma'i
65 gsal: K bsam
66 bskyod: TK skyod
67 pa yi: TRK pa'i
68 'dzub: M mdzub
69 trāṃ: MTRK traṃ
70 bsams: K gsam
71 hrīḥ: MTRK hri
72 bsams: K bsam
73 mthe'u: TRK 'theb
74 āṃ: MTRK a
75 bsams: R bsams; K bsam
76 te/: MTRK: la/
77 yas: K las
78 gyis: M gyi
79 sor: K gsor
80 'am/: K pa'a/
81 yongs su: TRK yongsu
82 la/: T na/
83 rjes su: TRK rjesu
84 brda: R brda'
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/oṃ dang badzra anydzali/87

/hūṃ zhes yongs su brjod nas ni/
/sor mo cung zad bsnol88 bar bya/
/badzra ban dha89 hūṃ zhes brjod/
/sor mo rgyab tu bsnol90 te bsdams/91

/de nas sa ma ya stwāṃ92 zhes/93

/brjod la94 phur pa lag tu95 gzhug/96

/lag pa'i rting pa97 rab phye ste/
/mthe98 bong mthe'u99 chung srin lag gsum/
/dbus su100 phur bcug 'dril101 bar bya/
/oṃ dang102 badzra ā103 be sha104/
/ya105 dang a zhes brjod pas ni/
/phyogs bcu dus gsum106 bde gshegs kyi/107

/yab yum sras dang bcas pa yis/108

/zhe sdang rjes su109 dran pa'i sku/
/yungs110 'bru grangs med phur par111 bstim/112

/de nas sku gsung thugs nyid kyi/113

/bdag nyid chen por dbang bskur te/
/sor mo rgyab tu bsnol114 nas ni/
/gung gnyis bsgreng115 bar phur bu gzhug/116

/oṃ dang badzra sa twa117 rā /118 M906

85 mnyam par: MRK mnyam por; T nyam por
86 byas: MTRK: sbyar
87 anydzali/: MTRK a dza li/
88 bsnol: K snol
89 ban dha: M bandha; K bhan dha
90 bsnol: K snol
91 bsdams/: MTR bsdam/
92 stwāṃ: D's stwāṃ is followed by a space for one letter; MTRK stwaṃ
93 /: M omits the /, placing it two syllables ahead
94 M inserts /
95 tu: MTRK par
96 gzhug/: M gzhag byas la/, (M lengthening the phrase by two syllables, to compensate for the shortening caused by its misplaced

shad after brjod la); R bzhugs/, K bzhug/
97 pa: RK par
98 mthe: TRK 'the
99 mthe'u: TRK 'theb

100 dbus su: T dbusu
101 'dril: MTRK dril
102 dang: K omits
103 ā: MTRK a
104 K inserts ya
105 ya: R yang
106 M dus gsum compressed
107 kyi/: K kyis/
108 yis/: MTRK rnams/
109 rjes su: TRK rjesu
110 yungs: K yung
111 par: MTRK la
112 bstim/: K stims/
113 kyi/: K kyis/
114 bsnol: K snol
115 bsgreng: K bsgrengs
116 gzhug/: M gzhag/; TR bzhugs/; K bzhug/
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/dza hūṃ zhes ni brjod pa las/
/sras mchog bdag nyid thugs 'drar 'gyur/
/de nas sor mo thug119 por bya/ R51r
/lag pa'i rting pas phur bu bzung/120

/badzra phur bu121 zhes brjod pas/ D218r
/des122 ni bdag dang gsung 'drar 'gyur/
/de nas sor mo brgyad123 bsnol te/ K189r
/mthe124 bong gshibs125 pa'i bar du ni/
/phur pa126 bcug nas 'di skad brjod/
/oṃ dang tstshiṇḍa tstshiṇḍa127 dang/ T112
/ha na ha na tista 128 dang/
/tsakra hūṃ zhes rab brjod pas/
/bdag nyid yab yum byang chub129 sems/
/rab tu spro130 zhing de la131 bstim/132

/stong khams gang ba'i me stag 'phro/
/dmigs pa thams cad133 nges 'grub pa'i/
/byin dang dbang chen ldan gyur134 te/
/gsang ba yum gyi135 dbus bzhugs gsol/136

/gu gul nag po'i137 dud pas138 bdug/139

/yungs140 nag khro chung rgyal pos141 brdeg/

117 twa: TRK ta
118 rā /: MTRK ra/
119 thug: TRK phug; M sug
120 bzung/: K gzungs/ (final s subscripted)
121 badzra phur bu: Most other sources give variants of om bhur bu ba in such a context (i.e. oṃ bhūr bhuva, famous in India as the

opening of the Gayatri, or Vyāhṛti). Hence we think it likely that the badzra phur bu shared by all our editions here arises from
an error in an archetype. See Chapter 5 above, p.80 notes 39 and 40, and note also that in the Myang 'das, the sDe dge edition
alone gives bhūrbhu ba, while the other editions give, phur bu or phur bu pa.

122 des: TRK de
123 brgyad: MTRK rgyab
124 mthe: R 'the
125 gshibs: K gshib
126 pa: K bu
127 tstshiṇḍa tstshiṇḍa: MTR tsin dha tsin dha; K tshin dha (haplography)
128 tista: (for dīpta); MTR tipta; K tibta
129 byang chub: MTRK sbyor ba'i
130 spro: MTRK sbyor
131 la: MTRK ltar
132 bstim/: K stim/
133 thams cad: K thaṃd
134 gyur: MTRK 'gyur
135 gyi: K gyis
136 bzhugs gsol/: K bzhugsol/
137 po'i: TR pos
138 pas: T final s subscripted
139 bdug/: K 'dug/
140 yungs: TRK yung
141 pos: K po'i



7 IOL TIB J 754 SECTION 7: A SET OF NOTES ON PHUR PA RITUAL AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE1

The Context for the text

IOL Tib J 754 Section 72 consists of a section of Tibetan writing on a single side of a scroll. It does not
appear to be directly connected with the other parts of IOL Tib J 754, which include Chinese manuscript
fragments, although it is perfectly possible that the other Tibetan tantric instructions on the same side of the
scroll (Sections 6 and 8–9) were written down by the same scribe, and they seem to have some links in terms
of content. However, the beautifully executed Chinese text which is written on the other side of the thick
paper on which our Tibetan tantric texts are written, clearly does not have any bearing on our text at all.3
The same applies to the first five Tibetan sections of IOL Tib J 754 (as well as the Chinese sections which
are interspersed with the Tibetan writing), all relating to, "letters of introduction for a Chinese Buddhist
monk proceeding towards India" (Dalton in Dalton and van Schaik 2005). It would seem that our scribe – or
scribes – was re-using a Chinese scroll, to write on its blank verso side. The entire scroll was later attached,
with the Tibetan writing face down – perhaps as a backing – to strengthen the series of pilgrim's letters.4

The paper for the Tibetan tantric manuscript with the Chinese text on the reverse is thick and largely free
from any disintegration, apart from the upper section where it is in parts very thin and some layers are
missing.5 Measuring the Tibetan tantric manuscript side of the scroll, the width is approximately 254 mm,
slightly narrowing at the upper edge, but this may be purely due to the damage at the top of the first sheet.
The total length of the scroll is hard to assess accurately, since the individual sheets which had been stuck
together have been separated, but Dalton and van Schaik (2006: 321) give a figure of 286 cm. There is some
discolouring of the paper and the right and left edges are slightly ragged and torn in parts, although it is only
at the top where the ink writing is washed out, and very little is lost at the edges. There are also a number of
blemishes, such as vertically running wavy lines and crease marks of variable length – possibly the result of
the scroll having been stuck to the sheet of letters – and a few small holes. However, except for the very
upper part, the writing is mostly clearly legible.

Section 6, which begins the same side of our scroll, gives meditation instructions for a sādhana on red
Avalokiteśvara with white Pāṇdaravāsinī and their retinue of offering goddesses in the eight directions, and
wrathful deities at the four doors. The upper edge of the scroll is torn away and the first few lines are
virtually illegible, as mentioned above. Thus, the beginning of the text is missing, but the rest seems intact.
It deals with the visualisation of the maṇḍala, describing the seed syllables, radiating and re-absorbing light
rays, and the build-up of the Palace and the deities. Continuing with brief instructions for the mantra
recitation, it ends with a mention of the various supplementary sections which may be done, such as
invitations, offerings, confessions, aspirational prayers, and the concluding rituals such as the maṇḍala
dissolution.

1 In this chapter, we are re-working our earlier study of this text (Mayer and Cantwell 1994).
2 This location is according to Dalton and van Schaik 2006; in the current IDP catalogue, it has now been re-labelled 754(b)

Section 2, while in the earlier India Office numbering system it was classified as pp.81–82. The sections of the original scroll
marked as 81 and 82 have been separated into separate sheets (by the IOL). Originally, the scroll was made up from separate
panels stuck together. Our text begins after a small gap following the first line of sheet 81, containing the closing line of the
previous text, given as Section 6 in Dalton and van Schaik 2006: 323–4.

3 See the relevant section of the catalogue by Kazuo Enoki (1962 Chinese Manuscript Fragments Oxford, Oxford University
Press) on the IDP website (http://idp.bl.uk/database/oo_cat.a4d?shortref=Enoki_1962&catno=C1,C98,C121).

4 Sam van Schaik of the British Library is currently studying these letters; the idea that the scroll with the tantric texts on one of its
sides, written on stronger paper, had been used as a backing for the letters, is his current hypothesis.

5 In fact, some or even all of the missing parts are found still stuck to the reverse of the letters of passage to which the scroll was
orginally attached. When removed, it seems that a layer of paper, with some of the Tibetan writing, remained on the back of the
other sheet.
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After Section 7's Phur pa text, the following Section 8 is an interesting commentarial text on tantric
imagery and ritual. It begins with comments on the component parts of the name, dpal rdo rje sems dpa',
leading on to the text's longest section, on the tantric feast offering, the tshogs kyi 'khor lo (Skt. gaṇacakra).
Appropriate offering substances are discussed, and it is made clear that the term, tshogs, refers both to the
offerings and to the assembly of practitioners and the deities they visualise. Much is made of the importance
of the participation of both male and female practitioners, and the exclusion of trouble makers and those who
degenerate samaya. These are familiar themes in tantric ritual, especially in the context of tshogs
celebrations. They are expressed using interesting categories, which seem a little reminiscent of Klong chen
pa's terms in his commentary on the root Guhyagarbha Tantra.6 There are then a few lines on body, speech
and mind consecrations through taking in seed syllables onto the tongue from the fingers dipping into the
lotus vessel, and subsequent meditations on the three buddhas. This is followed by an elaboration of the
procedure for dissolving the deity visualisation, through a sequence of the outer parts in turn dissolving into
light and being absorbed inwards, into oneself, into the jñānasattva in the heart, the vajra in the jñānasattva's
heart, and the seed syllable, hūṃ, which dissolves into its dot, and then disappears entirely. Finally, there are
sections describing the practices of "union" (sbyor ba) and "liberation" (sgrol ba), but although the imagery
would seem to conjure up some of the the characteristic features of tantric sbyor ba, the sgrol ba section
gives no hint of the type of liberating killing rites we find in the Phur pa rituals above (see above, Ch. 1 p.6-
9).

Section 9 is just over two lines of instruction and mantras, too brief to be certain whether it is simply part
of a conclusion for Section 8 or the opening of a new text.

The three parts of the sheet – Section 6, Section 7, and Section 8–9 – have slightly differently sized and
shaped letters. However, once one takes into account considerations of time and hastiness in writing, and the
use of a thicker pen for Section 7, there are similarities in the execution of the letters throughout the scroll
and in the instances of scribal lapses such as dittographies of single letters. Thus, it seems quite possible,
although by no means certain, that the whole sheet may have been written by one hand. Section 7 on Phur pa
ritual is less neatly written with larger letters and more errors and corrections, suggesting relative haste (and
a thicker nib), and/or possibly the taking of notes from oral teaching, rather than the copying of a written
text, as we already suggested in Mayer and Cantwell 1994: 54.7 This would also fit with the apparent change
in topic at the end of the section, which may be suggestive of a new subject in an oral teaching rather than an
ordered composition.

It is possible that the instructions in Sections 6 to 9 have been deliberately put together. What seems
interesting is that – similarly to IOL Tib J 331 – the texts which preceed and follows ours have classic
components of Mahāyoga meditative deity ritual practice, both, for instance, including exegesis on
dissolving the deity's seed syllable, while our Phur pa text lacks these. Instead, it begins with the ritual
activities which in the standard Vajrakīlaya corpus are classified as part of the secondary or subsidiary ritual
(smad las), aimed at overcoming obstacles, rather than the principal ritual (stod las) focused on the deity
visualisation and accomplishment. Vajrakīlaya is often conceived of as a wrathful dimension of Vajrasattva,
and this would seem to be reflected in the treatment of the Phur pa rituals in IOL Tib J 331, where they might

6 The three types of "tshogs" listed here are: mang mo 'dus pa'I tshogs; rgyu rkyen bsags pa'I tshogs (note that the gloss makes it
clear that this has nothing to do with the accumulation of causes in an ethical or karmic sense, but rather concerns the items
needed for the feast offering); dbyings rnam par dag pa'I tshogs. Klong chen pa (bDud 'joms bKa' ma Vol. La: 402; see also
Dorje 1988: 924ff) speaks of four types of "tshogs": 1) The assembly of the meritorious ones who gather (skal ldan 'dus pa'i
tshogs); 2) the assembly of the items (they) have obtained ('byor ldan yo byad kyi tshogs); 3) the assembly of the deities
(bringing?) siddhis (dngos grub lha'i tshogs); 4) the assembly of merit (and) primordial wisdom (bsod nams ye shes kyi tshogs).
However, the root tantra's Chapter 11 on which Klong chen pa is commenting, does not speak in these terms (mTshams brag
NGB Vol. Wa: 186–190).

7 Clearly, if it is the same hand as that in the other sections, here, the scribe is using a thicker pen, and writing in large hasty
writing without properly ruling the lines.
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have some connection at least to the first of the two texts on Vajrasattva (IOL Tib J 331.I). In IOL Tib J 754,
it is rather Avalokiteśvara whose maṇḍala visualisation forms the backdrop to our text.

Introduction to the text

As noted above, the text or text fragment suggests a set of notes on the Phur pa practice rather than a
polished text, or even a single structured text of any kind. Reference is made in the first lines to a "Kilaya
tantra", suggesting that some formal Phur pa scripture was in existence at this time and familiar to the author.
Despite the text's appearance as a personal aide-mémoire, it does, nonetheless, have a definite beginning with
a homage to the Three Jewels and a following title introducing the subject matter. There is no explicit
structure to the content but it can be divided roughly into five sequential sections:

(1) Description of the phur bu ritual implement. This does not seem quite to correspond to the generally
standard form of the rounded head, upper knot, eight facetted shaft, lower knot and triangular blade.8
Nonetheless, many variations in phur bu designs are found, and the elements mentioned include features
important for the Phur pa traditions – the head knot, the three-sided blade. Consistent with Phur pa tantras,
the other Dunhuang manuscripts, and later commentaries and practice rites, maṇḍala deities are associated
with the specific parts of the phur bu. There may not be an exact equivalence for the figures mentioned here,
although the Myang 'das's Chapter 8 also mentions deities of the four families at lotus petals around each of
the four sides below the upper knot. The principle, however, is constant across our various sources – the
central Lord is meditated on usually within the upper (or occasionally the middle section), while the maṇḍala
deities are linked with features appropriate for their positions in the maṇḍala relative to each other, with the
lower status and protective deities found comparatively lower on the phur bu.

(2) The buddha body, speech and mind consecrations of the phur bu. This resembles the Guhyasamāja
traditions, and repeats the mantras for each as found in many of our Phur pa tantras and other sources.9

(3) Rituals for overcoming and liberating the obstacles. This is the longest section of the text. Its
opening line hints at the technique of consecrating through the five families, which we have found
elsewhere. In this meditation, the male and female deities, visualised at the fingers of the right and left
hands, unite as the hands close around the phur bu.10 The line here merely refers to the two hands as means
and wisdom, and placing the phur bu between them, but at the very least it is quite likely to conjure the
imagery of the male and female union serving to consecrate the phur bu. In a version of the rite found in the
Sa skya Phur chen, much is made of the productions of the union – miniature wrathful ones. In this case, the
line would appear to link the consecrations section above, which is presumably principally concerned with
consecrating the phur bu itself, and this section on activities carried out by messengers who are sent forth.

The four female messengers mentioned here would seem to be related to the four female door keepers
(sgo ma bzhi), who are said to guard the four doors of the maṇḍala palace in virtually all full Phur pa
practices.11 The first carries an iron hook, the second a noose, the third carries iron chains and the fourth

8 In Mayer and Cantwell 1994: 57, we pointed out that the description would fit if one were to assume a scribal error (if sor brgyad
was intended to read, zur brgyad). However, as we also mentioned in that article, there is no need to assume this; the text as it
reads makes perfectly coherent sense and is not incongruous with other Phur pa sources. Eight inches is one of the lengths given
as appropriate in sources such as the Myang 'das's Chapter 9 or the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 10.

9 See the discussion of this Chapter 5, p.81 above. It is worth noting that the versions of these mantras found in IOL Tib J 754 are
rather closer to the Guhyasamāja root text (including, for instance, the "tshin d(h)a tshin d(h)a" and "da ha da ha" components of
the body consecration mantra) than IOL Tib J 331 is. They also follow the same order (body, speech and mind), rather than the
order of mind, speech and body, which is found in IOL Tib J 331.III.

10 See the discussion of this in Chapter 5, p.75, 80-83 above.
11 Their positions in the maṇḍala, the symbolic implements they hold in their hands, and the names sometimes given to them which

derive from these implements, are in continuity with the door keepers of the maṇḍala of the influential early tantra of the Yoga
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carries a bell.12 The four activities visualised as enacted by the four female messengers here correspond
closely to those which are often associated with the four door keepers, and also with the set of the four ritual
implements concerned, which occur in this sequence in a number of ritual contexts. The main slight
difference is that the fourth activity is described as suppressing (mnan pa), while in the more usual set, the
wording generally indicates that the obstacles are driven mad, intoxicated, or paralyzed.13 However, there is
not complete consistency across all sources, and to a large extent the activity depends of the specific context.
For instance, in the Sa skya Phur chen cycle, the four door keepers are described in the context of the main
deity generation as engendering the unification of the visualised deity with its wisdom nature, by summoning
the jñānasattva, causing it to enter, binding and generating delight (in the union).14 Later in the same source,
in the context of praising and enjoining the maṇḍala deities, they are requested to summon the hostile forces
and obstacles, to bind their limbs, bind their sense organs, and smash them to dust.15 Clearly, our description
in this text is a close parallel which would be instantly recognisable to practitioners of later Phur pa practices.
The implication in the context of this rite is that the messengers force the hostile forces into an effigy as a
preliminary to the actual rite of striking the effigy with a phur bu.16

The next ritual section, then, begins with rolling the phur bu, a classic recurring image in Phur pa rites,
performed with the hands held above the effigy in front, before the effigy is actually stabbed with the phur
bu. Here again (see above), we find mention of the union of means and wisdom, a clear reference to the
joining and rubbing together of the hands around the phur bu. Just as in the Sa skya Phur chen example
discussed above, this ritual action brings about the production of wrathful emanations. We also have a
mention of "great compasssion", another immediately identifiable feature of the tradition of Phur pa rites,
where the liberating killing (sgrol ba) is always said to be necessarily motivated by compassion for the
beings afflicted by their severely negative defilements. The Mahāyāna stress on the linking of such
compassion with wisdom is once more reiterated in the connection between the compassion and the resulting
primordial wisdom light.

class, the Sarvatathāgatatattvasaṃgraha (Snellgrove 1987: 139–140). Their mantras are given in the rTsa ba'i dum bu (see the
text in Boord 2002: 84), and in the 'Bum nag and other Phur pa traditions, their positions are described (Boord 2002: 186; bDud
'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig Volume Da: 105; Sa skya Phur chen 21v–22r). One of their symbolic significances is that
they represent the four boundless states (tshad med bzhi), loving kindness, compassion, joy and equanimity (Boord 2002: 190;
bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig (Volume Da: 118).

12 It is also worth noting that the male Great Wrathful Ones positioned at the four doors of the maṇḍala of Avalokiteśvara described
in the text above, share three out of four of these implements. Yamāntaka (gShIn rje 'joms) carries an iron vajra hook; Mahābala
(sTobs po che) holds a noose, while Hayagrīva (rTa mgrIn) and Amṛtakuṇḍalī (bDud rtsI 'khyIl pa) respectively carry iron chains
and a sword. See also the ritual description in IOL Tib J 331.III (Ch. 6 above, p.112-113), where the activities and the
appropriate mudrās are listed but the particular messengers are not specified apart from the mention of, "innumerable goddesses
with iron-hooks" (lha mo lcags kyu can grangs myed pa, 7r-7v).

13 See, for instance Khenpo Namdrol 1999: 57. In the smad las section of the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri cycle (Volume Tha:
458), the fourth messenger with the bell is referred to as, "myos byed chen mo".

14 "mdun gyi ye shes ba sgo ma bzhis rang la dgugs gzhug bcings mnyes byas par bsam" (Sa skya Phur chen: 16v). The imagery is
largely common to numerous Mahāyoga practices, where the arrival of a deity may be visualised with the recitation of the seed
syllables, "jaḥ hūṃ baṃ hoḥ", with appropriate mudrās. The implements are specified in another Dunhuang manuscript, IOL Tib
J 332, which associates itself with the sGyu 'phrul drwa ba literature: "'dza huṃ pang ho zhes brjod pas/ /ma chags pa'i ting nge
'dzin las/ chags pa'i yid g.yos par bsams te/ /'dza lcags kyus ni bzung/ hūng zhags pas ni 'khril/ pam lcags sgrogs kyis bsdams/ /ho
dril bus dgyes par bskyod pas/ /byang chub kyi sems yum gyi mkha' la bab ste/ /'di skad ces brjod par bya'o/ (folio 3v.6–7, 4th
image in the IDP catalogue; there is a similar reference also on folio 8r.6–7).

15 "/mthar byed chen mo sgo ma bzhi/ /snying nas drongs shig lcags kyu ma/ /yan lag chings shig zhags pa ma/ /dbang po sdoms
shig lcags sgrogs ma/ /rdul du rlogs shig dril bu ma/" (Sa skya Phur chen: 42v).

16 This is precisely the context in the case of the four messengers described in the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri smad las
mentioned above, where the messengers' role in generating and summoning the object (dmigs bya bskyed 'gugs) preceeds the
main rite of liberating killing (sgrol chog dngos).
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As in IOL Tib J 331.III, the mantra for the destructive activities carried out by the wrathful emanations is
clearly a variant of a mantra from the Guhyasamāja's Chapter 14, used widely in Phur pa rites at the moment
of striking or stabbing with the phur bu.17

The following meditation is a further constant feature of the Phur pa tradition in virtually all its
expressions: the idea that the object for the rite of liberating killing can be divided into two aspects. The
body – or in some sources, the first four of the skandhas – is utterly destroyed, but the consciousness is to be
liberated. In the more elaborate rituals, there may be visualisations of the consciousness passing up through
the phur bu and transferred up to a buddha field where it is brought to enlightenment. In this case, the
meditation suggests a simple focus on realising the real nature of the mind.

The ritual is concluded with a contemplation on protecting the body through creating the boundaries of
the vajra enclosure. Generally, rituals for erecting the vajra boundary around the maṇḍala and expelling
obstacles are performed at the outset of the ritual practice, not only in the case of sādhanas focusing on
Vajrakīlaya, but also for other tantric cycles. In the case of major monastic practice sessions or individual
retreats, these boundary creation rites may be very elaborate and include various stages (see, for instance,
Cantwell 1989: 231–236). Some element of re-creation of the protective maṇḍala may, however, be present
during the re-arising of the deity in the final stages of a sādhana following the dissolution phase, after which
the sense of the continuing presence of the deity should be present in post-meditation activities. In this case,
one may meditate on one's body entirely covered by the protective vajra armour.18 More explicit focus on
the re-establishment of the protective maṇḍala in the closing sections is a feature of many secondary ritual
(smad las) expelling rites, and this may be interpreted as a precaution against the destructive ritual back-
firing on a practitioner with inadequate realisation.19 The mention of the protection of the body in Tib J 754
might seem suggestive of the dissolution phase meditation, but the employment of a mantra focusing on the
obstacles is more similar to the main rituals for constructing the maṇḍala boundaries and perhaps also with
the conclusion of smad las rites.

We have not found an equivalent for the mantra given here for suppressing obstacles. As we earlier
suggested (Mayer and Cantwell 1994: 61–2), it is possible that the rather unclearly written syllables, pra ban
tsa ka, might indicate a word deriving from the Sanskrit root, bhañj, which means to crush or defeat. The
Tattvasaṃgraha's Chapter 6 contains a similar mantra, for "all the Mothers".20

(4) Teaching on the four mahāmudrās (phyag rgya chen po bzhi). The final two sections of the text, on
the four mahāmudrās and the three purities, seem to be quite closely related to each other. Neither
correspond precisely with similar classifications found elsewhere in the Phur pa literature. In fact, despite
the fact that this portion of the text is written in the same hand and in the same handwriting style as the phur
bu ritual material above, it is quite possible – in the context, moreover, of a set of notes which are linked to
other rather separate instructions on tantric ritual written out before and after this text – that there is a change
of topic here. This might be indicated by the fact that this section begins after an ornamental punctuation
mark containing three vertically arranged circles, enclosed by two shad. The other ornamental punctuation
marks contain only two vertically arranged circles, suggesting that this marks a more significant break. The
four mahāmudrās as given here are body (sku), dharma (chos), samaya (dam tshig), and karma (las). They
represent a slight re-working of the classic Yoga tantra set of four mudrās, consisting of mahāmudrā,

17 See Chapter 5, p.84-85, Chapter 6, p.114-115, Chapter 7, p.144, Chapter 8, p.161, and Chapter 9, p.174-175 (and Mayer 2004:
156–160).

18 See the discussion on this in the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri cycle: bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri las byang, Volume Tha:
147, and bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig, Volume Da: 139. The Sa skya Phur chen is not dissimilar (77v).

19 See Cantwell 1989: REN 32–33. The smad las text of the Dudjom rDo rje Gro lod cycle notes that the vajra master should
suppress and repel any remaining [negative force], meditating on the protection maṇḍala, in order to cut off any trace of the
weapon ("mthar zor rjes gcod pa'i phyir srung 'khor bsgom la slob dpon gyis rting mnan ste ldog" Volume Ba: 310).

20 oṃ heruka vajrasamaya sarvaduṣṭasamayamudrāprabhañjaka hūṃ phaṭ. Thanks to Alexis Sanderson for this information.
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dharmamudrā, samayamudrā, and karmamudrā, with body mudrā taking the place of the first category, and
the term, mahāmudrā, being used as a description for the group as a whole. In Dudjom Rinpoche's
explanation of the four (Dudjom 1991: 356), the first is, in fact, referred to as the "body mahāmudrā" (sku
phyag chen), since the four mudrās are in turn associated with body, speech, mind and activities. In the list
in our text, the association of samayamudrā and the mind may not seem quite so obvious as the other mudrās
with body, speech and activities respectively. But as Dudjom makes clear, the realisation in this stage is
associated with discerning sameness (mnyam nyid), and it is quite likely that the unification of vajra and
lotus is here intended to indicate this mental realisation. In the later tradition, this set of four mudrās may
also occur with similar connotations in Mahāyoga contexts, although they do not seem at all prominent in
any Phur pa texts.21

(5) Teaching on the three purities (dag pa rnam gsum). Even more than the four mudrā classification,
sets of the three purities are variable in different Buddhist systems. In Mahāyāna contexts, they relate to the
emptiness of actor, the object of the action and the action itself. In tantric contexts, there is a clear
distinction between Kriyā and Mahāyoga understandings of the three purities. In Kriyā, there is a focus on
different aspects of the deity's purity, that of the deity and maṇḍala, that of the substances, and that of the
meditations (Dudjom 1991: Volume 1, 35, 295–6, 349; Volume 2, 119). Mahāyoga's different view,
emphasising the identity of the practitioner and the deity from the outset, uses the set of the three purities to
refer to the inherent purities of the inanimate and animate worlds, along with the purity of all components of
the mind continuum (Dudjom 1991: Volume 1, 275–6; Volume 2, 119). The interesting point is that the
presentation in this text is distinctive and seems to owe little or nothing to these standard formulations. As
noted above, it seems rather to add a further gloss on the lines before which deal with the four mahāmudrās.
It would appear that the first purity reiterates the first mahāmudrā, that the second purity corresponds with
the third mahāmudrā (the reference to "an attractive girl" meditated on as a goddess, might indicate the
practice of union [Tib. sbyor ba], the counterpart of sgrol ba), while the third purity corresponds with the
fourth mahāmudrā. There is, however, a resemblance to the transmitted Anuyoga system of the Three
Maṇḍalas (dkyil 'khor rnam pa gsum): the primordial maṇḍala of Samantabhadrī (ye ji bzhin pa'i dkyil 'khor),
the natural and spontaneously present maṇḍala of Samantabhadra (rang bzhin lhun grub kyi dkyil 'khor), and
their offspring, the fundamental maṇḍala of enlightened mind (rtsa ba byang chub kyi sems kyi dkyil 'khor)
(Dorje and Kapstein in Dudjom Rinpoche 1991 Volume 2: 115–116).

We have also not located any parallel to this specific comment on the three purities in the Phur pa
literature so far, although that need not mean that it is not found there. However, as noted above, it may be
that the Phur pa section of the manuscript was completed before the commencement of the discussion of the
four mahāmudrās. The threefold purity is not a classification which seems to occur frequently in Phur pa
texts: it receives no mention, for instance, in the influential 'Bum nag commentary. We find one reference to
the set in Chapter 17 of the Myang 'das, with no explanation, although from the context, the Mahāyoga
connotations may well be intended. There is far more interest in Phur pa texts in a concept of "complete
purity" or "complete purities" (rnam dag/ rnam par dag pa), which are an equivalent to the Mahāyoga set in
that the stress is on inherent purity, and equating aspects of the phenomenal world and one's own experience
with aspects of the deity and the maṇḍala.22 Undoubtedly, we have a similar intention in the presentation

21 The Myang 'das's Chapter 21 refers to, "four mahāmudrās", but this is only in the context of ritual activity, where they appear to
be associated with the actions of summoning, tying up, binding by samaya and bringing under control. There is a similar
mention of "four mudrās" in the rDo rje khros pa's Chapter 10, specifying that the sphere of the four mudrās is in summoning.
Other references to one or the other of the categories occur in some of the Phur pa practice texts, and on occasion, would seem
rather closer in meaning, although not presented as a set. For instance, we may find discussion of the deity's "body mudrā" which
clearly refers to meditating on oneself as the deity, or of the samaya mudrā, through which one may be consecrated in non-duality
(bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig, Volume Da: 113–119).

22 Chapter 16 of the Phur pa bcu gnyis concerns a list of complete purities, equating the complete purity of the skandhas with the
five Buddhas, of various limbs of the body with different deity forms, the negative emotions with the animal-headed emanations
and so forth. In very similar vein in the practice traditions, the rgyun khyer section of the Phur pa rGyud lugs consists almost
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here, especially in the case of the first two purities, on which the text's comment is clear that the practitioner
should generate a pure vision of themselves and of the consort. The two final sections, then, illustrate the
tantric context in which the Phur pa material is located here, but do not necessarily form part of the exegesis
of the Phur pa ritual itself.

The Text

Note on the handwriting. The style of writing is essentially dbu can, but with some features of dbu med.
For instance, the letters ta, ba, the tsa/tsha 'phru, a chung, ra, attached la and the zhabs kyu are generally
written in an dbu med style; while nga, nya, da, na, and ha are mid-way between an dbu can and dbu med
style. The letters da and ra frequently resemble each other, and occasionally, even na appears to be written
like the da.

Spelling conventions: there are some archaisms such as attached ya (eg dmyigs) and reversed gi gu
(which is used about half the time). In some cases, the main letter da is found where we would expect ta, eg.
brdags, gdogs. There is also some inconsistency in the spellings of Sanskrit mantras, and typically for a
Dunhuang tantric manuscript, we find departures from what became the conventional Tibetan spellings. For
instance, in this case, it is noticable that the element of the mantra indicating the deity is rendered as, kyi la
ya (rather than kī la ya or ki la ya).

(1)23 $//dkon mchog gsum24 phyag 'tshal lo/
[I] prostrate [to] the three Jewels!

/ki la25 ya 'I las 26 bya ba nI/
The performance of Kīlaya Ritual.

bdag (2) phyag rgya chen por gsal bar bsgoms de/
[Having] clearly meditated on oneself as the mahāmudrā and

/kI la ya 'I rgyud brdags27 (3) la mgo rgya mdud ma gdogs28 par bar/ /sor brgyad par bgyI/
studied the Kīlaya tantra, [the phur bu] is to be made eight inches [in length] up to and not including the
head knot.

/zur bzhi (4) rtse mo zur gsum/ gzhan zlum29 po/
[It should have] four sides [and] a three-sided blade, or otherwise [be] rounded.

entirely of a recitation which systematically goes through the components of the body and mental faculties, each revealed as
some aspect of the maṇḍala ('Jigs med gling pa, bDud 'joms bKa' ma, Volume Ja: 189–191). The bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri
commentary on the main recitation practice stresses the importance of recollection of complete purity/purities (rnam dag dran
pa), in the context of which a long discussion of the symbolic significance of the various features of the maṇḍala is introduced
(bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig, Volume Da: 113, 115–119). Here and elsewhere in Mahāyoga Generation Stage
visualisation practices (eg Khenpo Namdrol 1999: p.59–65), "recollection of complete purity" constitutes the third in a threefold
set of instructions, following "complete clarity" (rnam pa gsal ba) in the visualisation and "firm pride" (nga rgyal brtan pa) that
one is the deity.

23 The line numbers are given in brackets. The numbers given here begin with this text fragment, which is the second item on this
side of the scroll, commencing after a horizontal fold across the sheet.

24 the expected syllable la is omitted.
25 written underneath the line, with a dot above the line, presumably indicating insertion.
26 it is uncertain what letter has been deleted here, but it is possibly a dittographically written letter sa.
27 brdags = brtags?
28 gdogs = gtogs?
29 attached la is not very clearly formed, but the intention seems clear.
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/rgya mdud kyi steng du bdag gi lha gang30 (5) bsgom pa'I snying po/
Above the knot, the essence [syllable] meditated [on for] the Lord's temple,

/ngos bzhir rigs bzhi snyi ng31 po/
at the four sides, the essence [syllables for] the four families,

/zur bzhir yum (6) bzhi snying po/
at the four corners, the essence [syllables for] the four consorts,

/ma zur bzhi la lha mo bzhi snying po/
at the four lower corners, the essence [syllables for] the four goddesses,

/so sor dgod/
are to be established individually.

(7) kI la ya byin kyis rlabs pa'I phyir/
For the Kīlaya consecration,

skus byin kyis rlab pa'I snying pa'I//
the (buddha) body consecration essence [mantra is]:

(8) ōm tshin dha tshin dha da ha da ha ha na ha na/ tIb ta tsag kra hum phad/
ōṃ chindha chindha daha daha hana hana/ dīpta cakra hūṃ phaṭ.

gsung gis32 byin (9) kyis rlabI33 sngags dhri ōm bhur bu ba/
the [buddha] speech consecration essence [mantra is]: dhri ōm bhur bu ba (dhri/hrīḥ ōṃ bhūr bhuva).

thugs kyis byin kyis rlab pa'I sngags//
(10) ōm badzra ra tsa hung/
the [buddha] mind consecration essence [mantra is]: ōm badzra ra tsa hung (oṃ vajra rāja hūṃ).

snying po 'dI rnam lan nyI shu rtsa re re bzla/
These essence [mantras] are to be recited twenty times each.

/lag pa g.yas (11) nI thabs/ g.yon nI shes bar gnyis gyI bar du bcug la34 ste/
The right hand is means, the left is wisdom; [it] is put in between the two [of them], and

/gang la bya ba (12) la/
for whosoever is the [rite's] object,

lcags skyu 'I pho nyas bgyegs kyi snying po nas drangs te/ 'gugs thag (13)35 gcad par bsam/
think that the iron hook messenger drags [these] obstacles by the heart, and resolutely summons [them].

30 lha gang = lha khang?
31 letter deleted before final nga.
32 smudging over gi gu, but the original intention seems clear.
33 most likely an abbreviation for rlab pa'I, as in the phrases above and below.
34 la crossed through with a single stroke.
35 Here we continue after a horizontal crease across the sheet.
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/mngon gsum dang 'dra bar da36 dmyigs ste/ /zhags (14) pas bcing/
Focusing on [them] as though [they are] actually present, think that [they] will be bound by the noose,

lcag sgrog tu bcug/ dril bus na37mnan par bsam/
put in iron chains, and suppressed by the bell.

/de nas (15) kyi la ya dril ba'I tshe/
Then, at the time for rolling Kīlaya,

thabs dang shes rab zung du 'brel ba'I bar nas/ :/38

from between the means and wisdom conjoined,

(16) thugs rje chen po 'I dbang las/
through the force of great compassion,

/ye shes kyI 'od zer byung ste/
think that primordial wisdom light rays arise and

/s[p]rul39 (17) pa'I 'phro['(/l)]u40 sna tshogs su bsam/
radiate out varied miniature emanations.

/sngags la ōm gā gā ga ta yā/(18) sa rba du sh[ṭha]41 na phad//kyI la ya kyI la ya/ sa rba pa pam na
phad huṃ huṃ badzra (19) kI la yā/ ba dzra da ro ad nya pa yā tI [bhau]g42 43 tsi tāi44 ba dzra kI la ya
(20) huṃ huṃ phat phat ces brjod zlas ste/ gdab/
For the mantra, recite, "ōṃ gha gha ghātaya/ sarvaduṣṭān phaṭ/ /kīlaya kīlaya/ sarva pāpān phaṭ hūṃ hūṃ
vajrakīlaya/ vajradhara ājñāpayati bhag45 cittam vajrakīlaya hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ", and strike!

/khro bo 'i sprul pas lus (21) bgeg kyi lus drul46 phran bzhin bshigs/
By the wrathful one's emanations, the bodies of the obstacles are pulverised as though [reduced] to dust.

/sems rnam par thar (22) pa'I mchog gI snying po la bgod/
[Their] mind[s] are established47 in the essence of complete liberation.

36 letter da, appears to have been scribbled out (a probable dittography noticed by the scribe).
37 na crossed through with a single stroke.
38 here there is a kind of ornamental punctuation mark, consisting of two small vertically arranged circles followed by a shad.
39 the letter pa is a little smudged and unclear, but the shape seems consistent with sprul below.
40 it seems most likely that 'phro'u is intended; there is a light stroke apparently making the "'a" into "la", but it was probably a slip

of the pen.
41 attached ṭha is slightly uncertain, but the shape is consistent with the clearer instance of du shṭha below.
42 letter ba slightly smudged; there is a clearly written zhabs kyu but it appears to have been deleted with a single short stroke.
43 letter entirely scribbled out; it appears to be a dittographically written tsa.
44 gi gu clearly written, but it appears to have been deleted with a single stroke.
45 bhag = vak? There would seem to be an omission of kāya in front of "bhag". Some versions of this mantra elsewhere also add

"sarba bighnān" following ājñāpayati (see Chapter 8 Appendix below, p.162-163 and Mayer 2004: 157–160), although this is not
found in IOL Tib J 331.III (see above Ch. 6, p.115).

46 drul: quite probably, dul is intended, and what appears to be an attached ra may be intended as part of the zhabs kyu.
47 bgod could signify that their minds are allotted to liberation, but it seems more likely that bgod here is for dgod, especially since

it also occurs below, where dgod would be the expected verb.
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/rang bzhin rngos48 po las49 ci[ng?]50 yang (23) ma yin ba'I ngang du gyur par bsam/
Think that [they] are transferred into the state where there is nothing whatsoever of self-nature [or]
substance.

/de nas phyogs mtshams (24) rdo rje ra bas bcad do/ /lus bsrung/
Then, the vajra enclosure delineates the boundaries [in all] directions, protecting the body.

/bgegs ched51 gnan pa'I (25) sngags shi ri he ru kha ma ha badzra sa rba du shṭha pra bran tsa ka ha na ha
na (26) h[u]ṃn 52 phat ces zlas/
Recite the mantra for suppressing the great obstacles:53 "śrī heruka mahāvajra sarva duṣṭān prabhañjaka
hana hana hūṃ phaṭ".

/'dI 'dra ba'I las la/ bdag yid ches (27) par bgyi/ /:/54

One is to perform rituals like this with conviction.

ca phyag rgya ched po55 bzhi la/ /sku phyag rgya dang/
The four mahāmudrās are the [buddha] body mudrā,

chos gyi (28) phyag rgya dang/ dam tshIg gI phyag rgya dang/ las kyi phyag rgya 'o56//
the dharmamudrā, the samayamudrā, and the karmamudrā.

(29)57 sku 'I phyag rgya nI/ bdag nyid yi dam gI lhar gsal bar bsgom ba la bya (30) 'o/58

The [buddha] body mudrā is to meditate clearly on oneself as the yidam deity.

/chos kyI phyag rgya nI thugs kar zla ba'I steng du sngags gyi (31) 'bru bgod pa la bya 'o/
The dharmamudrā is to establish the mantra seed [syllables] above the moon [disc] in the [deity's] heart.

/dam tshig phyag rgya ni pad ma la rdo rje59 (32) gnas la pa60 pa la bya'o/
The samayamudrā is to make the vajra abide within the lotus.

48 rngos = dngos?
49 las inserted, written beneath line, with a cross just above the line to indicate its positioning after po.
50 a final nga appears to have been deleted with a single stroke.
51 ched = most probably, like in ched po, archaic for chen (see below). Just possibly, byed is intended.
52 the zhabs kyu is not clearly visible; haṃ is another possibility, but huṃ would be more appropriate. There is a small fold in the

paper here; it may be that the zhabs kyu has simply been obscured. Final na appears to have been deleted with a single stroke.
53 great obstacles: if bgegs ched = bgegs chen. Alternatively, "obstacle makers", if bgegs ched is for bgegs byed (see above).
54 here there is a kind of ornamental punctuation mark, consisting of three small vertically arranged circles with a shad before and

following.
55 ched po: archaic for chen po (Dan Martin, citing Kuijp (1986, 33) (Leonard van der Kuijp, Studies in the Life and Thought of

Mkhas-grub-rje IV: Mkhas-grub-rje on Regionalism and Dialects, Berliner Indologische Studien, vol. 2, 1986, pp. 23-50) and
examples). In this scroll, there is one instance also in the text fragment written above this one, and one in the commentarial text
written below.

56 There is a small ink blot in front of the letter 'o.
57 Here we continue on the sheet marked 82 in the IOL numbering system.
58 'o is slightly smudged and a little unclear.
59 je is rather poorly formed but the intention would seem clear.
60 la pa appears to have been deleted with single strokes through each letter. Presumably, this was a transposition then recognised

by the scribe.
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/las kyi phyag rgya nI spa ra na pat dang sang ha (33) ra na hum la bya 'i/:/61

The karmamudrā is to perform [emanation and reabsorption with], "spharaṇa phaṭ" and "saṃharaṇa
hūṃ".

dag pa rnam g sum62 ni63 bdag pa dang/ /gzhan (34) dag pa dang sprul pa64 pa dag pa 'o/
The three purities are the purity of oneself, of other, and of the emanations.

/bdag dag65 pa ni sku 'I phyag rgya (35) ched por66 bsgom ba la bya 'o
The purity of oneself is to meditate on the [buddha] body mahāmudrā.

gzhan dag pa nI sgeg mo dmyig gI yu[l?]67 (36) te/ mchod pa'I lha mo la bya 'o/
The purity of other is to make the attractive girl [who is] the meditation focus into an offering goddess.

/sprul pa dag pa ni/ de gnyis (37) kyI bar nas 'phro zhing 'du ba la bya 'o/ //
The purity of the emanations is to radiate out and reabsorb from between these two.

61 here there is a kind of ornamental punctuation mark, consisting of two small vertically arranged circles with a shad before and
following.

62 what appears to be a half-written letter ma in front of su is deleted with a single stroke.
63 ni inserted, written below the line, with a cross above the line indicating its position.
64 deleted pa slightly uncertain, but most probably a dittography noticed by the scribe.
65 dag inserted, written small below the line, with a cross above the line indicating its position.
66 Again, ched por, archaic for chen por (see above).
67 The final letter of the line is rather ill-formed and uncertain, but a final la seems most likely.



8 PELLIOT TIBÉTAIN 349: THE TEXT AND COMMENTS1

Introduction

Links between PT 349 and other sources
In 1978, R. A. Stein published an analysis of ancient texts concerning the kīla, including two of the

Dunhuang texts studied here (PT 44 and 349), as well as various materials from the later canonical
collections of the bKa' 'gyur, bsTan 'gyur and the NGB. Much of what Stein reported in that article (Stein
1978) remains valid three decades later; but inevitably, with the passage of time, some of his findings have
also become more debatable. What remains valid is his important identification of a strong connection
between the kīla materials and the Guhyasamāja tradition; and also the importance of the occurrence of the
shared identity of the forms Vajrakīla and Amṛtakuṇḍalin.2 We believe Stein's article was the first to remark
that Vajrakīla and Amṛtakuṇḍalin often and on significant occasions share a merged identity: while
Bischoff's 1956 study of the Mahābala-nāma-sūtra had showed in passing that Vajrakīla and Amṛtakuṇḍalin
occur as different deities in the same maṇḍalas, Bischoff had not yet encountered any evidence of the merged
identity these forms often share, a feature that took particular significance in the important Guhyasamāja
literature and its many derivatives.3 What have become more questionable however are some of Stein's
minutiae in historical and textual data.4

1 This chapter originated in a paper delivered on December 12, 2000 at the University of Hamburg's Institut für Kultur und
Geschichte Indiens und Tibets, at the kind invitation of Professor David P. Jackson, and an earlier version was published in
Mayer 2004. This text was one of those studied by Mayer's advanced reading group during his time as Visiting Professor at the
Humboldt University of Berlin, 1999–2001. Two students made contributions which we acknowledge here: Gudrun Melzer most
significantly by preparing the presentation of items 1 and 2 in the Appendix, by locating texts within the Sādhanamālā, and by
discovering the parallel text in the Piṇḍikṛtasādhanopāyikāvṛttiratnāvalī (see under Appendix section 2). Melzer also prepared
the initial transcription of the Tibetan text, a difficult task that she worked on with Kerstin Grothmann.

2 As mentioned above (Ch. 4, p.42 note 5), Stein moreover noticed that the textual references in PT 44 all relate to the Vidyottama
la 'bum sde.

3 As we have seen in relation to many of our Dunhuang sources also (see above Ch. 3, p.39), Vajrakīla in this context is generally
depicted as a deified stake, rather than a heruka who wields a stake as his main implement. The occurrences of
Amṛtakuṇḍalin/Vajrāmṛta merged with Vajrakīla in Guhyasamāja Chapter 13 (as given in the Dunhuang manuscript edition IOL
Tib J 438: 41v; see below Ch. 9, p.172-173) and also (if less specifically) in Chapter 14 (IOL Tib J 438: 54v.3 ff; see below Ch.
9, p.176) seem to have proven very influential, and are certainly the distant basis of the verses and mantra in the concluding lines
of the text PT 349 analysed here; although PT 349's concluding lines follow the specific arrangement as found in Nāgārjuna's
commentarial Pañcakrama rather than the root text of the Guhyasamāja itself. Not surprisingly, many important Guhyasamāja
commentarial texts such as Candrakīrti's Pradīpoddyotana and Nāgārjuna's Pañcakrama reaffirm the identity of the deity
described in Guhyasamāja Chapters 13 and 14 as Amṛtakuṇḍalin appearing as Vajrakīla, as do subcommentarial texts like
Muniśrībhadra's Pañcakramaṭippaṇi. Boord (2002: 26 ff) gives very useful citations from the Guhyasamāja literature of
Amṛtakuṇḍalin/Vajrāmṛta identified as Vajrakīla. Perhaps based on such materials, Boord's earlier work (Boord 1993: 6 and the
whole of Ch. 2) argued that Amṛtakuṇḍalin or Vajrāmṛta is in fact the main precursor of Vajrakīla. However, this would seem
rather an oversimplification. For a different and more broadly cultural and Indological (rather than narrowly Buddhological) view
of the precursors of Vajrakīla, see Mayer 1991.

4 For an example of what has become questionable, on p.437–8, Stein explains how in following a textual clue from Ratna gling
pa's rNying ma chos 'byung, he sought key verses in the two Kī la ya bcu gnyis texts found in volume Ha (29) of the NGB
(presumably, referring to the Rig 'dzin and gTing skyes editions then available to him), but could not find the verses in either of
those texts. He seemingly remained unaware that the Kī la ya bcu gnyis included in the core 18 Tantras section is not in the Rig
'dzin or gTing skyes volumes Ha at all – where two less prominent texts of that name occur – but in volume Dza (19) of the Rig
'dzin, gTing skyes and mTshams brag editions alike. Another statement of Stein's which now deserves a more nuanced
treatment: on page 428 Stein stated categorically that the Guhyasamāja was not translated into Tibetan before about 1000 C.E.,
yet the picture seems rather more complex and not altogether certain; it is possible that rNying ma traditions of earlier
translations are not to be so entirely discounted. See Ch. 9, p.166-168, for a discussion of the Dunhuang version of the
Guhyasamāja.
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Although apparently the first person to look at PT 349, Stein himself made no effort to present a
transcription of the Tibetan, nor did he present any translation. Rather, he limited himself to a very brief
summary comprising only nine lines in his own words of the basic gist as he saw it of the text. He also made
a few important observations such as pointing out its citation of materials found in Guhyasamāja
commentarial materials attributed to Nāgārjuna (Stein cites the Tibetan translation of the Piṇḍikṛtasādhana
from the Peking bsTan 'gyur vol. 61, no. 2661, p. 269; and de la Vallée Poussin's Sanskrit edition of the
Pañcakrama (1896, p.1–2.). These materials include the important mantra found in the root Guhyasamāja's
Ch.14 (IOL Tib J 438: 54r.5), with which PT 349 comes to its culmination.

Thus, one of Stein's useful contributions in his brief study of PT 349 was to point out the close relation
between some Guhyasamāja and Vajrakīla materials. Indeed, although Stein did not point this out, Chapter
14 of the Guhysamāja root tantra even has important text uttered by "the Blessed One, the Great Vajrakīla"
(bhagavān mahāvajrakīlaḥ, bcom ldan 'das rdo rje phur bu chen po),5 and this chapter in particular contains
a great deal of kīla ritual. This relationship has since also been commented on briefly in Mayer 1991 and at
greater length in Boord 1993 and 2002. The full relationship between these two Mahāyoga traditions is an
extremely complex issue which requires at the very least a full length monograph treatment; it is interesting
that as far back as the 11th century, a major criticism levelled against the rNying ma pa to which Rong zom
responded in his dKon mchog 'grel was that several topics, including phur pa consecration rites, were
improperly and suspiciously duplicated between the Guhyasamāja and rNying ma texts such as those of the
Māyā cycle (Wangchuk 2002: 270–271). Moreover, the textual transmission of the Guhyasamāja tradition
in Tibet gives signs of being quite complicated. Nevertheless, in this study, we consider some textual
evidence in the Dunhuang version of the root text (see below, Ch. 9), and here, in this chapter's appendix, we
add Gudrun Melzer's demonstration of some important textual parallels to passages of PT 349 that occur in
the Pañcakrama commentarial texts of the Guhyasamāja tradition attributed to Nāgārjuna, which Stein
clearly remarked but did not actually present to his public. Thus, Melzer presents the Sanskrit of de Vallée
Poussin's Piṇḍikramasādhana edition of 1896, with additional reference to Mimaki and Tomabechi's
facsimile edition of 1994; and from the Tibetan, she adds the sDe dge and Peking bsTan 'gyur versions of the
same. In fact, versions of the verses in question also occur elsewhere. Melzer found them in the
Piṇḍikṛtasādhanopāyikāvṛttiratnāvalī attributed to Ratnākaraśānti, although here in a discontinuous form
with word by word commentary interspersed (Peking bsTan 'gyur 2690, folios 297b–298b). Other parallels –
some more exact, some less exact, and some with particularly interesting continuities to PT 349 – also occur
in more recent Sa skya and rNying ma pa Phur pa texts of various genres: we give an example below of a
citation from the ritual text the Sa skya Phur Chen, and Boord (1993: 107) provides a translation (but does
not give the Tibetan) of a parallel passage from a Phur pa historical text by the 18th century Byang gter
author 'Phrin las bdud 'joms. We should add that we have also found further related passages in several NGB
Mahāyoga scriptural texts, for example, in the gZi ldan 'bar ba mtshams kyi rgyud, usually classified within
the Tantra sde bco brgyad section of Mahāyoga and dedicated to the Ten Wrathful Ones (daśakrodha, khro
bo bcu).6 In some of these NGB scriptures, we appear to find extremely interesting evidence of Pañcakrama
verses entering NGB canonical scriptures (compare Appendix sections 2 and 3 below); but it is not
altogether clear quite what such definitely existent but extremely complicated textual relationships amount
to. We cannot always be sure of the direction of movement of blocks of text, their ultimate sources, nor the
extent to which their meanings might have changed through minor amendments or re-contextualisation.
Elsewhere in the NGB, in the Phur pa phrin las skor section of Mahāyoga, there appear to be remixes of the
kīla verses found in the Pañcakrama that more closely follow some of the words found here in PT 349 (e.g.

5 "bcom ldan 'das rdo rje phur bu chen pos de skad bka' stsal to" (mTshams brag NGB Vol. Tsha: 864.1–2; sTog Palace bKa' 'gyur
Vol.96, Ca: 100.3–4). This particular name is not given in the Dunhuang version of the Guhyasamāja, where the equivalent
passage reads, "bcom ldan 'da's myos pa gnon pa'I rdo rjes skad bka' stsald to" (IOL Tib J 438: 55v.3).

6 This text occurs as the 6th text in the Rig 'dzin NGB in vol. Dza (folio 234 –253), in the gTing skyes NGB also in vol. Dza
(pages 516–561), in the mTshams brag NGB in volume Zha (pages 533.3–580.4), and in sDe dge vol Pha, folios 36–52.
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in chapter 16 of the Phur pa gsang chen rdo rje 'phreng ba'i rgyud;7 we include this example in Appendix
section 4 below). These parallels with the commentarial Pañcakrama verses bear interesting comparison
with the ritual striking sections of the other Dunhuang Phur pa texts we have presented above (see Ch. 6,
p.112-121 and Ch. 7, p.144-145), but in IOL Tib J 331.III and IOL Tib J 754, we do not find the lines
invoking the Phur pa deity, Dīptacakra, nor the reference to the Amṛta deity.

The Manuscript and the presentation of the text
The manuscript is a scroll, 27cm wide and 42cm long, which is damaged in parts. Some restoration work

has been done on it, although the lower extremity of the restoration paper itself appears to have been
imprinted with fragmentary letters from a different manuscript (presumably through contact while wet). The
scroll appears to have been made from thick light brown Tibetan paper. There is considerable damage to the
right-hand-side, and damage at a few points on the left. It was probably in poor condition before the
restoration. Despite this, the writing is mostly legible although there are many parts where the ink is so pale,
the reading is very uncertain, especially in the first part of the manuscript. From the end of line 17, it
appears that a much darker ink was used, so the letters are generally clearer from that point. Nothing is
written on the reverse side. As in the case of many of the Dunhuang manuscripts, the style of writing is in-
between dbu can and dbu med, but slightly closer to dbu med. There are a few instances (but not many) of
reversed gi gu, and other archaic features such as the use of the da drag, and the ya btags in myi etc.

Due to the damage, it has proven impossible to reconstruct the missing portions with any certitude. By
and large, we have resisted the temptation to attempt reconstruction except where the reconstruction is quite
uncontroversial. We have made some progress since our earlier article (Mayer 2004), thanks largely to Jean-
Luc Achard's help in consulting the original manuscript, but there remain parts where he too was unable to
be certain of the correct readings. Unreadable parts of the text are clearly marked in our transcription.

Our inability to read parts of the text of course in several places contributes to uncertainty in our
translation of connected readable portions. Like IOL Tib J 754 (see above, Ch. 7, p 137), this text with its
untidy layout and the poor quality of its writing, very much gives the appearance of a note or aide-mémoire
for personal use, rather than a carefully and neatly written scripture for communal use.

Tibetan Text in Transliteration

(1) $// // phur ba'i gtam rgyud ni/ /cho ga 'i rgyud [ni?] ki la ya [---] gnyis kyi [don dang?]
(2) tan tra sde gsum kyi mdo' btus nas/ /las rnam s[-]u [±2] gi cho ga 'i rgyud ni las cher b[t?][--]8

(3) la phur ba'i rtsis mgo rnam pa bzhi bstan te/ /phur bu'i no phyi ka dang phur ba'i bsam rgyud
(4) [-]/phur ba'i yon tan dang/ phur bu 'i grub pa'i rgyu dang / rnam pa bzhi 'o/ /de la phur bu 'i
(5) no phyi ka ni/ lha tib ta tsag kra khro bo chen po 'i sku mdog dmar/ / spyan gsum phyag
(6) [dru?]g pa/ /zhabs gcig rdo rje bu[g?]9 [rtse?] [±2]/ /khams kyi gnod sbyin [-]n10 po 'tshir
[zhing/(/zhig)]
(7) bdag dang gnyis su [myed pa?]r dbyings [gcig?] pa ni / no phyi ka 'o/ / bsam rgyud [n?]i [...]
(8) dbyings gcig pu las/ /lag pa g.yas kyi mthil tu/ ta las zla ba'i dkyil tu [sgyur?] /
(9) thabs kyi rang bzhin yin bas/ /khro bo chen po bcu/ g.yon kyi mthil du ma las/ /
(10) nyi ma 'i dkyil 'khor tu gyur te//shes [rab] kyi rang bzhin kyI rtags rtags yin bas
(11) khro bo chen mo bcur dmyigs pa la stsogs pa ni/ / [bsam?] rgyud [phu]r bu 'i yon tan
(12) nI/ /de ltar khyab pas tshe 'di la bgegs zhI ste/ /bsod nams kyi tshogs thob/ /[±2]

7 Rig 'dzin Vol. Sha folios 43–60; gTing skyes Vol. Sha: 93–128 ; mTshams brag vol. Ji folios 214–258 ; Taipei 5120 vol. 61
pages 316–322; sDe dge Vol. Zha folios 145–161.

8 The final letter(s) are totally unclear. Perhaps btang represents the best guess.
9 This is very unclear and not at all certain; bub/bubs might seem more appropriate.

10 Entirely unclear, but we might conjecture che, ie gnod sbyin chen po.
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(13) pha rol kyi mtho ris kyi gnas su phyin pas/ /ye shes kyi tshogs thob pas/ /bsod
(14) nams dang ye shes kyi tshogs rnam pa gnyis thob pas/ /yon tan/ /phur bu 'i grub
(15) rgyu ni de ltar byas nas/ /bgegs zhi ste/ yon bdag gi bsam ba grub/ /mtho [ris]
(16) kyI gnas thob/ /tshogs chen po gnyis kyang rdzogs/ /thabs dang shes rab kyi
(17) rang bzhin kyi las ma g.yos pas/ yon tan dang grub pa'i rgyu 'o / /phur bu 'di lag pa
(18) gnyis kyi bar du dril zhing gsor ba'i tshe/ /gnan bzlog gi phur bu'i rgyu ni/ / mtshon
(19) myI la babs pa'i lcags la bgyi'/ /rgya mdud kyi steng du he ru ka dgod/ /ngos bzhir phrin
(20) las kyi khyad bar dang sbyar te dgod/ /mgul zur brgyad la ma mo chen mo brgyad dgod/ /rtse mo la
(21) mu ka brgyad bgod nas/ /sna la bdag rang la gdab/ [-]'i bsam rgyud ni/ rgyu phun sum tshogs pa
(22) ste/ /lhar byin kyis brlabs nas grub pa gsol te/ /'dod pa'i khams man cad du gdab / bgegs
(23) la gdab pa'i thabs ni/ /rgyu kun lhar tshogs nas/ /lag pa'i bar du drild pas zhe sdang gi
(24) bsam ba myI skyed/ snyIng rje chen pos gzhi bzung/ /'od zer dang 'phro 'du byung bas// gang la bya
ba
(25) 'I gzugs la phog pas byang cub kyi sems skyes pas/ /zhi ba chen po 'i rang bzhin [tu?]
(26) gyur par bsams nas/ /phur bu bsgrags pa'I tshig bshad 'di brjod do/ khro bo rgyal po 'di dag
(27) gis/ /bgegs nI bkug nas rnam par gzhig/ /blo ldan rab du sbyor ba yis/ cho ga bzhin du
(28) phur bus gdab/ /rdo rje rgyal chen bdud rtsi po/ /rdo rje phur bu nyid gnas pas/ ud dpal sngon po
(29) 'i mdog 'dra ba/ /bgegs kyi tshogs la 'og du gzigs/ /lte ba man cad cha rnams ni rtse mo
(30) lta bur rnam par [... ]11 de 'i sngags snams12 sbyor bas yis/ / rdo rje phur nges btab na/ bgegs
(31) [lus?] shin tu myI g.yo 'o/ /ōṃ gha gha gha ta ya gha ta ya/ sa rwa tu shta ni phaṭ/ kī la ki la ya
(32) sa rba ba pham phaṭ/ / hūṃ hūṃ [ba?]dzra dha rod a [-] pa ya ti / [

Translation as a whole, without comments

(1) As for the Phur ba13 oral tradition, the Tantra ritual [tradition] [- -] [the meaning] of the two [- - -]
Kīlaya [...]
(2,3) extracted from the sūtras of the three sections of Tantra: regarding the tantra ritual of the [- - -] rites,
greatly [augmented?], four principal headings are taught for Phur ba: Phur bu's means for attainment (no
phyi ka = sādhanopāyikā), Phur ba's meditational tantra [tradition]
(4) [-] , Phur ba's qualities, and the material [object] for accomplishing Phur bu,14 four in number. From
these,
(5) regarding the Phur bu means for attainment: the deity Dīptacakra (lha tib ta tsag kra), the great
wrathful one, has a body colour of red; is three-eyed and [six]-armed;
(6) has a single lower limb (zhabs gcig) [of a] Vajra [downwards (pointing)?]15 [prong?][- -]; he crushes
the [great] yakṣas of the world; and
(7) onself being [non-dual] with the [single] expanse, this is the means for attainment. As for the
meditational tantra [tradition][......]:
(8) from out of the single [non dual] expanse, on the palm of the right hand, [visualise arising out of] the
syllable ta, a moon disc;
(9) since [they] are the nature of skilful means, the ten great wrathful male [deities arise upon it]. On the
left palm, from the [syllable] ma,
(10) arises a sun maṇḍala; since [they] are the symbol of the nature of wisdom,

11 Here, the writing is badly smudged and obscured.
12 rnams intended?
13 Note that the text is not consistent in its usage of terminology for Phur ba/ Phur bu etc. We have phur bu'i yon tan in line 12,

referring back to phur ba'i yon tan in line 4, but many Phur pa texts of later periods are also inconsistent in this respect (see
Chapter 1, p.5-6 note 14).

14 This might rather mean, "Phur bu [as a] basis for accomplishment," but given the explanation below, which relates to the ritual
with the material phur bu, this translation seems more appropriate here.

15 if bub/bubs is intended; bug – which seems to be the most likely reading – would mean, hole.
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(11) the ten great wrathful female [deities arise upon it]. Meditating on [these] and so forth, for the
Tantra [meditation tradition's] virtuous qualities of [Phur bu]:
(12) by spreading [the deities over one's hands] in this way, one's obstacles in this life will be pacified;
[thereby] the accumulations of merit can be attained [--]
(13) [so that] one passes on to an abode in the transcendent heavens [where] the accumulation of
primordial wisdom can [also] be attained;
(14) and thus the two accumulations of merit and primordial wisdom can both be attained: [hence these
are the] virtuous qualities. Regarding the material [object] for accomplishing Phur bu:
(15) having acted accordingly [as above], the obstacles are pacified, the patron's wishes will be
accomplished,
(16,17) heavenly abodes will be attained, and even the two great accumulations will be completed. Since
[the phur bu] does not depart from the very nature of skilful means and wisdom, [it is] the material basis
for qualities and accomplishment.
(18) When [one] rolls and brandishes the phur bu between one's two hands, [these are] the materials for
the suppressing and repelling phur bu:
(19) make it out of iron from a weapon [that has felled?] a man; above its knotted cords, establish Heruka;
on the four sides,
(20) establish those endowed with the [four] particular enlightened activities; on the eight facets of the
neck, establish the eight great māmos;
(21) having established the eight mukhas (mu ka brgyad) on its point, at the tip (sna la), [one] strikes
one's own self. For the meditational tantra [tradition] [-], since this is the Perfection of Material,
(22) consecrate it as the deity, request accomplishment, and [one will be able to] strike at [the whole]
Realm of Desire (kāmadhātu) below.
(23) As for the method of striking at the obstacles: the entire substance having been assembled as the
deit[ies], when rolling it between the hands, do not give rise to angry thoughts.
(24) With great compassion adhered to as the basis, through the arising of light-rays and [their] emanation
and reabsorption,
(25) the form of whoever [the rite's] object is struck, [and] by generating bodhicitta, imagine that they
become transformed into [their] nature of great peace.
(26) Then utter these verses of the Phur bu proclamation:
These wrathful kings
(27) summon and totally destroy the obstacles.
Those supremely endowed with good intellect
(28) Strike with the phur bu in accordance with the rite.
The great Vajra King, the Amṛta being,
Abides as the Vajra Phur bu itself,
(29) Blue in colour like an utpala,
Gazing down at the hosts of obstacles.
The parts below [his] navel
(30) are like a point, and utterly [.....].
If, endowed with his mantras,
One definitively strikes with Vajra Phur [bu],
(31) The [bodies?] of the obstacles will become entirely immobilised
ōṃ gha gha gha ta ya gha ta ya / sa rva du shta ni phaṭ // kī la ki la ya
(32) sa rva ba pham phaṭ// hūṃ hūṃ [ba]dzra dha rod a [-] pa ya ti [...

Translation with our comments

Translation of line 1-4
(1) As for the Phur ba oral tradition, the Tantra ritual [tradition] [- -] [the meaning] of the two [- - -]
Kīlaya [...]
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(2,3) extracted from the sūtras of the three sections of Tantra: regarding the tantra ritual of the [- - -] rites,
greatly [augmented?], four principal headings are taught for Phur ba: Phur bu's means for attainment (no
phyi ka = sādhanopāyikā), Phur ba's meditational tantra [tradition]
(4) [-] , Phur ba's qualities, and the material [object] for accomplishing Phur bu, four in number.

Comments on lines 1-4
Even if the beginning of the text is incomplete, rendering it almost untranslatable, we can at least with

some certainty interpret the term no phyi ka, which is one of the four topics or headings that structure the text
(phur ba'i rtsis mgo rnam pa bzhi). This term had puzzled Stein who remarked that he could not understand
it ("mot inconnu," 1978: 433 note 30), but with the recent progress in Dunhuang studies, this term is no
longer a puzzle.16 It is quite common within Dunhuang ritual texts, and seems to be a Tibetan vulgar Sanskrit
based on sādhanaupayika> naupayika> no p(h)yi ka, ie. it means, "methods for sādhana". Following Das's
dictionary (s.v. no pi ka), Hackin and other sources, we have found various citations of the term that support
this interpretation: IOL Tib J 553 (no pyi ka) and 554 (no pyi kā), (http://idp.bl.uk/; de la Vallée Poussin
1962: 171); Hackin (1924: 8 and 46 (no phyi ka); see also Bhattacharya, Sādhanamālā 209, 228, 240, 248,
which mention sādhanopāyikā,17 Edgerton (1970: 146), who cites Sādhanamālā 415.5, 449.17, 468.12, and
486.3 (all colophons); and Roerich 1976: 160, which refers to the bsTan 'gyur text, 'Jig rten snang byed zla
ba'i no pi ka.

It is also interesting that we have four categories. These do not quite correspond to the "four phur pas" or
"four phur bus", which became such an important aspect of Phur pa commentarial and practice traditions, but
they do have something in common with the set.18 The first has some implication of an understanding
relating to the ultimate wisdom, the second and/or third relate to meditative visualisation practices, including
the union of male and female deities, while the fourth relates to practice with the material phur bu. The
similarity may be entirely coincidental, but it perhaps highlights the point that some of the basic motifs in
Phur pa practices have remained constant.

Translation of lines 5–7
From these,
(5) regarding the Phur bu means for attainment: the deity Dīptacakra (lha tib ta tsag kra), the great
wrathful one, has a body colour of red; is three-eyed and [six]-armed;
(6) has a single lower limb (zhabs gcig) [of a] Vajra [downwards (pointing)?]19 [prong?][- -]; he crushes
the [great] yakṣas of the world; and
(7) onself being [non-dual] with the [single] expanse, this is the means for attainment.

Comments on lines 5–7
A question that arises here concerns the deity Dīptacakra, whose name appears on line 5. Here in PT 349

Dīptacakra is clearly male: lha tib ta tsag kra khro bo chen po. Moreover we find passages in a number of
other authoritative ancient sources that remix many of the words of PT 349, and which also affirm
Dīptacakra – at least in this context – as a male deity. Such passages occur in the Vajrakīlaya writings of the

16 Our analysis owes much to Matthew Kapstein, personal communuication, February 1, 2000.
17 Thanks to Gudrun Melzer for discovering these titles within the Sādhanamālā.
18 There are some variations in the four phur pa set. The 'Bum nag (and sources following the 'Bum nag), gives the rig pa ye shes,

the thugs rje sprul pa'i, gsang ba byang sems and mtshan ma rdzas kyi phur bu (bDud 'joms bKa' ma edition: 435ff and 467ff;
Boord 2002: 259ff, 282ff). A myes zhabs notes (142.4) tshad med snying rje'i as an alternative for thugs rje sprul pa'i, while
some sources, (eg. Khenpo Namdrol [45–7], Gyatrul Rinpoche [254–260]), reverse the ordering of the second and third of the
categories (see Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 37).

19 if bub/bubs is intended; bug – which seems to be the most likely reading – would mean, hole.
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early Sa skya pa master Grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147–1216);20 in an NGB Vajrakīlaya scripture called the
Phur pa gsang chen rdo rje 'phreng ba (for these passages, see the Appendix below); and also in the still
current major Sa skya pa Vajrakīlaya ritual, the Phur chen, with its commentaries (which we will discuss
shortly).21 Yet in much of the recent tradition, and especially in Western translation and study of Vajrakīlaya,
Dīptacakra is almost invariably taken exclusively to represent the Sanskrit name of the female deity whom
Tibetan sources call 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma.22 This 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma is the central Vajrakīlaya deity's
famous female consort of union (sbyor), a more common counterpart to Ekajaṭā who is his female consort of
killing (sgrol) – although whether these two are really separate consorts, or two aspects of the same consort,
is variable – sometimes they are described as two separate consorts, sometimes as two aspects of the same.
But it is noteworthy that while so many recent sources now give 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma the Sanskrit name
Dīptacakra, this usage is rare in Tibetan literature, where she is generally called only by her Tibetan name. In
traditional Tibetan sources, we can only recollect one instance of the explicit use of Dīptacakra in
descriptions or homages to 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma, and that in a set of aspirational verses to be recited
following the main practice text rather than in the principal sections of the practice.23 On the other hand,
there are several occasions when Ekajaṭā is identified as 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma, for example, in the Sa skya
literature; but here the tendency seems to be more a conflation of the two consorts.24

Nevertheless, there is at least one good justification for the usage of Dīptacakra – it comes from her
mantra, oṃ dīptacakra hana hana hūṃ phaṭ (see above Ch. 5, p.81).25 However, it in no way translates her
Tibetan name. The Tibetan name 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma means something like "She who seals with the
wheel[s]". But, as Kong sprul points out (following earlier commentarial tradition), the etymology of the
mantra is as follows: dīpta means blazing, cakra is a wheel, and hana hana is the exclamation strike! strike!;
so the whole mantra means "strike, strike with the blazing wheel!" He adds that it is because of the meaning
of this mantra that the yum appears holding a wheel of destruction in her right hand.26 Thus the literal

20 Indeed, as mentioned above (see Ch. 2, p.15 note 3), this work may in fact derive from Grags pa rgyal mtshan's father, Sa chen
Kun dga' snying po (1092–1158).

21 There is also a brief parallel in the Phur pa bcu gnyis's Chapter 20 (D Vol. Pa: 241r–v), which gives the invocation, followed by
two lines similar to IOL Tib J 331.III (8r) and then an instruction to recite the Vajra Claw or other mantra (dīpta tsakra phur pa'i
lha/ /khros pa'i mi bzad 'bar ba'i sku/ /ske nas lag g.yon bzung la bzlas/ /rdo rje tho bas g.yas pas brdeg/ /rdo rje sder mo 'am so so
yis/ /gsod pa'i sngags ni drag bzlas te/).

22 Many publications in English will opt for Sanskrit equivalent names for deities, and on this basis, Dīptacakra has been used, in
the same way that the Phur pa heruka deity is generally referred to in Western publications as Vajrakīlaya, a name which is both
a literal translation of Tibetan, rdo rje phur pa, and which is well-attested in Tibetan sources as an equivalent. For Dīptacakra
used as the Sanskrit equivalent for 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma, see for example, Mayer 1996: 174 and Mayer 1998: 293; or see
Boord 2002: 39 and Boord 2002: 316. See also the numerous unpublished works on Vajrakīlaya produced by various Western
Dharma organisations for their practitioners, for example, the impressively extensive and detailed works of the Vajravairocana
Translation Committee based in the USA to which half a dozen leading rNying ma pa lamas and mkhan pos contributed; or those
circulated among the Western Sa skya pa community, to which several major Sa skya pa lamas have contributed: in all of these,
Dīptacakra is ubiquitously used to indicate the female consort 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma. However, Boord 1993 temporarily
changed his usage from Dīptacakra to Tṛptacakra, without comment; we have not encountered the form Tṛptacakra in any
Tibetan sources. Boord 2002 reverted from Tṛptacakra back to the more usual Dīptacakra.

23 this is in the bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri las byang, Volume Tha: 149.3.
24 Compare the Sa skya Phur chen 16.4 ff where the usual Sa skya form of 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma is elaborately visualised, with

the Sa skya Phur chen 36b. – 37a where with no explanation this same visualisation is lengthily praised as Ekajaṭā; for a similar
passage, see also Grags pa rgyal mtshan p.184, f.373r. A myes zhabs offers no explanation in his great commentary (see below).

25 In Nyang ral's bDe bar gshegs pa thams cad kyi 'phrin las 'dus pa Phur pa rtsa ba'i rgyud, a variant of this mantra for generating
the yum is given, "oṃ dīptacakra ru lu ru lu bhyo" (mTshams brag NGB Volume Ya: 765.3).

26 See his famous commentary, dPal rdo rje phur pa rtsa ba'i rgyud kyi dum bu'i sgrel pa sNying po bsdud pa dpal chen pa'i zhal
lung zhes bya ba, p.101. The consort's appearance is described very similarly in rNying ma and Sa skya sources, but there are
variations in what she holds in her right hand. In rNying ma sources, she may hold a blue lotus (Ratna gling pa, in dPal chen kI
la ya'i chos skor phyogs bsgrigs Vol. 10: 390.4–5, 430.1), a trident (bDud 'joms gnam lcags spu gri las byang Volume Tha: 96;
Volume Da: 101), bell or other implement (eg. vajra, see Mag gsar 2003: 226). In Sa skya sources (as Kong sprul's discussion
makes clear), she is said to carry a radiant wheel (golden and twelve-spoked according to oral teachings by H.H. Sakya Trizin,
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Tibetan translation of Dīptacakra would be 'Khor lo 'bar ba, not 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma.27 Nonetheless,
although Western language publications may give a slightly misleading impression by systematically using
the name Dīptacakra purely for the consort, the consort's association with the Dīptacakra mantra, and the
integration of the name into other Sanskrit phrases for inviting her,28 do mean that the tradition does have an
established association between the name and the consort. But this is not the only application of the name
Dīptacakra in the traditional context.

We saw above (Ch.5, p.81 note 39) that the root Guhyasamāja's version of the Dīptacakra mantra (Ch.
14; IOL Tib J 438: 55r.1; mTshams brag NGB Volume Tsha: 862.6) anticipates its widespread use in the
Tibetan tradition of Vajrakīlaya, but unfortunately, the Guhyasamāja root tantra is not at all clear about what
(if any) the gender implications of the words dīptavajracakra might be – does this point to a male name, as
in the PT 349 example and similar verses found in oft-quoted traditional sources in relation to a deified
implement or sras mchog Phur pa deity, or to a female name, for the deity's consort? Or neither? Or both?
Unfortunately, the Guhyasamāja commentaries are not any more clear than the root tantra about the gender
implications of the words – from what we have seen so far, they only add to the uncertainty.29

But here in PT 349, it is clear that the name Dīptacakra refers not to the very well known female consort
deity of Vajrakīlaya, but to a wrathful male deified phur pa (khro bo chen po, khro bo rgyal po), a form
found in several Dunhuang texts, as we have seen (Ch. 3, p.39, Ch. 5, p.72-73, Ch.6, p.96-98), generally
considered the "Supreme Son" or sras mchog form of the Vajrakīlaya deity in Phur pa traditions, and
certainly seen as quintessentially male.

This application of the name Dīptacakra to a male deity with a phur bu shaped lower body also persists in
literature in regular contemporary use: the Phur chen sādhana, the major current practice of the Sa skya
Khon lugs phur pa tradition, has the following verse (starting on folio 24r line 6):

Cornwall 1989), or in some older sources (such as Grags pa rgyal mtshan's edition of his father Sa chen Kun dga' snying po's
work, 360r–v), a curved knife or bell (see also A myes zhabs 291.4–5).

27 In fact, there is an occurrence of a mantra with the dīptacakra hana hana hūṃ phaṭ element in it in the Myang 'das's Chapter 20
(Cantwell and Mayer 2007: 206), which from the context would seem to relate to the build-up of the maṇḍala's foundations rather
than to the arising of the deity and consort. The mantra is followed by the line, "oṃ, the blazing maṇḍala (of) the dark blue
triangle" (oṃ gru gsum mthing nag 'bar ba'i dkyil 'khor) [our italics].

28 In the Sa skya Phur chen (28r.2–4), she is addressed as, 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma, but the following invitation mantra uses the
name Dīptacakra (oṃ dīpta tsakra sa ma dzaḥ).

29 There are a great many commentaries – around a dozen bsTan 'gyur volumes are dedicated to Guhyasamāja commentaries!
Chintaharan Chakravarti's edition of the Sanskrit manuscript of Candrakīrti's Guhyasamājatantrapradīpodyotanaṭīkā from the
Rahul Collection does clearly interpret dīptavajracakra as referring to a female (page 159, paragraph 3: omityādiko niranto
mantraḥ | chinda chinda sādhyakāyam | hana hana kāyabalam | daha daha kāya[m] | dīptavajraṃ ca cakraṃ ca yasyā
dīptavajracakretyāmantraṇam | hūṃ phaḍiti codanam). Boord translates this very nicely, but accepts it without further question
(Boord 2002: 39). However, J.S. Jha points out in his introduction that the Rahul Collection text appears to comment on a
Guhyasamāja root text that has a number of readings not found in other Guhyasamāja editions – so further research of Sanskrit
sources is probably called for. Meanwhile, the Tibetan translation of this famous commentary by Candrakīrti as witnessed in the
Peking and Golden bsTan 'gyurs (Peking 2650, Vol. Sa f.155b; Kinsha rGyud 'grel vol Sa, 201) does not specify a female at all
(oṃ zhes bya ba la sogs pa ni sngags te/ ming mtha' med ces bya'o/ /tshinda tshinda zhes bya ba ni/ bsgrub par bya ba'i lus chod
cig pa'o/ /ha na ha na zhes bya ba ni lus kyi stobs choms shig pa'o/ /da ha da ha zhes pa ni lus bsregs shig pa'o/ /dīpta badzra
cakra zhes bya ba ni rdo rje dang 'khor lo 'bar ba can gang yin pa la/ 'bar ba'i rdo rje 'khor lo can zhes bod pa'o/ /hūṃ phaṭ ces
pa ni bskul ba'o/). Another Guhyasamāja commentarial text from the Peking bsTan 'gyur (Vol. Sha, 243b–244a) which is
attributed to Nāgārjuna, the Śrīguhyasamājatantrasyatantraṭīkānāma or dPal gsang ba 'dus pa'i rgyud kyi rgyud 'grel pa, also
comments on this Guhyasamāja verse in such a way as to leave gender unspecified: oṃ ni rnam par snang mdzad do/ /tshinda
zhes pa ni chod ces ston to/ /ha na zhes pa ni bsgrub bya'i lus sod cig ces par ston to/ /dīpta badzra zhes pa ni rdo rje 'bar ba ste/
/bod pa'i tshig go /hūṃ dang phaṭ ni khros pa la'o/. Clearly, a more thorough examination of both Sanskrit and Tibetan sources
would be necessary before arriving at a clear decision about Dīptacakra's gender in Guhyasamāja commentarial literature.
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tīpta ca kra phur pa'i lha/ mthing nag gcer bu ral pa can/ sku stod khro bo chen po la/ zhal gsum phyag
kyang drug pa ste/ dbu la rigs lnga'i sangs rgyas rdzogs/ lte ba man chad sku yi cha/ utpal sngon po'i
'dab 'dra ba/ 'bar ba'i phreng ba 'khrigs pa'i 'od/ lcags kyi phur pa zur gsum pa/ drag por gyur ba'i phur
pa ste/ btab na lha yang brlag par 'gyur/ gnod byed bgegs la smos ci dgos/

"Dīptacakra, Phur pa deity, / Dark blue and naked, with matted hair, [Your] upper body is a great male
wrathful one./ With three heads and six arms,/ [Your] heads are perfected by the Buddhas of the Five
families./ The part of your body which is below the middle/ Is like the petals of a blue lotus./ With light
amassing in a blazing garland/ [Around] the three-sided iron phur pa,/ This is the phur pa [which has]
become destructive! If it were to strike, even the gods would be destroyed, / What need is there to speak
of the harmful forces and obstacles?"

The great 17th century Sa skya savant 'Jam mgon A myes zhabs wrote the definitive commentary on the
Sa skya Phur chen, and his analysis of the words tīpta ca kra phur pa'i lha etc. as cited above are quite clear.
He says that: they refer to the material kīla held in one's hands, which is visualised as the "Supreme Son"
kīla; that this is a male Kīlaya deity; and that the Tibetan meaning of his name is 'khor lo 'bar ba.30 We can
see that the words 'khor lo 'bar ba follow the literal translation of dīptacakra that we find in much bsTan
'gyur commentary on Guhyasamāja Ch.14, and also in Tibetan commentarial explanations of the meanings
of the Sanskrit mantra of Vajrakīlaya's female consort – but which is rarely used as her actual name in
Tibetan sources, which instead usually call her 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma.

Note also that some of the lines here from the Phur chen are parallel to the Guhyasamāja commentarial
materials presented in the appendix given below: / utpal sngon po'i 'dab 'dra ba/ 'bar ba'i phreng ba 'khrigs
pa'i 'od, and also sku stod khro bo chen po la/ zhal gsum phyag kyang drug pa ste/; also lte ba man chad sku
yi cha. In addition, the above verses are close to the verses from Grags pa rgyal mtshan and from the NGB's
Phur pa gsang chen rdo rje 'phreng ba'i rgyud that we cite in the Appendix below, where we again find a
male Dīptacakra – although there following PT 349 in giving the deity's colour as red rather than blue. The
verses describing a "Son" form for the nirmāṇakāya consecration in IOL Tib J 331.III (3r, see above, Ch. 6,
p.96-98) are also similar, although there is not such an obvious parallel. In fact, these verses or various
remixes of them are quite widespread in Vajrakīlaya literature in general.31

Given that 'Khor lo rgyas 'debs ma's mantra contains the element dīptacakra, and the sheer depth of
opinion that calls her Dīptacakra, this raises the issue of the double application of the name Dīptacakra to
Vajrakīlaya's Supreme Son and to his consort of union alike. While some Indological scholars might argue
that such name and gender ambiguities are unremarkable from their point of view, our impression is that they

30 dīpta tsa kra phur pa'i lha ces sogs brjod/ de dagi don ni/ dīpta tsa kra zhes pas ni lag na yod pa'i sras mchog de nyid gsal btab
pa yin la/ 'o na 'di badzra kī la ya yin pa la/ dīpta tsa kra ste 'khor lo 'bar ba zhes brjod pa. (A myes zhabs 1973: 347).

31 For example, Martin Boord (1993: 107) has presented a translation of the verses as found in the 18th century Byang gter author
Phrin las bdud 'jom's Byang gter phur pa'i dbang gi lo rgyus legs par bshad pa nor bu'i do shal. However, perhaps misled by the
common current usage of the name Dīptacakra purely for the consort (or perhaps following an uncited oral explanation?), Boord
appears to introduce the word 'and' conjecturally into his text, to get around what he quite understandably (but perhaps
mistakenly in this case) sees as the anomaly of the name Dīptacakra being applied to the quintessentially male kīla deity. In this
way, Boord tries to attribute the name Dīptacakra to the female consort instead. Hence, he gives us a yum-yab interpretation: "Oh
Tṛptacakra [and] the Kīla god, dark blue in colour, naked, with long dishevelled hair...". Probably, Boord should have more
simply written: "Oh Dīptacakra, Kīla god, dark blue in colour, naked, with long dishevelled hair...". thus accepting the
transmitted textual evidence of Dīptacakra applying to a single male deity. Boord (1993: 108, note 398) seems to say that Phrin
las bdud 'joms took his text from the 17th century bKa' brgyud pa author gTsang mkhan chen 'Jam dbyangs dpal ldan rgya
mtsho's rDo rje phur pa'i chos byung, but we are not sure if this is what he means. Nevertheless, it is clear that the author
(whether Phrin las bdud 'joms or gTsang mkhan chen) associates these verses with the famous Pharping narrative, which we find
in PT 44 and throughout subsequent Phur pa histories (see above p. 45-47): hence the author has Padmasambhava utter a version
of these verses in the Asura cave at Pharping in order to tame the various troublesome godesses there (he lists them as Sho na,
bDag nyid chen mo, and bSe mo).
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are sufficiently rare in rNying ma pa literature – at least for deities with such prominent and clearly defined
personalities as these – to pose an interesting question. If this is (as seems likely) more than simply a
modernist confusion prompted by the Sanskritising impulse of Western scholarship, then was the ambiguity
originally "planned", a doctrinal and ritual development that was deliberate from its outset? After all, there
are few Indian tantric traditions more minutely analysed than the Guhyasamāja, and few Tibetan tantric
traditions more commented upon than Vajrakīlaya. Or was it a possibly anachronistic anomaly arising from
the gradual emergence of Vajrakīlaya and his maṇḍala out of the conceptual vagueness of the pantheonic
margins – where identity and gender is more often ill-defined – into the minutely scrutinised limelight of
pantheonic centrality – where identity and gender is usually more clearly defined? Or did it originally arise
from the confusion of a faulty scribal transmission that was later rationalised, or from some other kind of
interpretational confusion between mantras and names? Or was it a result of alternative interpretations of the
verse in Guhyasamājatantra Chapter 14 and its commentaries?

Not without important reservations, one can also consider an additional perspective: the "Supreme Son"
can be functionally very close to some aspects of the consort's role. Both can represent Vajrakīlaya's practical
apotropaic activities of summmoning and liberating obstacles (which typically make use of a further minor
pantheon of more marginal deities). To use rNying ma pa terminology, the Supreme Son and the consort
alike (along with other more marginal often female Vajrakīlaya maṇḍala deities such as the dog-headed
goddess Śvāna32) can be especially important in the smad las, the "subsidiary rites" of eliminating
obstacles.33 Could this functional closeness of the male nirmāṇakāya form to the more marginal female
deities of activity and his consequent co-habiting of various subsidiary maṇḍalas with them contribute to
occasional name or gender ambiguity? But a serious problem with this analysis is that it is the consort of
liberation (sgrol), Ekajaṭā, who fits this scenario, rather than the consort of union (sbyor), Khor lo rgyas 'debs
ma.

Nevertheless, gender and name ambiguity is certainly not so rare among the more marginal deities of the
Vajrakīlaya maṇḍala: one can point out that the twenty attendants of the Ten Wrathful Deities (two for each)
may be described as all female, but generally are presented as ten males and ten females;34 likewise Śvāna
can also sometimes (but comparatively rarely) have male counterparts,35 and the descriptions of the other

32 Her Sanskrit name is variously rendered as Śvānamukhī, Śvanmukhā, Śvāna, or Śvana and her Tibetan name as Sho na or Shwa
na. She is the most famous of the Vajrakīlaya protectresses, whose place in the Vajrakīlaya maṇḍala traditionally goes back to
her being tamed by Padmasambhava at Pharping (see Ch. 4 above, p.45-47).

33 Evidence for this can be found in the Phur pa bcu gnyis, where Ch. 9 is devoted entirely to the Supreme Son. Here the Supreme
Son is envisaged as having his home in the maṇḍala of the secret consort, 'encircled by a blazing radiance of fire,' (perhaps an
allusion to Dīptacakra as a female, perhaps an attribute of himself), where he co-habits with relatively marginal and mainly
female 'subsidiary rite' deities of killing and liberating and the largely female Vajrakīlaya protectors such as Śvāna and Remati.

34 The Phur pa rtsa ba'i dum bu refers to them all in turn as "sprul pa'i lha mo phra men ma", but the 'Bum nag (bDud 'joms bKa'
ma edition: 339.1 and 340–342; Boord 2002: 187–188) is explicit in identifying each pair as a male associated with the male
wrathful deity concerned and a female associated with the female wrathful deity, and many sources, both rNying ma and Sa skya
(see A myes zhabs: 308), provide a similar interpretation. The Dunhuang Thabs kyi zhags pa commentary (IOL Tib J 321) also
presents the ten attendants classified as male in transmitted sources as proceeding from the maṇḍala of male Wrathful Ones
(f.53v), and those classified as female as proceeding from the female Wrathful Ones' maṇḍala (f.54v), described in Chapters 12
and 13 respectively. However, despite the 'Bum nag's own exegesis, Boord (2002: xxi) indicates that its historical account
(Boord 2002: 209) seems to identify the emanations as female. Moreover, he adds that the Northern Treasure (Byang gter) Phur
pa texts uphold this understanding.

35 The gter ma of mChog gyur gling pa (mChog gling gter sar) have both male and female Śvāna deities: for example, the Zab
bdun mchog zab yang dag gi shwa na chen po'i zlog pa'i phrin las bcol ba (Volume 17, pp. 559–569) has the passage: yab gcig
shwa na mu kha che/ mthu chen bdud rgyal rnams kyi gshed../ khyod kyi yum gcig shwa na ma/ mkha la 'khor 'das thams cad
rdzogs/ (p. 562). Thanks to Andreas Doctor for these texts. Note however that in the Shwa na dkar nag gi rgyud of the NGB (sDe
dge Zha f. 260; mTshams brag Ji p.1096; gTing skyes Sha p.493; Nubri Sa f.65 gong; Rig 'dzin Sha f.222), which is the only
Tantra specifically for Śvāna deities with which we are currently familiar, only female forms of Śvāna are ever explicitly
mentioned (although it is also just conceivable that male ones might also be very vaguely implied, especially with a liberal
helping of creative exegesis; at least they are not explicitly precluded).
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Vajrakīlaya protectors can also vary quite a lot. We can conclude that what might be surprising about the
gender and name ambiguity of Dīptacakra is not so much the ambiguity as such, but its existence between
such famous and well-defined deities as Vajrakīlaya's main consort and his "Supreme Son".

Translation of lines 8 to 11
As for the meditational tantra [tradition][......]:
(8) from out of the single [non dual] expanse, on the palm of the right hand, [visualise arising out of] the
syllable ta, a moon disc;
(9) since [they] are the nature of skilful means, the ten great wrathful male [deities arise upon it]. On the
left palm, from the [syllable] ma,
(10) arises a sun maṇḍala; since [they] are the symbol of the nature of wisdom,
(11) the ten great wrathful female [deities arise upon it].

Comments on lines 8 to 11
Line 8:
Here we have a short version of the consecration ritual found in IOL Tib J 331.III and many other texts

(see above Ch.5 and 6, p.75, 102-106), in which the deities arise on the hands. The text's reading of "ta" for
the seed syllable generating the moon is in agreement with IOL Tib J 331.III (4v.1), and the parallel passage
in the 'Phrin las phun sum tshogs pa'i rgyud (mTshams brag NGB Volume Chi, 1034.7) gives, "ṭa". Other
sources, however, including PT 44 (see above, Ch. 4, p.55, 66) give the syllable "a",36 and texts from the
commentarial and practice traditions seem also to give the syllable, "a", for the moon.37 Yet presumably,
"ta" is not an error, or if it is an error, it is a shared transmitted error, since we witness it in another
Dunhuang source, and its persistence (or at least the persistence of the syllable, "ṭa") in a NGB text.

Lines 9 and 10:
The ten wrathful ones (khro bo bcu) and their consorts are very important in the Vajrakīlaya traditions

and of course occur throughout many other Vajrayāna texts in addition. In this version of this rite, the ten
wrathful deities and their consorts are mentioned as arising directly, presumably upon the visualised sun and
moon on the palms of the hands. In other versions of the rite (see above Ch.5 and 6, p.75, 102-106), it is the
five buddha family male and female deities who arise and unite, after which further emanations are
produced. Here, the process would seem less gradual, and there is no mention of the elaborate hand gestures
or mudrā, although these may be implied. As noted above in relation to PT 44 and IOL Tib J 331.III (see
Ch.4, p.55, Ch.5, p.82-83), PT 349 shares with PT 44 a reversal of the positioning of the sun and moon, here
indicating also a reversal of the gender associations found in most sources, the sun linked with female
wisdom, and the moon with male skilful means. As so often with symbolic imagery, it seems that the
specific connotations are less crucial than the relationship of opposition and unification between the two
components.

Translation of lines 11–14
Meditating on [these] and so forth, for the Tantra [meditation tradition's] virtuous qualities of [Phur bu]:
(12) by spreading [the deities over one's hands] in this way, one's obstacles in this life will be pacified;
[thereby] the accumulations of merit can be attained [--]
(13) [so that] one passes on to an abode in the transcendent heavens [where] the accumulation of
primordial wisdom can [also] be attained;
(14) and thus the two accumulations of merit and primordial wisdom can both be attained: [hence these
are the] virtuous qualities.

36 Some parallel texts, such as the NGB's Myang 'das Ch.9 (see above, Appendix to Ch. 6, p.128) do not give a syllable for
generating the sun and moon at all; it only mentions the syllables, hūṃ and āḥ (or a), which arise above the generated sun and
moon (IOL Tib J 331.III gives both sets of syllables). PT 44 only gives the sun and moon syllables, not any arising upon them.

37 For instance, the 'Bum nag, Mag gsar 2003, the Sa skya Phur chen (see Ch. 5, above, p.82-83).
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Comments on lines 11–14
Here we find a rationale for the apotropaic aspects of the Vajrakīlaya rites: specifically aimed at removing

this-worldly obstacles, they only do so in order to enable spiritual practice, as the first stage of a gradualist
spiritual program. This kind of rationale is also found in hagiographic materials about early Vajrakīlaya
practitioners: see for example the story of gNyags Jñānakumāra as contained in the bDud 'joms chos 'byung
(Dudjom 1991: 601–605). The reference to the rebirth in a pure realm is noteworthy: in most Vajrakīlaya
literature this is a virtue enjoyed by practioners of Vajrakīlaya and their "liberated" victims alike. IOL Tib J
331.III makes this connection clear in its title, Zhi ba'i mchog 'pho ba'i 'phrin las bsdus pa'o – where 'phrin
las refers to the Phur pa ritual, and 'pho ba to the yogic transference of consciousness to the pure realm (see
above, Chapter 1, p.9).

Translation of lines 14–22
Regarding the material [object] for accomplishing Phur bu:
(15) having acted accordingly [as above], the obstacles are pacified, the patron's wishes will be
accomplished,
(16,17) heavenly abodes will be attained, and even the two great accumulations will be completed. Since
[the phur bu] does not depart from the very nature of skilful means and wisdom, [it is] the material basis
for qualities and accomplishment.
(18) When [one] rolls and brandishes the phur bu between one's two hands, [these are] the materials for
the suppressing and repelling phur bu:
(19) make it out of iron from a weapon [that has felled?] a man; above its knotted cords, establish Heruka;
on the four sides,
(20) establish those endowed with the [four] particular enlightened activities; on the eight facets of the
neck, establish the eight great māmos;
(21) having established the eight mukhas (mu ka brgyad) on its point, at the tip (sna la), [one] strikes
one's own self. For the meditational tantra [tradition] [-], since this is the perfection of material,
(22) consecrate it as the deity, request accomplishment, and [one will be able to] strike at [the whole]
Realm of Desire (kāmadhātu) below.

Comments on lines 14–22
Lines 14–17:
This reiterates much of the above, but although the text is too terse to be certain, it would seem most

likely that these comments are now opening a section on the features and application of the material phur bu
which has been consecrated by the above ritual meditations. It may be, however, that our translation of
"rgyu" as "material [object]" or "material basis" is mistaken,38 and the intended meaning is simply, "the
basis". The statement concerning skilful means and wisdom seems to allude back to the earlier meditation
on the sun, moon and wrathful deities arising on the two hands, and presumably consecrating the phur bu
itself, as we find spelt out more explicitly in our other sources such as IOL Tib J 331.III. It may rather be
that the implied object(s) embodying means and wisdom is/are the deities themselves, but reading the line as
referring to the consecrated phur bu would seem to fit most comfortably with the following discussion of the
material implement.

Lines 18–22:
This next section clearly has much in common with IOL Tib J 331.III's perfection of form, indeed, the

term for perfection (phun sum tshogs pa) is the same in both cases, but here we have rgyu in place of gzugs
for the substance. Again, we have reference to appropriate materials and the way in which the phur bu
should be fashioned. The text here in PT 349 is slightly obscure (mtshon myi la babs pa'i lcags), but it seems
a possible conjecture that the material is meant to be iron from a weapon that has actually struck, and

38 It does, however, fit with the clear sense of "rgyu" as material in lines 18 and 21.
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perhaps killed, a person. This would appear to be in keeping with the interlineal notes of IOL Tib J 331.III
and NGB Phur pa sources (see above, Ch. 6, p.92-93).

Although there is only a short description of the kīla shape here, nevertheless, at the very least we have
the knotted cords, the four-square base, and an eight-facetted shaft, features that make unmistakable
reference to the yūpa or Indian sacrificial stake (Mayer 1991; see Ch.2 above p.16).

The establishment of deities on the different parts of the kīla is ubiquitous in all Phur pa literature (see
also Ch. 4, p.54), but the details of which deity is put where seems to vary from text to text and sādhana
tradition to sādhana tradition, which is perhaps understandable in that the different Vajrakīlaya maṇḍalas are
populated by slightly different arrangements of deities. Nevertheless the placement of Heruka in his "palace"
above the knotted cords (as here also) does seem to be a constant. The deities of the four enlightened
activities will probably be those of the standard list of peaceful, increasing, powerful and wrathful activities;
they may correspond to the well-known four goddesses with iron hook, noose, iron chain and bell, who
summon and bind (see Ch. 7, p.138-139). Mention is made here of the eight mu ka; possibly a popular
Sanskritism (mukha = face or head), referring to the famous animal-headed goddesses as found in many
Vajrakīlaya texts all of whose names end in -mukha; for example, eight occur in Chapter 7 of the Phur pa
bcu gnyis, in the context of the definitive arrangement of the central Vajrakīlaya maṇḍala.

More problematic is the culmination of this section, sna la bdag rang la gdab//. In Old Tibetan, sna la
can be equivalent to sne mo la,39 in this case almost certainly referring to the tip of the phur bu. Presumably,
the implication is that one is using the phur bu's tip, but it is not entirely clear what striking oneself indicates
in this instance. There are two main possibilities; first, that the phur bu, visualised as embodying the
maṇḍala of deities (as described), is touched to one's own body, and thus, one is similarly consecrated and
accomplishment follows. This would fit the context here very well. There are important ritual occasions in
both rNying ma and Sa skya rites for such touching of the body places with the phur bu. For instance, the
bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri commentary describes how one should imbibe the substances of
accomplishment at the end of a retreat, and this includes touching the main ritual phur bu (referred to as the
"practice support") to one's three body places.40 The extensive Sa skya version of the phur bu consecration
rite culminates in the freshly empowered kīla solemnly touched (not struck) to the five places and three doors
(i.e. the crown of the head and the four sides of the head, along with the forehead, throat and heart).41 The
second possibility is that the reference here relates to a more general soteriological point of view, from which
the ultimate function of the phur pa is to enable one to strike at the delusion, desire and aggression within

39 bTsan lha ngag dbang tshul khrims (1997: 423) supplies an example of emanations at the tips of light rays: "bka' chems ka khol
ma las/ 'od zer re re'i sna la 'jig rten gyi khams re re chags par sprul/ zhes pa lta bu'o/

40 "Touching the practice support [phur bu] to (one's own) three places, and enjoying the substances of the siddhi, meditate that the
deities and the siddhis melt into light and dissolve into [one's own] heart life-force, becoming inseparable" (sgrub rten gnas gsum
du gtug cing dam rdzas rnams la longs spyod nas/ lha dang dngos grub 'od du zhu ba bdag gi thugs srog la thim pas dbyer med du
gyur par bsam/) bDud 'joms gNam lcags spu gri bsnyen yig Vol. Da: 172.1–2).

41 Sa skya Phur chen, 24r–25r. Elsewhere in other versions of the five Buddha family consecrations, the places may be ritually
consecrated simply through folding together the palms of the hands and touching them to the places. In this case, it is clear that
the phur bu is held (phur bu bzungs la/, 24r.6), touched to the places in turn (spyi gtsug la sogs pa'i gnas lnga dang/ sgo gsum du
reg cing/, 24v.3–4), and only afterwards returned to its place on the shrine, meditating that the consecrations and empowerments
of all the tathāgatas have been conferred (de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi dbang dang byin rlabs kyi dbang bskur bar bsam
zhing phur pa gdan la bzhag go/ 25r.1–2). A myes zhabs is explicit in his commentary that the phur pa is held in the hands,
adding moreover that the phur pas of the different directions (presumably of the maṇḍala on the shrine) are to be used in
consecrating the places around the head, while the central phur pa is used for the crown of the head, and the three main body
places (lag na yod pa'i dbus kyi phur pa de spyi gtsug tu reg de bzhin du shar gyi phur pa de dpral ba dang/ lho'i phur pa rna ltag
g.yas/ nub kyi phur pa ltag pa/ byang gi phur pa rna ltag g.yon te gnas lnga dang/ yang dbus kyi phur pa dpral ba/ mgrin pa/
snying ga ste sgo gsum gyi gnas gsum du reg cig/, A myes zhabs 348.1–3).
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oneself.42 This is seen as the ultimate usage of the implement, a soteriological interpretation that goes back
to the Guhyasamāja. Within the context, however, the first possibility would seem more apt. The second
cannot be ruled out, however, especially since it is more usual to use terms for touching (gtug or reg, for
instance, in the examples above) in the context of self-consecration using the phur bu, rather than the term
for striking, which we witness here (gdab). It is also possible that both meanings are intended, the ultimate
soteriological one as an added level of the symbolism.

Line 22:
As we have seen (Ch. 5 and 6, p.74, 93-94), IOL Tib J 331.III's "Perfection of Form", is followed by its

section on the "Perfection of Consecrations". PT 349 likewise instructs that the implement is to be
consecrated as the deity. In a sense, the ordering here is not quite so apparently logical as IOL Tib J
331.III's, in that the earlier part of PT 349 already seemed to specify a visualisation of the phur bu as a deity
and a consecration type of rite, although this structure would appear to be a feature of the four-fold
categorisation given at the outset.

The idea of "striking" the whole Realm of Desire might perhaps relate to a perennial theme of the Phur pa
meditative tradition, a transformation – or transportation to nirvāṇa – of worldly realms, through "striking"
them with the Phur pa rite and its tantric realisation. This is sometimes given the technical term, the "Phur
pa of Existence" or "Existence Kīlaya" (srid pa'i phur pa), an expression which relates to the realisation of
existence as the Phur pa maṇḍala, so that saṃsāra and nirvāṇa are co-emergent and unified in Phur pa.43

Here, such transformation is not explicitly discussed – and certainly there is no mention of the Phur pa deity
as such – but the following description of the rite directed at obstacles does stipulate that transformation into
ultimate peace is the object.

Translation of lines 23–25
(23) As for the method of striking at the obstacles: the entire substance having been assembled as the
deit[ies], when rolling it between the hands, do not give rise to angry thoughts.
(24) With great compassion adhered to as the basis, through the arising of light-rays and [their] emanation
and reabsorption,
(25) the form of whoever [the rite's] object is struck, [and] by generating bodhicitta, imagine that they
become transformed into [their] nature of great peace.

Comments on lines 23–25:
The description of the actual wrathful rite makes clear its adherence to conventional Buddhist ethics.

Even while striking at the obstacles (bgegs), PT 349 insists the practitioner should not give rise to angry
thoughts, but should proceed with a mind of compassion. Although not spelt out by name, the rite of forceful
liberation or "killing" (sgrol ba or mokṣaṇa) is clearly being referred to. We find similar sentiments in the
opening passages of IOL Tib J 331.III and in IOL Tib J 754 (see above, Ch. 6, p.88-90 and Ch.7, p.139,
144). The clear evidence of the Dunhuang kīla "killing" rites taken as a whole seems to be that they were
fully ethicised and soteriologised. As we would expect from materials so closely linked to Guhyasamāja, this
early Tibetan Phur pa tradition of sgrol ba was not a sorcery tradition, but a Mahāyāna Buddhist one, albeit
in the final analysis most likely (via its Indian antecedents) a bloodless calque on non-Buddhist Tantric blood
sacrificial rites of the type still so widespread in Śākta religion. The rite of sgrol ba of course continues as a
central practice in contemporary rNying ma pa ritual, especially in the Vajrakīlaya traditions, and it is

42 For instance, the dam chos sprul sku'i snying thig las/ 'phags mchog nam mkha'i rgyal po'i sgrub chen gyi khog dbub phan bde'i
chu gter within the bDud 'joms Collected Works, giving instructions for generating the object of the liberating killing rite within
the effigy, makes the point, "It is taught that the natural expression of one's own three poisons are actually generated, arising as
the three classes of Rudra, and it is not necessary to summon or dissolve [the object] from outside." (rang gi dug gsum gyi rang
mdangs ru dra sde gsum du shar ba'i nges pa bskyed pa las phyi nas 'gugs bstim mi dgos par bzhed/, Volume Nya: 93.3–4)

43 The term occurs in many texts, for instance, on four occasions in the Myang 'das (Cantwell and Mayer, 2007: 187, 190–1, 216).
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remarkable how little the rite described in these Dunhuang texts has changed over the last millennium, if at
all.

The mention of the projection and re-absorption of light rays in line 24 is similar to the instruction given
at the same point in the ritual as described in IOL Tib J 754, although in that case, it was focused on
radiating emanations, but not re-absorption (see above Ch. 7, p.144).

Translation of lines 26–32
(26) Then utter these verses of the Phur bu proclamation:
These wrathful kings
(27) summon and totally destroy the obstacles.
Those supremely endowed with good intellect
(28) Strike with the phur bu in accordance with the rite.
The great Vajra King, the Amṛta being,
Abides as the Vajra Phur bu itself,
(29) Blue in colour like an utpala,
Gazing down at the hosts of obstacles.
The parts below [his] navel
(30) are like a point, and utterly [.....].
If, endowed with his mantras,
One definitively strikes with Vajra Phur [bu],
(31) The [bodies?] of the obstacles will become entirely immobilised
ōṃ gha gha gha ta ya gha ta ya / sa rva du shta ni phaṭ // kī la ki la ya
(32) sa rva ba pham phaṭ// hūṃ hūṃ [ba]dzra dha rod a [-] pa ya ti [...

Comments on lines 26–32:
As discussed above (p.36), variants of these verses are found also in the Guhyasamāja tradition, and later

Phur pa sources (see the Appendix below).

In this section (line 28) and in some of its parallel passages, the male deity form with the heruka upper
body and the kīla lower body is called rdo rje rgyal chen bdud rtsi po, the Great Vajra King, the Amṛta
being. We have seen above (p.147) that association between Amṛtakuṇḍalin and the Phur pa deity is a
feature of the inheritance of the Guhyasamāja materials, although in the developed Phur pa tradition, this
identification is played down; bDud rtsi (Amṛta) or bDud rtsi 'khyil ba (Amṛtakuṇḍalin) is one of the ten
wrathful ones (khro bo bcu) in the Phur pa deity's immediate retinue.

The culminating mantra does not survive intact in PT 349, but is easily recognisable as the famous mantra
from of the Guhyasamāja's Chapter 14, identified elsewhere as the rDo rje sder mo, or "Vajra claw" mantra
(see Ch. 5, p. 85 note 61 above, and Ch. 9, p.174-175 below).



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 8

Some parallel Sanskrit and Tibetan texts to PT 349 lines 27–32

([1] and [2] prepared by Gudrun Melzer)

Piṇḍikramasādhana (PKS) of Nāgārjuna:
Facsimile Edition in Mimaki and Tomabechi 1994: A PKS 2a4–2b3
Manuscript of de la Vallée Poussin's edition B PKS 2a3–2b1

[1] Piṇḍikramasādhana
(de la Vallée Poussin 1896, pp. 1–2)

Anena krodharūpeṇa
ākṛṣyaivaṃ vināyakān |
kīlayed vidhivat sarvān
prayogeṇa tu buddhimān || (10)
vajrāmṛtamahārājaṃ
vajrakīlaṃ vībhāvayet |
nīlotpaladalaśyāmaṃ
jvālāmālākulaprabham || (11)
nābhideśād adhobhāgaṃ
śūlākāraṃ vibhāvayet |
ūrdhvaṃ krodhākṛtiṃ1 caiva
trimukhākāraṣaḍbhujam || (12)
adho vighnagaṇān vīkṣya
tan mantraṃ samudāharan2 |
nikhaned vajrakīlaṃ tu
vighnadeheṣu niścalam || (13)
oṃ gha gha ghātaya ghātaya sarvaduṣṭān phaṭ3 kīlaya kīlaya sarvapāpān phaṭ4 hūṃ hūṃ5 vajrakīla
vajradhara6 ājñāpayati sarvavighnānāṃ kāyavākcittaṃ7 kīlaya hūṃ8 phaṭ

[2] sgrub pa'i thabs mdor byas pa (Piṇḍikṛtasādhana)
sDe dge rGyud 'grel vol. Ngi, 3.4–4.2; Peking 2661, p.269.

khro bo'i gzugs can 'di yis ni //
bgegs kyi dbang po nyid bkug nas //
blo dang ldan pas sbyor ba yis //
cho ga bzhin du phur bus gdab //
rdo rje bdud rtsi rgyal po che //
utpal sngon po 'dab ma'i mdog //

1 A, B ūrdhvakrodhākṛtiṃ
2 A samudāharet
3 A +phaṭ
4 A +phaṭ
5 A +hūṃ
6 A vajradharo
7 A kāyavākcittavajraṃ
8 A +hūṃ hūṃ
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'bar phreng 'khrigs pa'i 'od ldan pa //
rdo rje phur bu rnam par bsgom //
lte ba'i phyogs nas smad kyi cha //
rtse mo lta bur rnam par bsam //
stod ni khro bo'i dbyibs can te //
zhal gsum phyag drug lta bur bsgom //
de yi gsang sngags legs brjod la //
bgegs kyi tshogs la 'og gzigs pas //
rdo rje phur bu nges btab na //
bgegs kyi lus ni myi g.yo 'gyur //
oṃ gha gha ghā ta ya ghā ta ya / sa rva du ṣṭāṃ phaṭ phaṭ /
kī la ya kī la ya / sa rva pā paṃ phaṭ phaṭ hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ /
badzra kī la ya / badzra dha ro ā dznyā pa ya ti / sarva bighnān /
kā ya vāk ci tta / badzra9 kī la ya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ

The Piṇḍikṛtasādhanopāyikāvṛttiratnāvalī or mDor bsdus pa'i sgrub thabs kyi 'grel pa rin chen phreng
ba attributed to Ratnākaraśānti (Peking 2690: 297b l.7. to 298b l.2) contains a slightly different version of
the verses to the above. Here, the verses are broken up with word by word commentary interspersed. Thanks
to Gudrun Melzer for discovering this passage:

/rdo rje bdud rtsi rgyal po che/
/utpal sngon po'i 'dab ma'i mdog
/'bar phreng 'khrigs pa'i 'od ldan pa/
/rdo rje phur bus rnam par bsgom/
.........
lte ba'i phyogs nas smad kyi cha/
/rtse mo lta bur rnam bsam zhing/
/stod ni khro bo'i dbyibs can te/
/zhal gsum phyag drug lta bu bsgom/
.........
de yi gsang sngags legs brjod la/
/bltas pas 'og tu bgegs kyi tshogs/
/rdo rje'i phur bus nges btab na/
/bgegs kyi lus la mi g-yo 'gyur/
.........
oṃ gha gha gha ta ya sarba du ṣṭaṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ /
kī la ya kī la ya sarba pā paṃ phaṭ phaṭ hūṃ hūṃ badzra kī la ya badzra dharo adznyā pa ya ti/
sarba bighnāṃ kā ya bā ka ci ttaṃ kī la ya hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ phaṭ phaṭ

[3] gZi ldan 'bar ba mtshams kyi rgyud
This text of about twenty folios has no chapter divisions or titles. The text cited below is taken from folios

274r-v of vol. Zha of the mTshams brag edition (Vol 21 pages 551–552 in the modern pagination). It is very
close to the text from the Piṇḍikṛtasādhana cited above:

/hūṃ/ khro bo'i rgyal po 'di bdag gis/
/bgegs kun bkug nas rnam par 'jig
/blo ldan rab tu 'byor pa yis/
/cho ga bzhin du phur kun btab/

9 Peking omits
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/rdo rje bdud rtsi rgyal po yi/
/rdo rje'i phur bu nyid gnas pa/
/utpal sngon po'i mdog 'dra bar/
/bar ba'i 'phreng ba 'khrig pa'i 'od/
/lte ba man chad chas rnams ni/
/phur rtse lta bur rnam par sgom/
/ro stod khro bo lta bu nyid/
/zhal gsum phyag kyang drug pa ste/
/bgegs kyi tshogs la 'og tu gzugs/
/de yi sngags ni brjod bya ste/
/rdo rje phur pa nges btab nas/
/bgegs lus bzhin du mi g-yo ba'o/
/oṃ gha gha gha ta ya sarba dustan hūṃ phaṭ/
/kilaya kilaya sarba pāpaṃ hūṃ phaṭ/
/hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ badzra kilaya/
/badzra darod adnya payati/
/ka ya bag citaṃ badzra ki la ya hūṃ phaṭ/

[4] Phur pa gsang chen rdo rje 'phreng ba'i rgyud, Chapter 16
Rig 'dzin edition of the NGB, Vol. Sha folios 43v to 60r

tib ta cakra phur pa'i lha//
dmar po gcer bu ral pa can//
kun kyang khro bo chen po la//
zhal gsum phyag ni drug pa ste//
ral gri sku la phur pa'i so//
lte ba yan chad chas rnams ni//
na za rdo rje go cha gtams//
lte ba man chad chas rnams ni//
utpal sngon po'i mdog 'dra ba//
'bar ba'i 'phreng bas 'khrig pa'i 'od//
lcags kyi phur pa zur gsum pa//
btab na lha yang rlag pa'i phyir//
gnod byed dgra bgegs smos ci dgos//
kī la ya/
mā ra ya phaṭ/

[5] Phur pa'i las byang, in Grags pa rgyal mtshan's Collected Works
rDo rje phur pa'i sgrub skor, Sa skya bka' 'bum, vol. 4, p 182 (388v–389r).

dīb ta tsakra phur ba'i lha/
/dmar po gcer bu ral pa can/
/sku stod khro bo chen po la/
/zhal gsum phyag kyang drug pa ste/
/ral gri'i sgra la phur bu'i so/
lte ba man chad sku yi cha rnams ni/
/utpal sngon po'i 'dab ma 'dra/
/'bar ba'i phreng ba 'khrugs pa'i 'od/
/lcags kyi phur pa zur gsum pa/
/drag po gyur pa'i phur bu ste/
/btab na yang brlag 'gyur te/
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/gnod byed bgegs la smos ci dgos/
/oṃ badzra kī la ya sarba bighnāṃ baṃ hūṃ phaṭ/


